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ABSTRACT
Universities have adopted many programs to conserve electricity and 
counteract its high costs. Electricity can be conserved by adopting a 
class scheduling policy which schedules a reduced number of classes when 
the weather is more inclement.
A regression model is postulated to measure the impact of the 
actual class scheduling policy on the 3-hourly electricity consumption 
at Louisiana State University. This model explicitly considers the 
effects of students' load, temperature, and humidity, and implicitly 
considers variables such as electricity prices and implemented elec­
tricity conservation programs through dummy variables. Also, two- and 
three-way interaction effects are considered in this model.
Since weather-sensitive electrical devices are utilized with dif­
ferent degrees of intensity throughout the year, twelve models, one for 
each month, are estimated using OLS. It is found that the estimated 
regression coefficients for students' load, temperature, and humidity 
are not stable through time.
The models are validated using intra (1977 to 1979) and extra 
(1980) sample observations. It is found that the models meet the OLS 
assumptions. Subsequently, the models are used to predict electricity 
consumption during the year 1980 under each of three alternative 
policies: Policy 1, constant student load; Policy 2, modified constant
student load, and Policy 3, inverted student load. These predictions 
o'-e compared to the consumption under the actual class scheduling 
policy. It is found that under all three alternative policies elec­
tricity dissavings result. However, Policies two and three allow the
implementation of a daily building shut-down policy from 12 to 3 p.m. 
Electricity savings result when these policies and a building shut-down 
policy are assumed.
Temperature and relative humidity are not the only weather factors 
affecting electricity consumption. Other factors such as precipitation, 
cloud cover, and wind speed affect electricity consumption. These 
factors are imbedded in the eight weather types and three weather 
indices developed by Muller [24, 25]. It is found that weather types or 
indices associated with warm air (cool air) correspond to higher (lower) 
electricity consumption levels.
xix
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Colleges and universities have developed much interest in energy 
conservation programs to counteract the rapidly rising costs of energy. 
They have adopted a wide variety of energy conservation programs ranging 
from common sense programs such as raising thermostats during the summer 
to sophisticated programs such as the installation of computers to 
monitor and manage the consumption of electricity. Colleges and univer­
sities have directed their efforts mainly towards improving the energy 
consumption efficiency of electrical systems and heating, ventilating 
and air conditioning systems. Very little has been done in the area of 
modifying the schedule of classes to reduce electricity consumption.
The effect that class scheduling policies, i.e. the distribution of the 
number of students attending classes throughout the day, have on elec­
tricity consumption levels has not been formally investigated.
The central idea of this research is that modifying the distribu­
tion of the number of students attending classes in such a way that a 
lower number of students attend classes during the warmer hours of the 
day may result in less electrical consumption. The primary objective of 
this research is to develop a regression model to quantify the amount of 
electrical consumption under actual and proposed class scheduling 
policies at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. This 
regression model permits the estimation of the amount of electrical 
consumption under alternative class scheduling policies without having
1
to implement them. Some institutions have modified their schedule of 
classes in an effort to reduce electricity consumption. According to 
the Energy Task Force [10], Morton College in Cicero, Illinois, does not 
offer any day courses during the summer to help the institution save on 
air conditioning demand. In addition, the work schedule of the adminis­
trative staff was changed to a ten-hour day and a four-day work week. 
Also, according to the Energy Task Force [10], Delaware County Community 
College has eliminated offering classes on Fridays. Schooldays run from 
Monday through Thursday.
Before fully describing the specific objectives of this research, 
it is appropriate to review the situations which have led to a greater 
interest in energy conservation programs, first, in various sectors of 
the economy and, second, in colleges and universities.
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN GENERAL
The supply of natural resources such as oil, natural gas, coal and 
uranium is limited. There is a continuing need to use these resources 
more intelligently. Prior to the Arab oil embargo, the price of energy 
had been stable or declining in real terms. Energy-consuming devices, 
homes and buildings, industrial processes, and automobiles had been 
designed without consideration of energy-efficiency concepts. Since the 
oil embargo, energy prices have risen dramatically. All sectors of the 
economy are actively engaged in finding more efficient ways to produce 
and consume energy. Schipper [29] has found that other industrialized 
countries consume energy more efficiently than the United States. This 
study has made it more evident that there is considerable technical
3feasibility and conservation potential in the United States energy 
consumption patterns. A review of some of the energy conservation 
measures which have been implemented or proposed which affect the 
electric utilities and the residential, commercial and industrial 
sectors is appropriate at this point. First, the electricity conserva­
tion efforts from a supply side point of view are discussed, and then 
the energy conservation efforts from the demand side are discussed.
ELECTRICITY CONSERVATION - SUPPLY SIDE
Electricity is a versatile form of energy. It plays a very 
important role in our society since it is used, directly or indirectly, 
to satisfy a great variety of human needs. In the residential, com­
mercial and industrial sectors, it is used for air conditioning, light­
ing, water heating, space heating. It also is used to power computers 
and office machinery, and to power large and small industrial processes, 
etc.
The production of electricity, traditionally, is achieved by utili­
zing fossil fuels such as oil, natural gas, and coal. It is also pro­
duced by using hydroelectric power and nuclear power. The cost of 
producing electricity has been rising very rapidly, and this trend is 
expected to continue, due, as Sacarto [28] puts it, to the simultaneous 
presence of fuel constraints, environmental constraints, and financial 
constraints.
The fuel constraints emerge from the growing scarcity of oil and 
natural gas and the government restrictions on the use of oil and natural 
gas for the production of electricity. The dependence on foreign oil, 
as painfully demonstrated by the Arab oil embargo, has made the use of
oils a very expensive energy source. According to Bupp and Schuller 
[4], the domestic production of oil and natural gas has fallen well 
behind domestic consumption. The known reserves of natural gas have 
been declining very rapidly to the point that the federal government, 
through the Power Plant and Industrial Fuels Use Act (PIFUA) of 1978, 
has restricted the use of natural gas to produce electricity. The same 
act promotes the use of coal.
The environmental constraints imposed on the use of coal and 
uranium make the production of electricity more expensive through the 
added cost of complying with pollution control standards. Coal is very 
abundant in the nation; according to Sacarto [28], the known coal re­
serves can last well into the 22nd century. The abundance of coal makes 
this fuel a relatively cheap source of energy to produce electricity. 
However, air pollution standards require the installation of scrubbers 
whenever coal is used to produce electricity. The investment in scrub­
bers, of course, makes the production of electricity more expensive. 
Besides, scrubbers also negatively affect the conversion efficiency 
(i.e., more fuel is required to produce the same amount of electricity). 
Uranium is also very abundant in the country. However, increasing 
public opposition exists to the use of nuclear power to produce elec­
tricity. Environmentalists are very concerned, primarily, with nuclear 
waste disposal and reactor safety. According to Bupp [3], there is 
considerable concern and debate with respect to whether nuclear power 
will be an accepted, and therefore available, source to produce elec­
tricity. Hydroelectric power is probably the cheapest way to produce 
electricity. But here, too, the environmentalists have exerted con­
siderable opposition to dam construction.
Financial constraints also make the production of electricity more 
expensive. Electric utilities have the objective and responsibility of 
satisfying demand for power at all times. Electric utilities find 
themselves having to build new plants to satisfy the growing power 
demands. Blackouts and brownouts are not acceptable as viable alterna­
tives to supply expansion. New plant construction costs and the cost of 
acquiring capital during constructions have increased dramatically in 
recent times. According to Bauer and Hirshberg [2], cost increases and 
interest during construction for nuclear plants account for about half 
of total plant costs.
Electric utilities are in the unenviable position of, simultane­
ously, having to meet demand requirements, satisfy regulatory (Federal 
Energy Regulatory Council, Public Service Commissions) and environmental 
requirements, and provide equitable rates to electric customers. Bauer 
and Hirshberg [2] describe the conflicting objectives of electric 
utilities very adequately. They categorize these objectives into three 
broad groups: (1) utilities must maintain system reliability while the
use of oil and gas is restricted and while there is considerable opposi­
tion to the use of coal and uranium; (2) utilities must maintain a clean 
environment while intensifying the use of coal, and, at the same time, 
they must maintain their rates as low as possible; and (3) utilities 
must maintain a healthy financial situation in spite of regulatory 
delays and increasing costs of new plants.
In view of these conflicting objectives, electric utilities have 
been actively engaged in promoting ways to use electricity much more 
efficiently. The federal government has also been very active in pro­
moting or mandating the use of energy more efficiently. Electric 
utilities have been concerned with the adoption and development of
6technology that allows them to use the primary fuels - coal, natural 
gas, and oils - more efficently, i.e., the improvement of electricity 
production methods to produce the same amount of electricity while using 
less fuels. Utilities also have been concerned with adopting pricing 
structures and load management techniques that tend to discourage the 
use of electricity during peak hours, thus allowing them to delay the 
construction of new plants.
The methods to improve the efficiency of the utilization of 
fuels used in the production of electricity have to do with improving 
the conversion efficiency which implies using advanced generation and 
transmission technologies. Bauer and Hirshberg categorize the conver­
sion efficiency options in three broad groups: (1) switching to renew­
able sources such as solar power and wind power; (2) developing new 
generation technologies such as magnetohydrodynamics and phosphoric acid 
fuel cells; and (3) recovering waste heat from one conversion process 
and using this heat as input to power other conversion processes. 
Cogeneration is one example of this type of option. It consists in 
using the "wasted" steam from industrial processes to generate elec­
tricity.
ELECTRICITY CONSERVATION - DEMAND SIDE
The methods to improve the ways in which electricity is consumed 
have to do with the implementation of load management techniques and the 
design of pricing structures that tend to discourage the wasteful use of 
electricity.
Load management techniques are non-price techniques designed to 
reduce the demand (KW) for electricity at times of peak periods. Radio
communication, multiple building computer systems, time and thermostat 
switches are some tools that are being used to shed the load demand 
during peak hours. Voluntary shifting of usage patterns is another 
popular way to shed the load demand during peak hours. Load demand is 
weather sensitive; by postponing activities to when the weather condi­
tions are more favorable a reduction in peak load demand is achieved. 
These techniques shift the peaks to times when weather conditions are 
more favorable, and thus the magnitude of the peak is reduced.
Pricing structures are techniques that tend to discourage wasteful 
use of electricity through the price mechanism. These pricing struc­
tures design the price of electricity in such a way that the price 
reflects the additional or varying costs of producing electricity. The 
demand of electricity varies by hour, day, and season. Producing elec­
tricity to satisfy higher levels of demand is sequentially more expen­
sive since intermediate or peaking units (such as gas turbines) have to 
be used to meet additional levels of demand. Peaking units have high 
operation costs, while base load units (such as coal power plants) have 
lower operation costs. The traditional rate structures, which are based 
on declining-block rates, tend to encourage the level of consumption.
TRADITIONAL RATE STRUCTURE
Before discussing some of the innovative rate structures that have 
been proposed to stimulate a less wasteful way of consuming electricity, 
current electricity pricing strategies are examined. In terms of 
cost, the most important physical characteristics of electricity are the 
amount of energy supplied, the rate at which it is consumed, and the 
potential at which it is delivered. The amount of electricity used by a
customer is measured in kilowatt-hours (KWh), while the rate of consump­
tion at any moment is measured in kilowatts (KW). Electrical potential 
is measured in volts. For large commercial and industrial customers, 
the tariff typically includes a demand (KW) charge and an energy (KWh) 
charge. These two charges are often subject to a declining-block struc­
ture. The "Hopkinson" rate is widely used for billing industrial and 
commercial customers. This rate is a two-part rate structure which has 
a charge for the consumer maximum demand (KW) in addition to a declining- 
block rate for the monthly quantity of energy consumed. The maximum 
demand charge applies to the highest rate at which a customer uses power 
during any short period in the month, regardless of the hour at which 
the maximum occurs. In some cases, the charge applies to the maximum 
attained in a 12-month period, and declining rates are frequently used 
for the maximum demand charge. Typically, the residential customers pay 
only for the amount of electricity (KWh) used. Residential energy 
charges sometimes are constant per kilowatt-hour rates and sometimes 
follow a declining block pattern with successive blocks having a lower 
cents per kilowatt-hour charge.
In addition to energy (KWh) charges and demand (KW) charges, a fuel 
adjustment charge and a customer charge are commonly added to arrive at 
the total cost of electricity. The fuel adjustment charge reflects the 
costs of primary fuels utilized to produce electricity. This charge 
fluctuates as the cost of primary fuels varies. The customer charge is 
generally a fixed cost that reflects the specific costs of supplying 
electricity to a specific cutomer. Even if the customer does not 
consume electricity, this cost is incurred by the utility. It includes 
such things as the cost of metering devices, the cost of specific
9customer-required transformers, etc.
INNOVATIVE RATE STRUCTURES
The conventional rate structures with their declining-block rates 
tend to encourage consumption. Interest in increased energy efficiency 
has led some utilities and some government agencies (Federal Energy 
Regulatory Council, Public Service Commissions) to investigate the 
consumers attitudes and responses towards several rate structures modi­
fications. In essence, all these rate structure modifications tend to 
raise the cost of electricity. Proposals for new rate structures can be 
found in Mitchell, Manning and Acton [22] and also DeSouza [8]. These 
proposals include the replacement of the current declining-block struc­
ture by either inverted rates, time-of-day rates, seasonal forms of 
peak-load pricing or marginal-cost rates. The inverted rates are 
exactly the opposite of declining-block rates. Time-of-day rates are 
rates that vary according to whether electricity is consumed during peak 
or off-peak periods of the day; seasonal rates vary according to whether 
electricity is consumed during peak or off-peak periods of the year. 
Marginal-cost rates are time-of-day rates, except that, under this rate 
structure, each kilowatt-hour is priced at the incremental cost of 
supplying it at that moment.
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN THE INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND RESIDENTIAL 
SECTORS
The residential, commercial, and industrial sectors are reacting to 
the rise in all forms of energy costs by adopting many energy conser­
vation measures. These measures are of two types: (1) those activities
that require a monetary investment in retrofit and (2) those activities
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that do not require a monetary investment but require a change in life­
style to minimize energy use. The first category involves making ad­
justments such as adding more insulation to buildings and homes, and the 
second category includes such things as raising thermostats during the 
summer and lowering them during the winter. Many options are being 
investigated to improve the efficiency with which electricity is con­
sumed in the different sectors.
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
Reid and Chiogioji (27] describe the technical options for improv­
ing the energy use characteristics of the industrial sector. They 
identify four groups of options. They refer to these options as 
(1) housekeeping, (2) waste heat recovery, (3) process changes and 
(A) production changes. Housekeeping options include all the common 
sense options such as reducing lighting levels, resetting thermostats, 
and so on. Waste heat recovery options involve measures that reduce the 
amount of energy wasted. Producing electricity by means of cogeneration 
is an example of this type of option. Process changes involve actions 
such as replacing equipment and machinery that are used in the produc­
tion processes with new more energy-efficient equipment and machinery. 
Practically, process changes are feasible only when investments are made 
for plant expansion. Process changes involve an economic evaluation 
between the costs associated with the required changes and the possible 
savings derived from the changes. Production changes involve the re­
design of products so that they consume less energy. This option 
satisfy the consumer's demand for more energy-efficient products.
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RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SECTORS
Savitz and Hirst [30] describe the technological options for im­
proving energy efficiency in residential and commercial buidlings. They 
recognize that, due to the wide variety of homes and buildings, it is 
difficult to implement energy conservation measures that work adequately 
well in all cases. However, they recognize that immediate savings can 
be achieved by the simple installation of commercially available devices 
such as automatic thermostat and lighting controls. They recommend the 
adoption of the improvements that now are being made to existing tech­
nologies, such as window materials that reduce the amount of heat gains 
or losses, and heat pump systems. They also emphasize the idea that 
more energy savings can be achieved by integrating energy systems for 
communities rather than being concerned with individual buildings.
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Energy cost increases have had an adverse impact on the budgets of 
colleges and universities. Larger portions of their budgets are being 
utilized to pay for energy costs. Colleges and universities do not have 
the ability to pass on cost increases to the student as the costs are 
incurred. Neither do they have the ability to reduce staff to compen­
sate for cost increases. Extraordinary sources of revenue to meet 
sudden cost increases are not available to them either. The activities 
of colleges and universities are financed by fixed budgets and alloca­
tion plans that are revised every year. About the only alternative that 
higher education institutions have to cope with cost increases is the 
elimination of waste. In many universities, the environment is one of 
savings and conservation. By eliminating waste, additional funds can be 
made available to meet other educational needs.
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Colleges and universities have been reacting to higher energy costs 
by implementing a wide variety of energy conservation programs. The 
Energy Task Force [11] has categorized the energy conservation programs 
undertaken by colleges and universities into three groups which they 
call: quick fix modifications, refit modifications, and system convert
modifications. Quick fix modifications are energy consumption reduction 
measures that require little or no investment. These modifications can 
be thought of as common-sense measures. Examples of quick fix modifica­
tions include reduction of lighting, temperature set-backs, unoccupied 
shutdowns, etc.
Refit modifications require modest capital investments. These 
modifications are more involved than quick fix modifications. An eco­
nomic study is usually required to determine if the expected savings 
justify the investment. Refit modifications include the insulation of 
walls and attics, isolation of off-line boilers, and modification of 
lighting controls, fixtures, and space characteristics.
System convert modifications are more sophisticated than the pre­
vious modifications. The capital investment required can be substantial.
An economic study to compare savings to capital investments is usually 
required before adopting a system convert modification. These modifica­
tions include the acquisition of central computer control systems to 
monitor and control the demand of electricity, installation of solar 
energy collectors for hot water heating, and the installation of heat 
reclamation systems to recover heat energy that would otherwise be 
wasted.
Energy conservation measures adopted by colleges and universities 
are not very different from the measures adopted in other sectors. Most
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conservation measures can be classified as being directed toward im­
proving (1) electrical systems, (2) heating, ventilating and air- 
conditioning (HVAC) systems, (3) building envelope, (4) building opera­
tions, (5) production and distribution of utilities and (6) use of 
equipment and facilities by students, faculty and staff.
The improvement of electrical systems has been undertaken by many 
universities. The Association of Physical Plant Administrators [34] 
reports that the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Syracuse 
University, Princeton University and Marquette University are among the 
many universities which have adopted some kind of an improvement in the 
electrical systems. The most common improvements include: conversion
of lamps from incandescent to mercury vapor, installation of photo­
electric cells, disconnection and change of ballasts, and so on.
Carleton University, Western Michigan University, The Ohio State 
University, and The University of Louisville are among the universities 
which have improved the HVAC systems. The most popular improvements 
include: installation of automatic time clocks on all HVAC system,
installation of temperature controls and modification of boilers and 
water heaters, etc.
The University of Iowa, the College of St. Catherine, Augustana 
College, and the State University of New York at Buffalo are among the 
universities which have improved the envelope of buildings by installing 
storm windows, caulking, and wall and attic insulation, etc.
The College of William and Mary, Lehigh University, Cleveland State 
University, and the University of Hartford and other universities have 
improved their buildings operations by introducing computers for load 
shedding purposes, shutting down air handlers and chillers when
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facilities are unoccupied, etc.
The University of North Dakota, Drexel University, The Georgia 
Institute of Technology and Peperdine University are among the univer­
sities which have improved the production and distribution of utilities 
by installing secondary chilled water pumps, cooling tower drift 
eliminators, and turbine generators to produce electricity, etc.
In addition to the above five groups of technical projects, some 
universities have also been promoting energy conservation awareness 
programs among students, faculty, and staff. The University of Louis­
ville implemented a program to conserve energy in the use of elevators 
and lighting. The University of North Carolina at Chapell Hill imple­
mented an energy conservation program by inserting flyers in the insti­
tution's newspaper.
ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AT LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
The interest in electricity conservation programs at Louisiana 
State University (LSU) has been enhanced by the rapid increase in elec­
tricity costs. Electricity costs have grown faster than electricity 
consumption and school enrollment. In September 1977, LSU consumed 
6,503,860 KWh, and it paid about $250,000 for this consumption. The 
school enrollment was 24,880 students. In September 1980, the 
university experienced a modest growth in electricity consumption and 
school enrollment. Electricity consumption and school enrollment were, 
respectively, 5.2% and 3.1% higher than they were in September 1977. In 
contrast, the growth in the electricity bill was not as modest; it was 
21.5% higher. LSU's monthly total electricity costs and their four 
components - energy (KWh) charge, net maximum load (KW) charge, fuel 
adjustment charge and interest charge on leased equipment - for the
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period 1977 to 1980 are shown in Figure 1.1. This figure clearly 
depicts the fast growth of the total cost of electricity to the univer­
sity.
A wide range of energy conservation programs have been implemented 
to counteract the rapid growth in electricity prices. These programs 
range from quick fix modifications to system convert modifications.
Programs such as the acquisition of a computer to monitor and regulate 
the supply for electricity, the consolidation of night classes into one 
building, and a total "Christmas shutdown" are a few of the energy 
conservation programs adopted at LSU. A list of the most important 
energy conservation projects implemented during the 1976 to 1980 period 
is shown in Table 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 LSU’s Monthly Total Electricity Costs and Their Four Com­
ponents 1977 to 1980.
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Project
1) Establish temperature standards
2) Implement first phase computer energy 
management
3) Tie Library into central chilled water 
system
A) Begin second phase computer energy 
management
5) Tie Geology into central chilled water 
system
6) Consolidate night classes
7) Tie Electrical Engineering branch into 
central chilled water system
8) Install of new chiller at powerhouse
9) Modify chilled water system at Assembly Center
10) Combine chilled water systems of Union and 
Law Center
11) Tie Lockett and Journalism into the central 
chilled water system
Date
- May 1976
- July 1976
- October 1976
- December 1976
- December 1976
- January 1977
- January 1977
- June 1979
- August 1979
- November 1979
- April 1980
Table 1.1 Energy Conservation Projects at LSU.
CHAPTER II
OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY OF THIS RESEARCH
There are two objectives in this research, referred to as the 
primary and the secondary objectives. The primary objective is to 
develop a regression model to measure the impact of the actual class 
scheduling policies on electricity consumption* at L.S.U. and to use 
this model to predict the electricity consumption under alternative 
class scheduling policies. The impacts of temperature, relative 
humidity, and other factors on electricity consumption are also included 
in the regression model. The secondary objective is to investigate the 
impact of weather types and weather indices on the monthly electricity 
consumption means. The purpose of the secondary objective is to lay 
some background for future research in the area of weather types, 
weather indices and electricity consumption. Before discussing these 
two objectives, it is appropriate to describe the research data first.
RESEARCH DATA
The data (variables) used in this research consist of LSU's elec­
tricity consumption (E^) measured in KWh, temperature (T^) measured in 
degrees fahrenheit, percent relative humidity (H^), weather types, and 
number of students (Sfc) attending classes. These data have been 
recorded on a 3-hourly basis and are available for the period starting 
on January 1, 1977, and ending on December 31, 1980 (a total of 11,688
* The terms "electricity consumption" and "energy consumption" are used 
interchangeably.
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observations), except for the weather type data, which are available for 
the period starting on October 1, 1977, to December 31, 1979. Each 
variable is discussed separately.
ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION DATA (Efc)
The electricity consumption data are measured in kilowatt hours 
(KWh) which is a measure of electrical energy. Gulf States Utilities 
(GSU), LSU's supplier of electricity, provided these data on a 30-minute 
basis for the years 1977 to 1980, a total of 70,128 observations. These 
data have been summed on a three hourly basis (the sum of six consecu­
tive 30-minute readings constitute one 3-hour reading) to be consistent 
with the weather data which have been measured on a three-hourly basis. 
After the computations of the three-hourly electricity consumption 
values, the total number of observations reduces to 11,688.
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
The electricity consumption at LSU is being monitored and recorded 
simultaneously by GSU's metering devices and LSU’s IBM System 7. GSU's 
metering devices and LSU's computer monitor the consumption of elec­
tricity on a 30-minute basis. Each day is divided into 48 30-minute 
intervals.
Some missing observations existed in the computer tape sent by GSU. 
The majority of these missing observations were obtained directly from 
LSU's IBM System 7 records. In other instances, the missing observa­
tions had to be estimated; the estimation of missing observations was 
done on the 30-minute observations and, in very few instances, it was 
done on the 3-hourly observations. The estimation of missing 30-minute
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and 3-hourly observations was very straightforward. They were estimated 
by calculating the midpoint between consecutive readings.
TEMPERATURE (Tt) AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY (Ht) DATA
Temperature and relative humidity are recorded on a 3-hourly basis 
at Ryan Airport (located about 15 miles north of L.S.U.) in Baton Rouge.
A computer tape containing 3-hourly temperature and relative humidity 
readings was acquired from The National Climatic Data Center of N.O.A.A. 
in Asheville, North Carolina. There are no missing observations in this 
tape.
WEATHER TYPES AND WEATHER INDICES DATA
Weather types (defined later) were obtained on a 3-hourly basis 
from Muller [26]. Weather types were further classified into weather 
indices. The 3-hourly weather types and weather indices are available 
for the period beginning in October 1977 and ending in December 1979.
The weather types were compiled from weather data (temperature, 
humidity, wind direction and wind speed) recorded at Ryan Airport in 
Baton Rouge and U.S. weather maps prepared by the National Meteoro­
logical Center.
NUMBER OF STUDENTS (St) ATTENDING CLASSES DATA
LSU's Department of Institutional Research provided a computer tape 
from which the data on the number of students attending classes were 
accumulated. This computer tape contains the schedule of classes for 
every student registered in the university as of the 14th class day 
during each semester from the Fall of 1976 to the Fall of 1981. This 
tape contains well above one million observations. These observations
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were processed and summarized by semester, day of the week, and hour of 
the day. This summarization made it possible to compute, for example, 
the total number of students attending classes from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 
a.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Subsequently, the data were 
further summarized in five prespecified 3-hour intervals starting with 
the 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. interval and ending with the 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
interval. These data were summarized in 3-hour intervals to achieve 
consistency with the electricity consumption data and the weather data 
which have been summarized in 3-hour intervals.
The number of students enrolled in classes having starting and 
ending times that extend over two or more of the five prespecified time 
intervals were accounted for in each of the overlapping prespecified 
time intervals. For example, classes offered daily from 8 to 10 a.m. 
have their starting and ending times overlapping with the 6 to 9 a.m. 
and the 9 to 12 p.m. intervals. The total number of students attending 
classes from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. are accounted for in both time intervals,
i.e., they are included in the 6 to 9 a.m. interval and also in the 9 to 
12 p.m. interval. This way of accumulating the number of students is 
consistent with the way the electricity consumption data have been 
accumulated. For instance, electricity consumed from 9 to 9:30 a.m. has 
been recognized in the 9 to 12 p.m. interval. Similarly, the number of 
students attending classes from 9 to 9:30 a.m. have been recognized in 
the 9 to 12 p.m. interval.
UNCLASSIFIED DATA
Not all the information available in the computer tape could be 
classified into the five prespecified 3-hour intervals. Fifteen fields 
(spaces) have been designated in the computer tape to describe the times
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(beginning and ending) and days each class meets. For example these 
fields are filled with information such as "10301130MWF" or 
"11001200MTWTF". In some cases the reported schedule of classes is a 
number such as "93417586"; obviously this information can not be classi­
fied. Cases of partially unclassifiable information occur in situations 
in which the schedule of a particular class is reported as 
"10301230MWFS330" which makes it impossible to determine the duration 
and day when this class meets in the afternoon. Still another case of 
unclassifiable information occurred when a class name appeared in the 
space designated for class schedule. For example "COMMERCIALPAPER" 
appeared instead of the class schedule.
Several SAS programs and command procedures were written to handle 
and summarize the data into the required format. Table 2.1 shows the 
total number of observations and the proportion of unclassifiable infor­
mation by semester for the years 1977 to 1980.
RESEARCH DATABASE
Since one of the objectives of this research is to formulate a 
regression model to measure the impact of the number of students attend­
ing classes on electricity consumption, and since there are, for all 
practical purposes, no students attending classes during breaks, holi­
days, weekends, and nights (from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m.), the observations 
(electricity consumption, temperature, humidity, etc.) recorded during 
breaks, holidays, weekends and nights (from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m.) are not 
relevant for model estimation purposes. Table 2.2 shows the dates of 
breaks and holidays for the years 1977 to 1980. The observations 
recorded during these dates have been excluded, and the remaining
Number of Unclassifiable Percent of Unclassifi- 
Semester Observations Observations able Observations
Spring 77 97,445 6532 6.
Summer 77 17,945 1951 10.
Fall 77 114,988 6839 5.
Spring 78 102,029 6253 6.
Summer 78 18,324 2829 15.
Fall 78 119,883 6748 5.
Spring 79 105,355 5798 5.
Summer 79 17,908 1216 6.
Fall 79 124,556 6137 4.
Spring 80 110,005 5549 5.
Summer 80 19,350 1747 9.
Fall 80 130,261 6358 4.
7
9
9
1
4
6
5
8
9
0
0
9
Table 2.1 Number of Observations in the Student Tapes.
1977 1978 1979 1980
Christmas Break Jan. 1 - Jan. 11 Jan. 1 - Jan. 10 Jan. 1 - Jan. 9 Jan. 1 - Jan. 8
Mardi Gras Feb. 21 - Feb.. 22 Feb. 6 - Feb. 7 Feb. 26 - Feb. 27 Feb. 18 - Feb. 19
Spring Vacation Apr. 2 - Apr. 11 Mar. 14 - June 5 Apr. 7 - Apr. 16 Mar. 29 - Apr. 7
Spring-Summer Break May 19 - June 5 May 14 - June 5 May 13 - June 4 May 15 - June 4
Independence Day July 4 July 4 July 4 July 4
Summer-Fall Break Aug. 3 - Aug. 21 Aug. 3 - Aug. 20 Aug. 2 - Aug. 19 Aug. 7 - Aug. 24
Labor Day Sept . 4 Sept . 4 Sept. 3 Sept . 1
Thanksgiving Holiday Nov. 24 - Nov.. 27 Nov. 24 - Nov. 26 Nov. 21 - Nov. 25 Nov. 26 - Nov. 30
Christmas Break Dec. 18 - Dec.. 31 Dec. 17 - Dec. 31 Dec. 16 - Dec. 31 Dec. 17 - Dec. 31
Source: Various academic calendars.
Table 2.2 Breaks and Holidays Observed at LSU From 1977 to 1980.
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observations constitute the database employed in this research. This 
database is kept in chronological order. Each day has five observations 
recorded at 9 a.m., 12 p.m., 3 p.m., 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. Each observation 
clearly identifies the electricity consumed (E^) during each time 
interval, the number of students (St) scheduled to attend classes during 
each time interval, and the temperature (T^), relative humidity (Ht) and 
weather type prevailing at the end of each time interval. In addition, 
each observation clearly identifies the time of day, day of week, month, 
and year.
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE
Under L.S.U.'s actual class scheduling policy, a large number of 
students are allowed to take courses during the warmer hours (12 p.m. to 
3 p.m.) of the day. The actual policies for the Spring, Summer, and 
Fall semesters in 1980 are depicted in Figures 2.1 through 2.3. The 
amount of electricity consumed during the warmer hours of the day 
usually exceeds the amount of electricity consumed during any other time 
interval of the same duration. This is depicted in Figures 2.4 to 2.6, 
which show the average energy consumption by time of day for the Spring, 
Summer, and Fall semesters in 1980. It is hypothesized that the amount 
of energy consumed during the warmer hours of the day can be reduced by 
modifying the actual student scheduling policy in such a way that a 
smaller number of students go to class during these warm hours. The 
purpose of this research is to quantify the amount of electricity 
savings (KWh) that could have been generated had an alternative student 
scheduling policy (defined later) been adopted during the year 1980.
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Specifically, the primary objective of this research is twofold:
(1) to develop a regression model, using 3-hourly data from 1977 to 
1979, to estimate the effect on the campus 3-hourly electricity con­
sumption derived from the actual student scheduling policy and all the 
other factors (such as temperature and relative humidity) implicitly or 
explicitly (these two terms are clarified below) accounted for that 
affect the electricity demand at L.S.U., and (2) to use this regression 
model in a simulation context to predict what would have been the campus 
3-hourly, monthly, semestral and annual electricity consumption savings 
had one of three alternative student scheduling policies (defined later) 
been adopted during 1980.
THE REGRESSION MODEL
The statistical model is to be developed under the following four 
considerations:
1. The model should be sound from a conceptual and a statistical 
viewpoints.
2. The statistical model should be useful for predicting the 
consumption of electricity under actual and alternative class 
scheduling policies.
3. The model should incorporate, explicitly or implicitly, all 
the factors that influence the electricity demand at L.S.U.
These factors are classified into three groups: weather
effects, non-weather effects and interaction effects. The 
weather effects on electricity consumption are represented by 
temperature and relative humidity. The non-weather effects 
include factors such as the number of students attending 
classes, the price of electricity, the allocated budget to pay
for electricity, the time of day, the energy conservation ef­
forts, etc. The interaction effects are represented by the 
interaction between the number of students attending classes 
and the time of day and the interaction between the number cf 
students attending classes and the prevailing weather con­
ditions .
4. Regression models are to be estimated on a by-month basis
using data measured on a 3-hourly basis during the years 1977 
to 1979. Thus, while one general form for the regression 
model is postulated, twelve sets of coefficients are 
estimated.
ALTERNATIVE CLASS SCHEDULING POLICIES
The three alternative student scheduling policies are defined unde
the following four considerations:
(a) These policies are defined assuming that there is sufficient class 
room space to accomodate the number of students recommended by 
these policies at any time. Space limitations become a critical 
concern at the time of implementation.
(b) These policies assume that faculty members are willing to accept 
the proposed schedules and that students will not transfer to othe 
universities as a result of inconvenient class schedules.
(c) Warm weather occurs more often than cold weather in Baton Rouge. 
These policies are defined in terms of providing class scheduling 
policies that are more favorable for warm weather than for cold 
weather.
(d) Under each of the three policies, the daily sum total of the numbe 
of students scheduled to attend classes during each of the five
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3-hourly intervals (each school day is divided into five three- 
hourly intervals: 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., 12 p.m. to
3 p.m., 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., and 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.) equals the daily 
sum total under the actual policy prevailing in 1980. This guaran­
tees that the alternative policies and the actual policy represent 
the same total number of students enrolled in the University in 
1980. The only difference between the actual and alternative 
policies is the student distribution throughout the day.
The three alternative policies considered in this research are defined
next.
Constant Student Load (Alternative Policy 1)
Under this policy the same number of students attend classes during 
each of the five 3-hourly intervals. This number varies for different 
school days but it is the same for a given school day. For example, the 
same number of students attend classes at all times on Mondays, the same 
number of students attend classes at all times on Tuesdays, but the 
number of students attending classes on Mondays and Tuesdays is dif­
ferent. The number of students scheduled to attend classes on a given 
day at time t is the average number of students scheduled to attend 
classes under the actual policy on that particular day. Notationally:
5
(1) _ t=l St,d . 
t,d 5
where = Number of students under policy 1 at time period t on
t’d day d.
S = Number of students under actual policy at time period
t on day d.
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t = (9a.m. to 21 p.m. in 3-hourly increments).
d = (Monday through Friday).
Since the actual class scheduling policy varies each semester, this 
alternative policy also varies each semester. Figures 2.7 to 2.9 depict 
this policy for the Spring, Summer, and Fall semesters in 1980.
Modified Constant Student Load (Alternative Policy 2)
Under this policy, no students attend classes from 12 p.m. to 
3 p.m., and a constant number of students attend classes during each of 
the other four 3-hourly intervals. This constant number of students 
varies between school days and semesters. Under this policy, the number 
of students scheduled to attend classes at time t on a given day is (1) 
zero from 12 p.m. to 15 p.m. and (2) the average number of students 
scheduled to attend classes under the actual policy on that day computed 
over four periods. Notationally:
Figures 2.10 to 2.12 depict this policy for the Spring, Summer, and Fall 
semesters in 1980.
Inverted Student Load (Alternative Policy 3)
This alternative policy is simply a rearrangement of the number of 
students scheduled to attend classes under the actual policy. While the
5
0 t = 3
t = 1, 2, 4, 5
Number of students under policy 2 at time period t on
day d.
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pattern of the actual policy is an inverted "V"., the pattern of this 
policy follows a "V" pattern. Under the actual policy, a very large 
number of students attend classes during the early afternoon hours. By 
contrast, under this alternative policy, a very small number of students 
attends classes during the early afternoon hours. During the early 
morning and late evening hours, the actual policy prescribes a small 
number of students while this alternative policy prescribes a large 
number of students. Notationally:
(3)S. = S (No. of students at 12 p.m. under actual policy),1 ,d 2,d
(3)S„ , = S, , (No. of students at 9 a.m. under actual policy),
2, d 1, d
(3)S„ = Sr , (No. of students at 21 p.m. under actual policy),
3, d 5 , a
(3)S. ~ S. , (No. of students at 18 p.m. under actual policy),
4 , d 4, d
(3)S_ , = S„ , (No. of students at 15 p.m. under actual policy),
5 , d 3 , d
where
(3)S , = Number of students under policy 3 at time period t on day d. 
t, d
Figures 2.13 to 2.15 describe this policy for the Spring, Summer, and 
Fall semesters in 1980.
Notice that these three policies have the characteristic that the 
sum total of the number of students scheduled to attend classes on a 
given day equal the sum total of the number of students scheduled to 
attend classes on that day under the actual student scheduling policy. 
Notationally:
I S(1  ^= 1 S^2  ^= I S^3] = I S . (2.1)
t=l t ’d t=l t>d t=l t>d t=l t>d
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The equalities represented by equation (2.1) guarantee the equivalence 
between the three alternative policies and the actual policy.
DIRECT AND INDIRECT ELECTRICITY SAVINGS
Two types of electricity consumption savings and one type of elec­
tricity consumption dissavings are derived from the implementation of an 
alternative student scheduling policy. The two types of savings are 
called direct and indirect savings, and the dissavings are called direct 
dissavings.
Direct electricity savings at a specific time of day are generated 
when, as a result of changing the student distribution, the electricity 
consumed under the proposed class scheduling policy is less than the 
electricity consumed under the actual class scheduling policy. Direct 
electricity savings are expected to occur during the mid afternoon hours 
when less students are scheduled to attend classes under the alternative 
policy. On the other hand, direct electricity dissavings at a specific 
time of day occur when the electricity consumed under the proposed 
policy exceed the electricity consumed under the actual policy. Direct 
electricity dissavings are expected to occur during the early morning 
and late evening hours when more students are scheduled to attend classes 
under the alternative policy.
Indirect electricity savings can also be generated as a result of 
adopting a building shut-down policy together with an alternative class 
scheduling policy which prescribes that very few or no students attend 
classes during specific hours of the day (usually early afternoon hours). 
The adoption of such a class scheduling policy makes it possible to 
implement another policy which prescribes to shut-down the supply of
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electricity (in the form of air conditioning, lighting, etc.) to those 
school facilities unnoccupied (classrooms, laboratories, etc.) during 
the hours of the day when very few or no students attend classes. The 
electricity savings obtained from the implementation of both policies 
are called indirect electricity savings because the building shut-down 
policy can only be implemented after an alternative class scheduling 
policy has been implemented.
ELECTRICITY SAVINGS RESULTING FROM AN 
ALTERNATIVE CLASS SCHEDULING POLICY
As mentioned before, one regression model form is postulated and 
twelve (one for each month) regression models are estimated. These 
twelve regression models are used to forecast electricity consumption 
during each month in 1980 under each of the three proposed class 
scheduling policies and the actual policy. The direct electricity 
savings or dissavings resulting from an alternative class scheduling 
policy are estimated by subtracting the predicted electricity consump­
tion at time t under an alternative policy from the predicted* elec­
tricity consumption at time t under the actual policy. Direct elec­
tricity savings and/or dissavings are computed on a monthly, semestral, 
and annual basis.
ELECTRICITY SAVINGS RESULTING FROM AN ALTERNATIVE 
CLASS SCHEDULING POLICY AND A BUILDING SHUT-DOWN POLICY
Class scheduling policies two and three call for no students and
If the comparison is made between the actual electricity consumption 
and the predicted electricity consumption under an alternative policy, 
then the differences (actual-predicted) are partly due to differences 
in scheduling policies and partly due to the intrinsic forecasting 
error produced by the estimated regression models.
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very few students, respectively, to attend classes from 12 p.m. to 3 
p.m. The implementation of a building shut-down policy in addition to 
the adoption of class scheduling policies two or three would increase 
the electricity savings that can be achieved during this time period.
It is only logical to turn off electrical devices such as air condition­
ing equipment and classroom lights in those buildings that are unoccu­
pied during the 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. time period.
Two approaches may be followed to estimate the amount of elec­
tricity savings that can be obtained by implementing a building shut­
down policy. The first approach involves doing a study to determine 
three things: the electrical devices that can be turned off, the power
rating (KW) of each electrical device and the length of time (hours) 
that each electrical device can be turned off. Knowing these three 
things makes it a simple matter to compute the amount of electricity 
savings by first obtaining the product of the power rating (KW) and the 
length of time (hours) that each device can be turned off and secondly 
summing over all the different types of electrical devices. Notation­
ally:
a
S = I kw. • h. ,
i=l 1 1
where S = total electricity savings (KWh),
kw^ = power rating (KW) of electrical device i, 
lu = length of time (hours) that electrical device i can be 
turned off, 
a = total number of electrical devices.
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The first approach, is out of the scope of this research. The
second approach, which is the one that is used in this research, is a
more practical approach. The electricity consumed in the university
during weekend days is derived from the need to maintain the university
operating at "minimum levels". Classroom lights, office equipment and
in some cases air-conditioning equipment remain turned off. The average
electricity consumed during regular weekend days from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
can serve as a proxy for the level of electricity that can be consumed
each regular schoolday under a building shut-down policy. The daily
electricity savings that can be obtained from a decision to shut down
buildings every schoolday from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. can be estimated by
substituting the monthly average of 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. electricity
consumption on weekend days from the monthly average of 12 p.m. to 3
p.m. electricity consumption on regular school days. Notationally the
daily electricity savings from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. in month i (ES„ .) is
a, l
given by:
ES
m .
l
I E , , .3,k,i
3, i n . i
where
ES„ . = daily Electricity savings from 12 p.m. to 15 p.m. 
’1 (t=3) in month i,
I E3 w j = Total electricity consumption from 12 p.m. to 15 p.m. 
w=l ’ ’ during all the schooldays (w) in month i,
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m .1
I. E3 k  ^ = Total monthly elctricity consumption from 12 p.m. to
k=l ’ ’ 15 p.m. (t=3) during all weekend days (k) in month i
(weekend days during vacation periods or holidays 
are excluded),
n^ = number of school days in month i,
m. = number of weekend days (excluding weekend days in
breaks or holidays) in month i.
The total monthly indirect electricity savings (TES .) from 12 p.m. toJ, 1
3 p.m. is given by
TES. . = n. • ES. . .3,i 1 3,i
TOTAL ELECTRICITY SAVINGS
The total daily electricity savings are obtained by adding the 
direct savings, indirect savings, and direct dissavings throughout the 
daily five 3-hourly intervals. However, the benefits associated with 
the adoption of an alternative class scheduling policy and a building 
shut-down policy are not reflected in the daily electricity savings 
(dissavings). The benefits are reflected in the total monthly, 
semestral, and annual electricity savings.
SECONDARY OBJECTIVE
The secondary objective is to investigate the relationships between 
the weather types and the weather indices and electricity consumption. 
The weather components in the statistical model discussed earlier are 
represented by temperature and relative humidity. Although temperature 
and relative humidity are two very important factors that affect the 
electricity consumption levels, they are not the only relevant factors. 
Other factors such as precipitation, cloud cover, wind speed and wind 
direction may have a significant impact on energy consumption levels.
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Muller [24, 25] has developed a method to classify prevailing 
3-hourly weather conditions into one of eight all-inclusive synoptic 
weather types. The proper weather classification is determined by 
utilizing daily weather maps of the United States prepared by the 
National Meteorological Center, in conjunction with the published obser­
vations such as temperatures, relative humidity, cloud cover, precipi­
tation, wind speed and wind direction recorded at a weather station (for 
the case of this research, the weather station is at Ryan Airport in 
Baton Rouge). These eight weather types are called Pacific High (PH), 
Continental High (CH), Frontal Overrunning (FOR), Coastal Return (CR),
Gulf Return (GR), Frontal Gulf Return (FGR), Gulf High (GH) and Gulf 
Tropical Disturbance (GTD). Examples of daily weather maps and weather 
types are shown in Figure 2.16. In addition, Muller has developed three
weather indices which are defined as the percentage of time period
containing selected weather types. These weather indices are called 
Continental Index (Cl), Storminess Index (SI), and Tropical Index (TI).
The eight weather types and the three weather indices are defined as 
follows:
Pacific High (PH). This weather type is usually associated with north­
westerly winds (winds moving from the northwest to the southeast). It 
usually brings mild and relatively dry air to the Baton Rouge area and 
is usually absent during the summer. The center of the surface high 
(see Figure 2.16) is usually west of the Rocky Mountains.
Continental High (CH)■ This weather type is associated with winds 
coming from the north and going south (northerly winds). It is
associated with cold and dry air coming from the Canadian regions. The
center of the surface high is east of the Rocky Mountains.
Frontal Overrunning (FOR). The center of the surface high is east of 
the Rocky Mountains. In this respect, it is similar to the Continental 
High, but, in contrast to the Continental High, the cold fronts become 
stationary along the Gulf Coast or over the northern or central Gulf of 
Mexico (see Figure 2.16). This weather type is associated with heavy 
clouds and precipitation and is uncommon during summer and early fall.
Coastal Return (CR). The center of the surface high is both east of 
Louisiana but not over the Atlantic Ocean. This weather type is 
associated with easterly winds over Southern Louisiana. During winter 
and spring, this weather type brings fair and mild weather to Louisiana.
Gulf Return (GR)■ The center of the surface high is close to or over 
the Atlantic Ocean. This weather type is associated with southeasterly 
winds. It brings warm and moist maritime tropical air to Southern 
Louisiana.
Frontal Gulf Return (FGR). This weather type has many of the character­
istics of the Gulf Return type. The major difference is that this type 
describes the situation when the convergence of a cold front and a warm 
front occurs very near to Southern Louisiana. The resultant weather is 
turbulent and stormy. This weather type is typically uncommon during 
summer and early fall.
Gulf High (GH). The center of the surface high is near or over the Gulf 
of Mexico. This weather type also includes southeasterly winds. It 
includes maritime tropical air, and sometimes it includes drier and 
warmer continental tropical air from Mexico or Western Texas. This 
weather type is mostly restricted to summer.
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Figure 2.16 Daily Weather Maps and Weather Types.
Gulf Tropical Distrubance (GTD). This weather type produces very heavy 
rains. This weather type includes weak tropical depressions and strong 
hurricanes. This weather type usually occurs from June to September.
Continental Index (Cl). This index is a measure of the frequency (or 
relative frequency) of continental polar air masses. It is defined as 
the percent of time when the weather is classified as Continental High 
(CH) or Frontal Overrunning (FOR). It is an indication of cooler and 
drier air. This index occurs least frequently during summer, i.e.,
Cl = % time (CH or FOR) .
Tropical Index (TI). This index includes all the weather types that at 
one time or another bring warm and moist tropical air to Southern 
Louisiana. It is defined as the percent of time when the weather is 
classified as Gulf Return, Frontal Gulf Return, Gulf Tropical Distur­
bance, Gulf High (included only from May through September) or Coastal 
Return (included only from June through August), i.e.,
TI = % time (GR or FGR or GTD or GH (May to Sept.) or CR (Jun. to Aug.)).
Storminess Index (SI). This index is a measure of opportunities for 
precipitation. It includes weak tropical depressions, tropical storms, 
and hurricanes. This index is defined as the percent of time when the 
weather is classified as Frontal Overrunning, Frontal Gulf Return or 
Gulf Tropical Disturbance, i.e.,
SI = % time (FOR or FGR or GTD).
These weather types and weather indices include specific weather
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characteristics that influence the amount of electricity consumed; for 
example, the Continental High occurs with clearer, cooler and drier 
days; everything else constant, the electricity consumed during this 
weather type is expected to be less than the electricity consumed during 
Frontal Gulf Return weather which is associated with warmer and cloudy 
days.
The procedure to determine which weather types and which weather 
indices are associated with higher and lower electricity consumption 
levels is developed, first, by classifying the 3-hourly electricity 
consumption data by weather type and also by weather index, and, 
secondly, by computing for each month an average electricity consumption 
by weather type and also by weather index.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The methodology employed to achieve the objectives of this research 
consists of six major steps outlined below.
Model Specification
A regression model that explicitly or implicitly takes into account 
all the factors that affect the 3-hourly energy consumption is specified. 
Briefly, the 3-hourly energy consumption (E^ .) model is specified as 
follows (this model is explained later):
E = B + Hour Effect + Day Effect + Year Effect + Student Effect 
t o
+ Interaction Student-Hour Effects + Temperature Effect 
+ Humidity Effect + Interaction Weather-Student Effects 
+ Random Disturbances.
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Parameter Estimation
Twelve regression models, one for each month of the year, are 
estimated using Ordinary Least Squares. Estimating the models on a 
by-month basis allows capturing the varying impact of the weather effect 
on the campus 3-hourly electricity consumption. For instance, the 
temperature effect is expected to be higher during September, when the 
weather is hot and humid, than during March, when the weather is nice 
and cool. The types and rate of utilization of the weather-sensitive 
appliances used during the summer months differ from the types and rate 
of utilization of the applicances used during the winter months. More­
over, the need for cooling or heating is minimal during the late winter 
and early spring months and also during the late fall and early winter 
months. These considerations suggest that a statistical model should be 
fitted on a by-month basis.
During breaks, holidays, weekend days, and nights, the energy con­
sumption level is lower than the energy consumption level occurring 
during regular school days. Given the purpose of this research, the 
energy consumption readings recorded during breaks, holidays, weekends 
and nights are irrelevant. During these periods, for all practical 
purposes, the number of students in classrooms or laboratories is zero. 
There is no interaction between the student population and the weather 
variables. Moreover, during these time periods, when there is no need 
to keep the school facilities operating at full capacity, these 
facilities should be shut down, and only the amount of electricity 
required for security and safety purposes should be consumed. These 
models are estimated using data for the years 1977 to 1979.
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Model Adequacy
The adequacy of the estimated models is checked by comparing the 
actual consumption to the predicted consumption obtained from the esti­
mated models. The error disturbances are assumed to be independent and 
normally distributed random variables with mean zero and constant vari­
ance. This assumption is verified. Also, a comparison between the 
monthly 3-hourly actual and predicted energy consumption is performed on 
a by-year (1977, 1978, 1979) basis.
Model Validation
The estimated models are validated by forecasting consumption 
outside the sample values used to estimate the models. Each of the 
twelve models is used to forecast the 3-hourly and monthly 3-hourly 
electricity consumption during the year 1980. These forecast values are 
compared to the actual values to compute the forecast errors.
Computation of Energy Savings Under Alternative Policies
The estimated models are used to estimate what would have been the 
3-hourly monthly*, semestral, and annual energy consumption during the 
year 1980 under each of the three class scheduling policies previously 
defined. A comparison between the predicted energy consumption under 
the actual policy and the predicted energy consumption under each of the 
three alternative policies is performed to estimate the direct energy
The word "monthly" refers to the number of school days in a given 
month. It does not refer to a full month. So monthly energy 
consumption refers to the total electricity consumed during school 
hours and school days in a given month. The same idea is applicable 
to the words "semestral" and "annual" electricity consumption. 
Semestral energy consumption refers to the total energy consumed 
during school hours and school days in a given semester.
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savings or dissavings. Subsequently, the indirect electricity savings 
which result from the implementation of a building shut-down policy are 
computed.
Analysis of Weather Types and Weather Indices
The monthly actual and predicted electricity consumption means are 
investigated on a (1) by weather type and (2) by-weather index basis.
CHAPTER III
FACTORS THAT DETERMINE 
THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY
The factors that influence the demand for electricity in general 
and at L.S.U. are identified in this chapter.
IMPORTANCE OF FORECASTING MODELS
Many electricity consumption forecasting models have been sponsored 
by and developed for the electric utilities. These models are a critical 
element of electric utility planning. Electricity consumption forecasts 
form the basis of construction programs and contractual arrangements 
designed to meet the consumer's needs for electricity in an economical 
and reliable manner. These models are also used in developing rate 
schedules which have a direct impact on the utility's financial health.
FORMATION OF HOMOGENEOUS GROUPS FOR DEMAND ANALYSIS
In practice, electricity consumption data are collected by customer 
class; such as residential, commercial, or industrial. The purpose is 
to avoid mixing apartment dwellers with retail stores, schools with fac­
tories, etc. The utilization rates, the percentages of various kinds of 
electricity-using equipment used, and the response to electricity prices 
are likely to be more similar within a customer class than across 
classes. At times, it is even desirable to break these three basic 
customer classes down even further. For example, Burford [5] separates 
the commercial sector into large commercial and small commercial. 
Sometimes it is necessary to separate the very large industrial users
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from the industrial class and treat them separately for forecasting pur­
poses .
CONCEPT OF DERIVED DEMAND OF ELECTRICITY
A basic concept that needs to be recognized when analyzing the 
level and fluctuations of electricity demand is that the demand for 
electric energy is a derived demand. Electric energy is not consumed as 
an end in itself. Electricity demand is derived from the demand for 
products or services which are created utilizing a stock of appliances, 
equipment and machinery that consume electric energy. Ultimately, human 
needs drive the demand for electricity.
SHORT-RUN, LONG-RUN, AND VERY SHORT-RUN DEMAND OF ELECTRICITY
The economic factors as measured by the real price of electricity, 
per capita income, the prices of electric appliances, etc., have a 
significant impact in explaining the level and fluctuations of elec­
tricity consumption. In the short-run, the stock of appliances is 
fixed; the choice of a utilization rate is determined by changes in the 
real price of electricity and real income. In the long-run, the stock 
of appliances is variable, and the demand for electricity follows the 
demand for appliances, which is determined by income and the price of 
competing fuels. In the very short-run however, the prices of elec­
tricity, income, and other important economic variables are fixed, and 
as such they do not contribute to electricity demand fluctuations.
Other factors such as the prevailing weather conditions are more 
important in explaining the very short-run (hour-to-hour or day-to-day) 
electricity demand fluctuations.
EXISTING FORECASTING TOOLS
Trending, econometric (explanatory) modeling, and end-use analysis 
are three tools frequently used by electric utilities for intermediate 
to long-term forecasting. Box-Jenkins modeling [37] and Fourier 
analysis are used primarily for short-term forecasting. Trending, 
econometric modeling and end-use analysis are discussed next.
Trending.
Trending involves plotting historical consumption, drawing a line 
or curve through those historical points, and extrapolating the curve 
into the future. This extrapolation can be accomplished either mathe­
matically or graphically.
The major disadvantages of this method are in the areas of under­
standing, flexibility, and defensibility. These methods do not contrib­
ute to an understanding of the causes of electricity consumption growth. 
They cannot be related directly to conform to different economic scena­
rios such as changes in electricity prices. Also, these methods are 
very difficult to defend in front of the regulating authorities because 
they do not include the causes that drive the demand for electricity.
Econometric Modeling.
Econometric models relate electricity consumption to the factors 
that drive electricity consumption. Factors commonly included are 
population growth, electricity prices, prices of alternate fuels, eco­
nomic conditions, and weather.
The advantages of econometric modeling are in the areas of flexi­
bility and defensibility. Econometric models can explicitly consider 
different scenarios of economic conditions and other factors which 
affect electricity consumption. Econometric models also provide an
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understanding of the relative importance of the factors which influence 
electricity consumption. Price elasticities and income elasticities are 
commonly computed. Econometric models are easier to defend than trend­
ing forecasts although econometric models have been found to be not 
necessarily more accurate than time trending.
Econometric models are not problem-free. They can not deal direct­
ly with the impact of new policies, such as mandatory appliance- 
efficiency standards and load management programs. End-use analysis has 
been developed to deal with this problem.
End-use Analysis.
End-use analysis is also called appliance saturation analysis or 
engineering analysis. This method estimates total electricity consump­
tion by summing the total use of each type of electric appliance (or 
process utilizing electricity). The use of each appliance is determined 
by multiplying the electricity use per appliance times the number of 
appliances in the region or place of interest. This method has the 
flexibility to incorporate different assumptions about appliance effi­
ciency and use.
In the residential sector, important end-uses are heating, cooling, 
water heating, and cooking. In the commercial and industrial sectors, 
important end uses include space conditioning and lighting.
In making forecasts by the end-use method, it is important to have 
information (1) on equipment saturation rates and (2) on current and 
projected building and equipment characteristics. Of special considera­
tion are the thermal integrity of the building, which will affect heating 
and cooling requirements, and the capacity and thermodynamic efficiency
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of existing equipment. See Dubin and Long [9] for a discussion on 
energy conservation for building design.
A major disadvantage of end-use analysis is its extensive data 
requirements. Typical data requirements include appliance ownership by 
housing type, appliance use patterns over time and appliance efficien­
cies. The accuracy of end-use analysis depends on the accuracy of the 
available historical data as well as assumptions about the future. Many 
researchers and consultants have begun to collect data for end-use 
analysis. For examples, see Burford [5], Gilbert and Commonwealth [13], 
and Crow, et. al. [7].
VARIABLES THAT AFFECT THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY
Human needs ultimately drive the demand for electricity; however, 
the intensity with which electricity is consumed depends on factors that 
can be broadly classified into (1) number of consumers, (2) electricity 
prices, (3) prices and availability of competing fuels, (4) economic 
activity, (5) weather conditions, and (6) conservation mandates and 
standards. A brief description of these factors follows.
Number of Customers
The number of customers in each customer class is an important 
variable. Everything else constant, the higher the number of customers, 
the higher the electricity consumption. Typically, this variable is 
most important in studies for the residential sector, in which elec­
tricity consumption use is measured on a per-customer basis. Houthakker 
[16], Wilson [39], Lyman [19], Fisher and Kaysen [12], and Burford [5] 
have used some sort of electricity consumption per capita ( or per 
customer, or per household) in their efforts to measure electricity 
consumption for the residential sector.
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Electricity Prices
Obviously, electricity prices affect the demand for electricity.
It is expected that, the higher the price, the lower the level of con­
sumption of electricity. However, in recent years, a lot of controversy 
has emerged with respect to the price of electricity. For utilities 
that have declining-block rate structures or other rate structures (time 
of day rates, increasing-block rate structures, etc.), there is a ques­
tion as to whether "average" rates (customer class revenues divided by 
electricity consumption (KWh) use), "marginal" rates (the rate obtained 
in the most typical marginal block), or some other form of rate should 
be used. With the existence of declining-block rates, the customers 
face a downward sloping supply function as well as a downward sloping 
demand function. This situation creates a problem of simultaneity. As 
consumption rises (falls), the average price of electricity falls 
(rises). Price is a function of consumption when an average price 
measure is used.
Taylor [33] suggests that the correct price measure is to include 
the rate in the marginal block and the expenditure up to that block as 
predictors in the demand function. Many researchers have recognized the 
problems of measuring or selecting the correct price variable; however, 
due to practical reasons, many continue to use the "average" price 
(revenues/consumption) as the price variable. Houtakker and Taylor 
[15], Houthakker, Ver Leger, and Sheehan [14], and Burford [5] are among 
these researchers. Other researchers such as Gilbert and Commonwealth 
[13] have begun to use "marginal" price measures. Owen [26] has a good 
discussion with respect to the "state-of-the-art" problems in using one
or the other measure of price of electricity.
Prices and Availability of Competing Fuels.
The price and availability of alternative fuels affect the consump­
tion of electricity in all sectors, particularly over the longer run. 
Functions such as water heating, space heating, and cooking applications 
can be performed with fuels other than electricity. Similarly, many 
industrial processes can be powered with fuels other than electricity. 
Many researchers have used prices of competing fuels (where applicable), 
for example, Lyman [19], Anderson [1], Wilson [38], etc.
In general, the higher (lower) the prices of electricity relative 
to the prices of competing fuels, everything else constant, the lower 
(higher) the demand for electricity.
Measures of Economic Activity
The particular measures of economic activity differ from customer 
class to customer class. For the residential sectors, two popular 
measures of economic activity are personal income (the sum of all 
sources of income to households) or disposable personal income (personal 
income less taxes). For the commercial sectors, personal income, dis­
posable personal income, retail or wholesale sales, and floor space are 
three commonly used measures of economic activity. Employment and value 
added are frequently used as measures of economic activity in the indus­
trial sectors.
The income variables are usually used in real terms, i.e., deflated 
by the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Sales variables sometimes are defla­
ted by the Producer Price Index (PPI).
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In general, the higher the value of the measure of economic ac­
tivity, the higher the consumption of electricity, assuming that all 
other relevant factors are held constant. Burford [5], and Fisher and 
Kaysen [12] used per capita personal income as a proxy for economic 
activity; Wilson [38] used median family income as a proxy for economic 
activity and, Houthakker and Taylor [15] used total personal consumption 
expenditure per capita, as a proxy for economic activity.
Weather
Some variation in electricity consumption from one period to the 
next is expected due to normal fluctuations in weather conditions. The 
most commonly used weather variables are heating and cooling degree 
days. The National Weather Service uses an arbitrary base of 65°F for 
the computation of both cooling degree days and heating degree days.
The difference between the daily average temperature (computed as the 
average of the daily maximum temperature and the daily minimum temper­
ature) and 65°F is computed to estimate the daily number of heating or 
cooling degree days. If this difference is positive, it represents the 
number of cooling degree days for that particular day. If this differ­
ence is negative, the absolute value of the difference represents the 
number of heating degree days for the day. Cooling degree days and 
heating degree days are generally used on a monthly basis rather than on 
a daily basis. Burford [5], Wilson [38], Gilbert and Commonwealth [13], 
are among those using monthly cooling and heating degree days.
Other weather variables also affect electricity consumption. For 
example, humidity, precipitation and solar radiation are among these 
other weather variables. These variables, however, have not been used 
very extensively.
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It is very difficult to predict weather in the long-run with any 
degree of reliability. Over the long-run, some sort of normal weather 
pattern is expected. Typically, this normal weather pattern is repre­
sented by the thirty year cooling degree and heating degree averages 
published by N.O.A.A.
Conservation Mandates and Standards
Energy conservation has become a way of life for just about every­
body. The Federal government, state agencies, electric utilities, and 
consumers have embarked on conservation programs whose impact must be 
considered in any forecasting efforts. Incorporating the effects of 
conservation mandates and standards in econometric or end-use models is 
not straight forward. There is a lot of uncertainty with respect to how 
the consumers will react, for example, to tax incentives for energy 
conservation such as insulation and weatherization. There is also a lot 
of uncertainty with respect to the means that will foster industrial 
cogeneration. There is also much uncertainty with respect to when and 
how much the appliance efficiency standards will affect the electricity 
consumption levels.
In practice, it is difficult to separate the impact from conserva­
tion mandates and standards and the impact of higher electricity prices 
which motivate or induce the consumer to purchase more efficient equip­
ment, regardless of government standards.
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY AT LSU
L.S.U. provides electricity-consuming services aimed at satisfying 
the needs of students, faculty, and staff. The electricity consumed at 
L.S.U. is derived from (1) the utilization of electricity-consuming 
devices employed in providing services offered to educate, to feed, to
shelter and to entertain the student population, and (2) from all the 
electricity-consuming activities of students, faculty members, and 
staff. A list of services and electricity-consuming activities or 
devices commonly found in the university include:
1. Classrooms and Laboratories. These are usually air- 
conditioned and equipped with the required elements for a good 
teaching environment, such as proper illumination, computer 
terminals, outlets to connect overhead projectors and calcu­
lators, specialized equipment, etc.
2. Dormitories. This service is offered to students who want to, 
or who have to live on campus. Dormitories are usually air- 
conditioned or, cooled by student-owned electric fans. In 
addition, students usually own electricity-consuming devices 
such as radios, television sets, lamps, typewriters, etc.
3. Cafeterias. This service is offered for the convenience and
benefit of students, faculty members, and staff. Most 
cafeterias are air-conditioned and equipped with electric 
ranges, refrigerators, freezers, etc.
k. Gymnasiums. This service forms an integral part of a good
education. Gymnasiums usually can be used all year round.
Some gymnasiums include heated swimming pools, air-conditioned 
basketball and racquetball courts, sauna baths, lighted tennis 
courts, etc.
5. Recreational Facilities. Game rooms, bowling alleys, movie
theaters, etc., are available on campus.
6. Other. Many other electricity-consuming services are offered
by the university. Examples of these other services include:
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the availability of street lights for security purposes and 
the utilization of electric equipment and machinery to provide 
preventative and corrective maintenance to the school 
facilities, etc.
Population Size at LSU
Population size is an important factor in explaining electricity 
demand. The higher the population size, the higher the utilization of 
electricity consuming devices. At L.S.U., the population size is 
measured by the sum of the number of students, faculty, and staff. On 
an hour-to-hour or day-to-day basis the number of faculty members and 
staff may be considered fixed; however, the number of students attending 
classes is highly variable, with the highest number of students attend­
ing classes around noon and the lowest number attending late at night or 
early in the morning (see Figures 2.1 to 2.3). Electricity demand at 
L.S.U. also peaks around noon when a high number of students attend 
classes and bottoms when there are no students on campus.
The energy consumed when the university is not in session is much 
lower than when it is in session. Many energy-consuming services are 
not available when the university is not in session like during breaks, 
holidays, weekends and nights (after 12 a.m. and before 6 a.m.), and 
thus the consumption level is lower than it is during regular school 
days.
Physical Characteristics of Buildings, Machinery, and Equipment at LSU 
Modern buildings, machinery and equipment are expected to be more 
energy efficient than older ones. The federal and state governments 
have been enforcing and providing incentives for better energy effi-
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ciency practices and appliance efficiency standards. As a result of 
these standards, new buildings are expected to be well insulated and 
built in accordance with codes which promote energy conservation. Old 
buildings are being retrofitted. Machinery and equipment also are built 
and designed to consume less energy. The mixture of old and new build­
ings, and old and new machinery and equipment is important in explaining 
the energy consumption levels. The newer the facilities, the lower the 
energy consumption, everything else held constant.
At L.S.U., there is a wide diversity of buildings and machinery.
There are over fifty buildings, some of them built in the thirties and 
others built in recent times. The thermal integrity of these buildings 
varies a great deal because they were built with different materials and 
different construction practices.
In terms of the machinery available at L.S.U., some of it is old, 
but some pieces are being replaced with more energy-efficient equipment.
Weather Factors
The weather factors play an important role in explaining the energy 
consumption level, particularly on the very short-run, i.e., the energy 
consumed on an hourly basis or a daily basis. Hot days, humid days, 
cloudy days, cold days, and nice days affect the way people use the 
weather-sensitive appliances such as air conditioners, electrical 
heaters, etc. During nice days, people might choose not to use air 
conditioners at all, whereas, during very cold or hot days, almost 
everybody chooses to use weather-sensitive appliances. The hotter or 
colder the days, the higher the energy consumption. The more humid the 
days, the higher the energy consumption. The cause-and-effeet relation­
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ship between energy consumption and temperature may be observed from 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 which show, respectively, the three-hourly tempera­
ture readings recorded at Ryan Airport in Baton Rouge (about 15 miles 
north of L.S.U.) in September 1979 and the three-hourly energy consump­
tion at L.S.U. during September 1979. Both figures show peaks and 
valleys occurring roughly at the same time (in these figures and the 
next figure, the numbers immediately above the horizontal axes represent 
the prevailing weather types). The three-hourly relative humidity 
readings recorded at Ryan Airport during September 1979 are shown in 
Figure 3.3. Valleys in this figure correspond to peaks in the energy 
consumption figure and temperature figures. This is because temperature 
and relative humidity tend to move in opposite directions. However, 
this relationship is not perfect in the sense that high temperature 
readings may correspond to high humidity readings as well as to low 
humidity readings. In general, the hotter and more humid the day, the 
higher the demand for electricity. It takes more energy to maintain a 
comfortable temperature in the classrooms when the prevailing temp­
erature and relative humidity are in the upper 90's, than when the 
temperature is in the upper 90's and the relative humidity is in the 
lower 50's.
DAILY ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AT LSU
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the daily electricity consumption on a 
sequential basis and on an overlaid basis for the years 1977 to 1980.
From these figures , one can observe that electricity consumption is 
highly seasonal. The peak occurs during the Summer and the bottom 
between the Fall and the Spring semesters. This pattern is recurrent as 
one can observe from Figure 3.5.
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CHAPTER IV
THE CONCEPTUAL AND STATISTICAL MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
A large number of factors that affect the electricity demand at 
L.S.U. were identified in the previous chapter. A statistical model is 
specified to measure the impact of all these factors on the demand for 
electricity. This model is specified in a form which is consistent with 
the primary objectives of this research; namely, this model's specifica­
tion makes it possible to estimate the effect on campus total elec­
tricity demand derived from the actual class scheduling policy, and it 
also makes it possible to predict the campus total electricity demand 
resulting from alternative class scheduling policies. The model speci­
fication and the theoretical justification for this specification are 
described. For practical reasons, the model is specified in such a way 
that all the factors that influence the demand for electricity are 
considered implicitly or explicitly.
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
Conceptually, a model that considers explicitly all the factors 
that influence electricity demand can be specified; practically, such a 
model would be expensive and time-consuming, if not impossible, to con­
struct. Some of the tasks that would be involved in designing such a 
model include: (1) the design, processing, and analysis of a survey
aimed at developing an inventory of appliances, machinery, equipment, 
and building physical characteristics. The questions would be directed 
to gather information on the types, number, and ages of electricity-
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consuming devices; the approximate time of day these devices are 
utilized and the number of hours these devices are used during the day.
The questions would also be directed to gather information on the number 
of buildings, the size of the buildings, the age of the buildings, the 
amount of insulation in each building, etc.; (2) a model or a statis­
tical experiment would have to be designed to integrate the results of 
the survey with economic variables such as price of electricity, and 
weather variables such as temperature and relative humidity; (3) a 
separate study would be required to estimate the electricity consumption 
under varying student loads given the results of (1) and (2). Probably, 
this study would have to be performed on a by-building-age and/or-type 
basis. This study would have to be designed to provide information that 
makes it possible to predict the effect on campus total electricity- 
demand resulting from alternative class scheduling policies.
The feasibility and complexity of the survey, model and study 
mentioned in (1) to (3) above are directly linked to whether the survey 
and study are being done to explain consumption patterns on an hourly, 
monthly or annual basis. The shorter the time interval involved, the 
more complex and less feasible it is to develop such a survey and such a 
study. Given the primary objective of this research, it is deemed 
impractical to proceed as outlined in (1) to (3).
CONCEPTUAL MODEL EMPLOYED IN THIS RESEARCH
A more practical approach is taken in this research by specifying a 
statistical model. As mentioned before, this model is specified in such 
a way that (1) all the factors that affect electricity demand are con­
sidered implicitly or explicitly and (2) the objectives of this research 
can be fulfilled.
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The model specification is as follows. The campus total 3-hourly 
energy consumption (Et) is postulated to be a function of five additive 
components: the non-weather effects, the non-weather interaction ef­
fects, the weather effects, the weather interaction effect, and the 
random disturbance effects.
.. . Non-weather WeatherNon-weather , T  ^ , Weather , T ^= rr + Interaction + . + Interactiont effects  ^ effectseffects effects
Random
+ disturbances (4.1)
effects
where:
Non-weather _ Hour Day Year Student ,, .
effects Effect Effect Effect Effect ’
Non-weather  ^ ,_  ^ Student-hour ,.Interaction =  ^ , (4.3)
Effects EffeCtS
Weather __ Temperature Relative Humidity ,,
Effects Effects Effects ’
Student-Temperature Student-Humidity 
Interaction = .Effects Effects
Effects
Temperature-Humidity Student-Temperature- 
Effects Humidity Effects.
(4.5)
THE NON-WEATHER EFFECTS
They are decomposed into four effects: the hour effect, the day
effect, the year effect, and the student effect. These four effects are 
assumed to be additive. They are specified as follows:
Non-weather _ Hour Day + Year + Student „
effects effect effect effect effect ’
and
effect = Blhl + B2h2 + B3h3 + B4h4 + B5h5' (47)
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effect = V f  - V 2 * B8d3 * V i  + Bl o V
= B11Y1 + B1,Y, + BiqYo + S i A .  effect 11 1 12 2 13 3 14 4
Student _ 
effect 15 t'
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.10)
In all these equations, to to d^_ and to are indicator
variables for hour of the day, day of the week and year. The coeffi­
cients of these variables, to B^ ,. are parameters to be estimated. 
Specifically these indicator variables are defined as follows:
Hour effect:
1 if hour = 9 a.m. 
0 otherwisehl =
h2 =
1 if hour = 12 a.m. 
0 otherwise
h3 =
1 if hour = 3 p.m. 
0 otherwise hA =
1 if hour = 6 p . .m
1
0 otherwise
h5 =
1 if hour = 9 p.m. 
0 otherwise
Day effect:
( 1 if day = Monday
0 otherwisedl =
d2 =
1 if day = Tuesday 
0 otherwise
d3 =  <
 ^ 1 if day = Wednesday
0 otherwise
dA =
1 if day = Thursday 
0 otherwise
d5 =
( 1 if day = Friday
0 otherwise
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Year effect:
1 if year = 1977 
Y = < Y2 =
0 otherwise
1 if year = 1979
Y3 = 1 Y4 =0 otherwise
^ 1 if year = 1978 
0 otherwise
^ 1 if year = 1980
^ 0 otherwise
These indicator variables (hj to h,., dj to d,. and Y^ to Y^) are assumed 
to represent, simultaneously, the effect of a wide variety of factors 
that influence electricity demand. The factors that these variables 
represent are as follows.
Hour effect (hj to h,.).
This effect is represented by five indicator variables. It is a 
distinguishing feature of universities that once a schedule of classes 
is adopted, students, faculty, and staff perform electricity-consuming 
activities on a periodic basis. It is typical that electricity­
consuming activities are performed on a recurrent basis, and they are 
almost always of about the same duration. For example, approximately 
the same number of students attends classes every Monday from 9 a.m. to 
12 p.m., and they perform similar activities every Monday at this time; 
thus, almost the same amount of energy is consumed as a result of per­
forming these activities every Monday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.. Approxi­
mately the same number of people go to the cafeterias at 12 p.m.; and 
thus, the same type of electricity-consuming devices are utilized during 
this time period in preparing food.
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Day effect (dj to d,.).
This effect is represented by five indicator variables. The student 
population size varies by hour and by day. The type of courses also 
varies by hour and by day. Thus, the rate of utilization of 
electricity-consuming devices also varies by hour and by day. For 
example, some courses are offered exclusively on certain days and thus 
the energy demand on these courses occurs only on certain days. Night 
classes are seldom scheduled on Fridays.
Year effect (Y^  to Y^).
This effect is represented by four indicator variables that are 
utilized to represent the year during which the energy consumption takes 
place. These variables represent the simultaneous interaction of fac­
tors such as price of electricity, energy conservation awareness, higher 
amount and mix of electricity-consuming devices, new buildings, etc., 
that prevail in different years. The signs of the regression coef­
ficients (Bjj to of these four variables are uncertain; on the one
hand, the implicit price of electricity has a negative influence on the 
sign of the parameter, but on the other hand, the number of additional 
electricity-consuming devices and the construction of new buildings have 
a positive effect on the sign of the parameters.
Student Effect (S^).
The student population size changes from time interval to time 
interval. More students are scheduled to attend classes from 12 p.m. to 
3 p.m. than from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.; therefore, more student-related 
electricity-consuming activities are performed during the former time 
than the latter. Figure 2.1 confirms this situation. This figure
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contain the average energy consumption by time of day by semester in the 
year 1980. It is easy to see that the highest consumption means occur 
during the time interval ending at 3 p.m., whereas the minimum consump­
tion means occur during the time interval ending at 9 a.m. In par­
ticular, notice that the consumption means during the summer occur at 
higher levels than during the spring or fall semester in spite of a 
lower enrollment during the summer.
NON-WEATHER INTERACTION EFFECTS
The non-weather interaction effects are assumed to be represented 
by the following equation:
Non-weather
Interaction = + B + B ^ S ^  + B ^ S ^  + B20Sth5 ’ (4-n)
Effects
where and h, to h_ are as defined previously, and B-, to Bori are t 1 o lo
parameters to be estimated.
These terms are assumed to represent the additional consumption of 
electricity that results over (under) and above (below) B^S^ as a 
result of scheduling students at h , (j = 1, ..,5). These terms are 
of critical importance in the determination of the expected amount of 
electricity consumed under the alternative class scheduling policies.
THE WEATHER EFFECTS
The weather effects are decomposed into two components: the tem­
perature effect and the relative humidity effect. These two effects are 
assumed to be additive; they are specified as follows:
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Weather _ Temperature Relative humidity ,,
Effects effect effect ’
Temperature _
effect " 21 t ’
Relative humidity _
effect = 22 t (4‘l4)
In this equation, the temperature readings at time t (t = 9 a.m.,...,
9 p.m.) are represented ty T . The humidity readings at time t are 
represented by H . The coefficients of these two variables B and 
are the temperature coefficient and the relative humidity coefficient, 
respectively. and B22 are parameters to be estimated. Both param­
eters are expected to be positive.
THE WEATHER INTERACTION EFFECTS
The weather interaction effects are assumed to be represented by 
the following equation
W©3 th.61T Student-Temperature Student-Humidity Interaction = Effect + Effect
Effects
(4.15)
Temperature-Humidity Student-Temperature-Humidity 
+ Effect Effect ’
Weather
Interaction = B + B ^ S ^  + B ^ T ^  + B ^ S ^ H ^  (4.16)
Effects
The student-temperature effect represents the impact on consumption 
resulting from the student load and the prevailing temperature. Note 
that both the effect of S^, for a given level of Tfc, and the effect of 
T , for a given level of depend on the level of the other independent 
variable.
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The student-humidity effect represents the impact on consumption 
resulting from the student load and the prevailing humidity. Note that 
both the effect of St> for a given level of Ht> and the effect of for 
a given level of depend on the level of the other independent vari­
able .
The temperature-humidity effect represents the impact on consump­
tion resulting from the interaction between temperature and humidity.
The effect of one variable depend upon the level of the other variable.
The student-temperature-humidity effect represents the impact on 
consumption resulting from the interaction between a student load with 
the prevailing temperature-humidity level. The effect of one variable 
depend upon the levels of the other two variables.
The weather interaction effects, as well as the non-weather inter­
action effects, are of critical importance in the determination of the 
expected electricity consumption levels under the alternative class 
scheduling policies.
RANDOM DISTURBANCE
There are other factors that affect the demand for electricity 
which are not specifically considered in any of the above equations: 
factors such as a sudden shower, a sudden cloud cover, a black out, a 
brown out, an error in reading the electricity consumption, etc., in­
fluence the level of electricity consumption. These factors are assumed 
to be independent identically distributed. They are represented by e^, 
which may be thought of as a "random shock" which prevents the value of 
the electricity consumption (e^ .) from being exactly equal to the sum
total of the terms B + ....  + B_,S.T.H. .
o 26 t t t
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The conceptual model specification which results from all of the 
indicated effects has the following form:
Et = Bo + B lh l + B2h2 + B3h3 +B4h4 + B5h5 
+ B6dj + B?d2 + Bgd3 + B9d4 + B1Qd5
+ B11Y1 + B12Y2 + B13Y3 + B14Y4 + B15St 
' ' + B16Sth1 + B17Sth2 + Bl8Sth3 + B19Sth4 + B20Sth5
+ B21Tt + B22Ht + B23StTt + B24StHt + B25TtHt
+ B26StTtHt + V  (4‘17)
As mentioned earlier, the data recorded during the year 1980 is 
used to validate the model. Consequently, equation (4.17) must be 
further modified so that it conforms with the methodology employed in 
this research. Finally, the conceptual model becomes:
where B j^Y^ has been omitted from the model since it relates to the yea 
1980.
STATISTICAL MODEL USED TO PREDICT ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION DURING THE 
YEARS 1977 TO 1979
Before equation (4.18) can be estimated, another modification is 
required. The Ordinary Least Squares criterion is used to estimate the 
population parameters Bq , Bj, ..., B25» ®26‘ However, the indicator 
variables h^ to h,. , d^ to d,. and Y^ to Y^ have introduced linear de­
pendencies that need to be eliminated before the model can be estimated 
To eliminate the linear dependence, one variable is removed from each 
set, and the remaining variables in these are measured in terms of the 
omitted variables. Equation (4.18) has three sets of variables, h^ to 
h,., dj to d,. and Yj to Y^, causing linear dependencies; a variable has 
to be omitted from each of these 3 sets of variables. Arbitrarily, h^ 
(9 P.M.), d,. (Friday), and Y^ (1979) are omitted from the model. The 
model that can be estimated using ordinary least squares takes the 
following form:
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where ... measure how much higher or lower the mean consumption is 
with respect to the mean consumption at 9 p.m.; B^ ... B^ measure how 
much higher or lower the mean consumption is with respect to the mean 
consumption on Fridays, and B ^  and B ^  measure how much higher or lower 
the mean consumption is with respect to the mean consumption during the 
year 1979.
PARTIALS OF ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION WITH RESPECT TO STUDENTS (S ) , 
TEMPERATURE (Tt), AND HUMIDITY (Ht)
Due to the presence of weather and non-weather interaction effects 
in equation (4.19), the regression coefficients B^ ,_ (the coefficient of 
Sfc) > B^j (the coefficient to T^), and B ^  (the coefficient of Ht) do not 
measure the change in consumption expected from a per unit change in the 
number of students, temperature, and humidity, respectively. The change 
in electricity consumption resulting from a per unit change in the 
number of students, temperature, or humidity can be obtained by compu­
ting the partial derivative of E^ with respect to S^, Tfc, and H^. Thus, 
the partial of the electricity consumption with respect to the number of 
students is
9K
5s; = B15 + B16hl + B17h2 + B18h3 + B19h4 + B23Tt
+ B24Ht * B26TtHt ' (4'20)
Equation (4.20) makes sense. It says that a change in consumption 
resulting from a change in the number of students at time t depends upon 
the time of day (hj to h^), the prevailing temperature and humidity, and 
the interaction between temperature and humidity at time t.
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The partial of the electricity consumption with respect to tempera­
ture is
Equation (4.21) also makes sense. It says that a change in consumption 
resulting from a change in temperature at time t depends upon the number 
of students attending classes, the prevailing humidity, and the interac­
tion between the number of students and humidity at time t.
The partial of the electricity consumption with respect to relative 
humidity is
Equation (4.22) says that a change in consumption resulting from a 
change in relative humidity at time t depends on the number of students 
attending classes, the prevailing temperature, and the interaction between 
the number of students and temperature.
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
One regression model, equation (4.19), is specified, and twelve 
models, one for each month in the period 1977 to 1979, are estimated.
These twelve regression models are estimated using the well-known 
ordinary least-squares (OLS) technique. The estimated regression models 
are represented by:
(4.21)
9Ht “ 22 (4.22)
where b , ..., b_ , are the least squares estimates of B , .... in
o Zo o Zo
equation (4.19).
The estimated partials BE^/BS^, BE/BT^ and BE/BH^ are given by 
expressions (4.20) and (4.22), where the B's are replaced by b's.
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE DISTURBANCE TERM (et)
So that relevant tests of hypotheses about the regression coeffi­
cients in equation (4.19) can be conducted, the following assumptions 
about the distrubances (t^ .) are made when using OLS:
1. normality: is normally distributed,
2. zero mean: E (tfc) = 0,
2 23. homoskedasticity: E (e^ ) = a ,
4. nonautocorrelation: E ( £ e )  = 0 t ? i s,t s
5. the values of the explanatory variables are uncorrelated with the 
values of the disturbance term: E(X^e^) = 0,
The five assumptions, together with equation (4.19) describe a case 
of the so-called "classical normal linear regression model." As is 
proven in the literature, for example Johnston [17] and Kmenta [18], 
under the assumptions of the classical normal linear regression model, 
the least squares estimators of the regression parameters are equivalent 
to the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) and to the best linear un­
biased estimators (BLUE). The least squares estimators are unbiased, 
efficient, asymptotically unbiased, consistent and asymptotically ef-
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ficient. The least squares estimators have all the desirable finite 
sample and asymptotic properties.
VARIANCES OF THE PARTIALS OF ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION WITH RESPECT TO 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS, TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY
The estimated variances of 8^t/3St, ^®t/8T and ^t/3Ht can be
calculated providing that the estimated variance-covariance matrix of
the regression coefficients bQ, . .., b2^ is known. The expression to
compute the variance of the partial of electricity consumption with
respect to the number of students is from (4.20):
8*t -2 -2VAR(— ) = VAR(b15) + VAR(b15+j) + T^VAR(b3) + H‘VAR(b24)
+ (TtHt)2VAR(b26) + 2C0V(b15,b15+j) + 2TtCOV(b15,b23)
+ 2HtC0V(b15,b24) + 2TtHtC0V(b15,b26) + 2TtCOV(b15+j .b^)
+ 2fitC0V(b15+j»b24) +
♦ 2TtHtC0V(b23,b24) + 2T2HtCOV(b23,b26)
+ 2TtH2C0V(b2A,b26) (4.24)
where j=l, ...» 4 and T and Ht represent the average temperature and
3Eaverage humidity at time t. That is the var ( t/3S ) is evaluated, on 
a by month basis, at the average temperature and average humidity at
time t. The values of j=l, 4 are associated with the dummy vari­
ables h, to h, .1 4
The expression to compute the estimated variance of the partial of 
electricity consumption with respect to temperature at time t is, from
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(4.21):
9Et -2 -2 - - 2VAR(gy^) = VAR(b21) + S^VAR(b23) + H ^ V A R ^ )  + ( S ^ T V A R t b ^ )
+ 2StC0V(b2]b23) + 2HtC0V(b21b25) + 2StHtCOV(b2]b26) (4.25)
+ 2 S t Ht COV(b2 3 b2 5 ) + 2sj;Ht C 0V(b2 3 b 2 6 ) ♦ Z S ^ C O V f b ^ b ^ )
where S^. and are the average number of students and the average 
humidity at time t for each month under consideration.
The expression to compute the estimated variance of the partial of 
electricity consumption with respect to humidity at time t is, from
(4.22):
^Et ~2 -2 - - 2VAR(^p) = VAR(b22) + S^VAR(b24) + T ^ V A R ^ )  + ( S ^ T V A R t b ^ )
+ 2StC0V(b22b24) + 2TtC0V(b22b25) + 2StTtC0V(b22b26) (4.26)
+ 2StTtC0V(b24b25) + 2S2TC0V(b24b26) + 2§tT2C0V(b25b26)
where and are the average number of students and temperature at 
time t for each month under consideration.
STATISTICAL MODEL USED TO FORECAST ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION DURING THE 
YEAR 1980
A problem with the model specification given by (4.13) is that by 
design this specification produces biased forecasts for the year 1980. 
The indicator variables Yj and Y2 equal zero when the year is 1979.
They also equal zero when the year is 1980. This situation is not 
appropriate to forecast the electricity consumption during 1980 because
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the factors affecting electricity consumption during the year 1979 are 
not the same factors affecting electricity consumption during the year 
1980. Factors such as electricity prices, electricity conservation 
activities, etc., differ from one year to the other. Thus, the direct 
application of equation (4.13) to forecast energy values produces biased 
energy values because this equation lacks a term to take into account 
the effect of the year 1980. This situation is corrected by adding to 
the model an additional term which makes the sum of the forecast errors 
equal zero. This additional term is called bias-correction factor 
(biggo)' This bias-correction factor is estimated in the following 
fashion:
1. For each month in 1980, fit equation (4.13) taking the cor­
responding values of the parameter estimates bo> b^, b^.
This produces the biased forecasts (E^):
Et = bo + blhl + b2h2 + b3h3 +b4h4
+ b6dj + b?d2 + bgd3 + bgd4 + b15s t
+ b16s t hj + b17s t h2 + b18s t h3 + b19s t h4
+ b21Tt + b22Ht + b23StTt + b24StHt + b25TtHt
+ b26StTtHt + et ’ (4'27)
Notice that = Y2 = 0.
Compute the bias-correction factor (b^g^) by calculating the 
average forecasting error, i.e.,
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[i ii
t 1 <Et - v
n
1 e
b
1980 n n (4.28)
where Et = Actual energy values in each 3-hourly 
interval during the year 1980,
E^ = Biased forecast energy value in each 3-hourly 
interval during the year 1980 and,
n = number of observations in the given month.
After having computed the bias correction factor (bjggg) f°r each
month, it is then possible to calculate the corrected-for-bias forecast
(Ej.) as follows:
Notice that the bias-correction factor affects only the intercept of 
equation (4.27); the values of the parameter estimates b^, ..., b^  are 
unaffected. Also, notice that equation (4.29) guarantees that the cor-
(4.29)
or
(4.30)
rected-for-bias sum of residuals (£e^) equals zero:
(4.31)
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= I (Et - (Et + b19g0)) , (4.32)
= Z (Et - Et) - 1 b1980 , (4.33)
Iet= 1 et - n (-^) , (4.34)
Ze = 0 . (4.35)
CHAPTER V
MODEL ESTIMATION RESULTS BY MONTH FOR THE YEARS 1977 to 1979
The results of using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) to estimate the 
parameters in the statistical model (4.19) are discussed in this chapter. 
The postulated statistical model is of the form:
Et = Bo + Blhl + B2h2 + B3h3 +B4h4 + B6dl + B7d2 + B8d3 + B9d4
+ BjjYj + B12Y2 + BJ5St + Bl6S(.h1 + B1?Sth2 + B j g S ^
+ B19Sth4 + B21Tt + B22Ht + B23StTt + B24StHt + B25TtHt
+ B26StTtHt + £t ’ (5-X>
and the estimated statistical model is of the form:
Et = bo + blhl + b2h2 + b3h3 + b4h4 + b6dl + b7d2 + b8d3 + b9d4 
+ bjjYj + bJ2Y2 + b15St + bl6Sth1 + ^ S ^  + bl8sth3
+ b19Sth4 + b21Tt + b22Ht + b23StTt + b24StHt + b25TtHt
+ b26StTtHt + et (5’2)
where b^, bj, ... are the parameter estimates obtained using OLS.
Twelve models are estimated, one for each month, to take into 
account the fact that, given the weather patterns, people use different 
kinds of weather-sensitive appliances throughout the different seasons 
of the year. Also, the rate of utilization of these appliances varies
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9Ethroughout the year. The temperature effect ( t/DT^) and the relative 
9Ehumidity effect ( t/DH^) are not expected to be stable through time.
As mentioned before, only the data covering the period 1977 to 1979 are
utilized for parameter (B-, ..., B„,) estimation purposes.
U Zo
MODEL ESTIMATION RESULTS
The results of estimating the parameters in the statistical model 
(5.1) using OLS are shown on Tables 5.1 to 5.12, which show the 
parameter estimates, the F-ratio, the coefficient of multiple determina­
tion (R-square), and the degrees of freedom used in estimating the 
parameters for each month. The standard error of estimates and other 
relevant information are also found in these tables. A discussion of 
the major results from Table 5.1 to 5.12 follows.
The F-ratio is highly significant (significance level exceeds 
a=.01) in each of the twelve models reported in these twelve tables.
The F-ratio is used to test whether the campus 3-hourly electricity 
consumption readings (Ej.) are related to time of day (h^,...h^), day of 
the week (d ,...,d^), year (Y^, Y^), temperature, humidity and inter­
action effects. In other words, the F-ratio is used to test the null 
hypothesis:
H : B = 0 and B_ = 0,..., B0. = 0 and B = 0 and B , = 0,
O x  Z Z^ k Z j  ZO
versus the alternative hypothesis:
Hj : not all B^ and B^ and, ..., B^  equal 0.
If the value of the F-ratio calculated from the regression is larger 
than the critical F value (i.e., the value read from the F-table with
m o d e l : MUDELOl SSE 1 129359319 F RATIO 68. 34
DFE 203 PR08>F 0.0001
oep v a r : c MSE 5563346 R-SQUARE 0.8761
3-HOUR KkH CONSUMPTION
PARAMETER STANOARO VARIABLE
VAHl AULE OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RAT 10 PROB>|T| LABEL
INTERCEPT 1 49763.4 6058.05 8.2144 0.0001
ST 1 0.264134 0.577709 0.4572 0.6480 3—HR TOTAL NO. OF STUDE
T t -148.288437 135.319413 -1.0958 0.2744 DRV eULB TEMPERATURE
H 1 -150.440637 75.688272 -1.9876 0.0482 RELATIVE HUM10 1TY
12 1 0.002930123 0.008061288 0.3635 0.7166 INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATUR
1J t 0.00316945 0.004679864 0.6773 0.4990 INT. STUDENT-HUMIDITY
14 1 4.035333 1.664889 2.4262 0.0161 INT. TEMPERATURE— HUMIDI
IS t -.0000431311 0.0001025008 -0.4208 0.6744 INT. STUDENT-TENP.-HUM.
X21 1 -1020.53 1500.509 -0.6801 0.4972 INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
X22 1 6157.875 1929.396 3. 1916 0.0016 INDICATOR AT 12 P.M.
X2J 1 8198.478 2501.437 3.2775 0.0012 INDICATOR AT 3 P . M .
A24 1 4243.65 2088.183 2.0322 0.0434 INDICATOR AT 6  P . M .
A l 1 -0.435513 0.446376 -0.9757 0.3304 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 9
A2 I -0.430570 0.424667 -1.0148 0.3114 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 12
AS 1 -0.469845 0.437817 -1.0732 0.2845 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3
A4 1 -0.334981 0.493748 -0 .6784 0.4983 INT. STUDENT— HOI* AT 6
■ 1 1 -178.893677 612.690059 -0.2920 0.7706 I NO ICATOR FOR MONDAY
«2 1 802•567740 633.160829 1 .2676 0.2064 INDICATOR FOR TUESDAY
K J 1 -179.736411 610.720499 -0.2943 0.7688 INDICATOR FOR MEDNSDAY
■ 4 1 -0.469960 604.161730 -0.0008 0.5994 INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY
r  i 1 -9361.61 411.068246 -22.7739 0.0001 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977
V2 1 -5 509.88 425.548576 -12.9477 0.0001 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
A«M
P . M
P . M
Table 5.1 Regression Analysis Students in Class January 1977-1979.
MODELS MUDELOl SSE 829166102 F RATIC
OFE 248 PRO0 >F
DEP VARS C MSE 3343412 R-SQUARE
3-HOUR KWH CONSUMPTION
>
PARAMETER STANOARC
VAHl ABLE OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO
iNTtRLtPT 1 42325.3 3988.191 10.6127
ST 1 0.578160 0.378735 1.5266
T 1 162.794705 74.697707 2.1794
H 1 -72.202308 55.396095 -1.3214
12 1 -0.00253154 0.004362996 -0.5802
13 1 0.001526011 0.003409613 0.4476
14 I 1.276425 1.031747 1 .2371
15 1 • 00001 10261 7 • CO C0626734 8 0.1759
X21 1 -1078.06 1040.929 -1.0357
A22 1 5281.821 1344.771 3.9277
X23 1 5995.244 1766.059 3.3947
X24 1 2688.769 1448.656 1 .8560
A 1 1 -0.579459 0.310969 -1.8634
A2 I —0.555318 0.294665 - 1.8846
A3 1 -0.551392 0.305309 -1 .8060
A4 t -0.393935 0.345699 - 1. 1395
• 1 I 212.646477 439.211804 0.4842
*2 1 574.895628 455.098800 1.2632
43 1 1 1 4.689595 403.9363 24 0.2829
44 1 416.164953 4 C8.646495 t .01 e4
Y1 1 -I 1026.9 313.963412 -35.1216
72 1 -5327.21 302.687001 -17.5997
Table 5.2 Regression Analysis Students
148.21
0.0C01 
0.9262
PRG8>|T |
VAR I ABLE
LABEL
0.0001 
0.12ei 
0 . 0 3 0 2  
0 . 1 8 7 6  
0 . 5 6 2 3  
0 . 6 5 4 9  
0 . 2 1 7 2  
0 . 6 6 0 5  
0 . 3 0 1 4  
O . O C O  1 
0 . 0 0 0 8  
0 . 0 6 4 6  
0 . 0 6 3 6  
0 . 0 6 0 7  
0 . 0 7 2 1  
0 . 2 5 5 6  
0 . 6 2 6 7  
0 . 2 0 7 7  
0 . 7 7 6 7  
0 . 3 0 9 5  
0 . 0 0 0 1  
0 .000 1
3—HR TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS 
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE 
INT. STUDENT-HUMIOITY 
I NT. TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY 
INT. STUDENT-TEMP.-HUM. 
INDICATOR AT 9 A.M. 
INDICATOR AT 12 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 3 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 9 A.M.
INT. STUDENT-HCUR AT 12 P.M.
INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3 P.M.
INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 6 P.M,
INDICATOR FOR MONDAY 
INDICATOR FOR TUESDAY 
INDICATOR FCR WEDNSDAY 
INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY 
INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977 
INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
in Class February 1977-1979.
ho
MODEL! m q d e l o i SSE 757524178 F RATIO 166.40
OFE 286 PROB>F o.coot
DEP v a n : c MSE 2630292 R-SQUARE 0.9239
J-HOUR KWH CONSUMPT (ON
p a r a m e t e r STANDARD VAR I ABLE
VA k I able OF EST IMATE ERROR T RATIO PROB>IT | LABEL
i n t e r c e p t  i 44631.41 4673.199 9.S5C5 0.0001
dT 1 0.503380 0.406583 1.2381 0.2167 3—HR TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS
r K 89.657748 73.675866 1 •2 196 0.2236 DRY BULB TEMPERATURE
M 1 -121.199557 67.946821 -1.7827 0.0755 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
12 I 0.003387332 0.004730866 0.7160 0.4746 INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE
13 I 0.004998796 0.0047732 1.0473 0.2959 INT. STUDENT-HUMIDITY
t A 1 2.276556 1.060134 2.14 74 0.0326 1 NT. TEMPERATURE-HUMIDI TY
IS 1 — . OOCO 570 914 0.0000720416 -0.7925 0.4287 I NT. STUDENT-TEMP.-HUM.
X21 I -1642.07 858.256172 -1.9133 0.0567 INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
X£2 1 5471.812 1140.176 4.7991 0.0001 INDICATOR AT 12 P.M.
X 2 j I 6575.379 1449.73 4.5356 0.0001 INDICATOR AT 3 P.M.
X 2 a t 2749.789 1249.437 2.2008 0.0285 INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
AI I -0.819667 0.261811 -3.1308 0.0019 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 9 A . M .
A 2 t -0.763225 0.249630 -3.0574 0.0024 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 12 P.M.
AJ t -0.748072 0.258188 -2.8974 0 .0041 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3 P.M.
A A 1 -0.4840 50 0.296560 - 1 .6322 0. 1037 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 6 P.M.
■ I 1 222.067080 368. 6 1 7982 0.6024 0.5474 INO I CATOR FOR MONDAY
■2 I 287.433588 363.500691 0.79C7 0.4297 INDICATOR FOR TUESDAY
1 922.121589 343.601933 2.6837 0.0077 INDICATOR FOR WEDNSDAY
* 4 t 788.189741 343.406634 2.2952 0.0224 INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY
VI I -7984 .43 238.061746 -33.5393 0.0001 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977
V2 1 -4120.05 260.583422 -15.8109 0.0001 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
Table 5.3 Regression Analysis Students in Class March 1977-1979.
sOU)
MOJtu: MUJEL 01 SSE 1056325746 F RAT IC 111*91
DFE 226 PROB >F 0* 0001
Dtp VAR: C MSE 4633008 R-SGUAKE 0.9116
3-HOUR KWH CONSUMPTION
PARAMETER STANDARD v a r i a b l e
VAHlABL& OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIC PRCB>|T| LABEL
iNTcHCsPT t 61362*42 12356*1 4*9662 0.0001
ST 1 —0*552968 0*849048 -0.6513 0.5155 3—HP TCTAL NO* OF STUDE
T 1 -194*042774 179*864214 - I .0788 0.28 18 DRY BULB TEMPERATURE
H I -488*183642 167.244731 -2.9150 0.0039 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
12 t 0*017763 0*011101 1 *6002 0* 1 109 INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATUP
13 t 0*012564 C* 0 10670 1.1754 0*2395 INT. STUDENT— HUMIDITY
(4 t 8*759605 2.441529 3*5878 0.0004 INT. TEMPERATURE-HUMID 1
IS I -0.000178992 0*0001506244 - I *1868 0*2 366 INT. s t u d e n t - t e m p .-h u m .
X21 1 -2633*61 1281.975 -2.0543 0*041l INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
X22 1 6946 *963 1727.639 4.02 11 0 *000 1 INDICATOR AT 12 P.M.
X2i 1 8606* 743 2248* 531 3 • 82 7 7 0*0002 INDICATOR AT 3 P.M.
X2 4 1 2147.852 1609*408 1* 1870 0*2364 INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
At 1 -0* 720832 0*376315 -1.9155 0*0567 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 9
A Z I -0*735235 0*355609 -2.0675 0*0398 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 12
A3 1 -0* 742901 0.370931 -2.00 28 0 *0464 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3
A4 I - 0 . 25292e 0*415651 -0.6085 0.5435 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 6
VI 1 69*285070 539*219397 0.12e5 0 .8979 INDICATOR FOR MONOAY
•z 1 736* 462273 535* 758908 1 *3746 0.1706 I NO I CAT OR FOR TUESDAY
-3 1 1016*594 505.814172 2.0098 0.0456 INDICATOR FOR VEDNSDAY
■ 4 1 931*980289 517.517420 1 *8009 0.0730 INDICATOR FOP THURSDAY
ri 1 -1 1065*3 369*189805 -29.9717 0.0001 INDTCATCR FOR YEAR 1977
V2 1 -5311*39 347*610766 -15.2797 0.0001 INOIC A TOR FOR YEAR 1978
Table 5.4 Regression Analysis Students in Class April 1977-1979.
vO
\m u u e l : MQDEL01 SSE 645968447 F RATIO 84. 70
DFE 1 38 PROF>F 0.0001
otP v a n ; c MSE 46 80931 R-SQUARE 0.9280
3-HOUR X AH CONSUMPT ION
PARAME TER STANDARD VAR I ABLE
VARl ABLE CF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO PROB>|T| LABEL
INTERCEPT 1 50351.78 23605.63 2.133C 0.0347
ST 1 -3.829412 1.868634 -2.0492 0.0423 3—HP TOTAL NO. CF STUDENTS
T 1 62.106519 311.822321 0.1992 0.8424 DRY BULB TEMPERATURE
H 1 -170.903168 304.756813 — 0.56 06 0.5759 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
12 t 0.04C889 0.022420 2.1806 0.0309 INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE
IJ 1 0.052149 0.021723 2.40C6 0. 01 77 INT. STU0ENT-HUM1DITY
I A 1 3.216938 4.033549 0.7876 0.4322 INT. TEMPERATURE—HUMIDITY
IS 1 -0.000624685 0.0002817524 -2.2171 0.02 82 INT. STUCENT-TEMP.-HUM.
A21 1 -1999.81 1662.417 -1 .2020 0.2311 INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
X22 1 6974.939 2243.807 3.10 85 0.0023 INDICATOR AY 12 P.M.
X2J t 6999.511 2806.507 2.4940 0.0138 INDICATOR AT 3 P.M.
X24 t 3983.355 2400.141 1 .6556 0 .0993 INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
At 1 -0.126139 0.505819 -0.2494 0.8034 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 9 A.M.
A2 1 -0.232490 0.475265 -0 .4852 0.6255 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 12 P.M.
A3 1 -0. 174438 0. 491704 -0.3548 0.7233 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3 P .M •
A4 I -0.257076 0.56673 I -0.4526 0.6508 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 6 P. M.
• 1 1 903.185235 6 69.3 258 65 1.3102 0.1923 INDICATOR FOR MONDAY
•2 1 1345.314 705.009266 1.90 82 0.0504 INDICATOR FOR TUESDAY
M3 I 577.937806 654.751745 0 .8827 0.3789 INDICATOR FOR MEDNSDAY
• 4 1 1488.777 691.225487 2.1528 0.0330 INDICATOR FOR T HJWSDAY
T l 1 -12274.5 530.220421 -23.1498 O.COOl INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977
*2 i -7744.91 S 08.072222 -15.2437 0 . 0 0 0 1 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
Table 5.5 Regression Analysis Students in Class May 1977-1979.
v£>
m o d e l : MUJEL01 SSE 942307528 F RATIC 126.20
DFE 263 PROB>F 0.0001
DtH vah ; L MSE 3582918 R-SQUARE 0.9158
j-h o u r  KtfH c o n s u m p t i o n
PARAMETER s t a n d a r d VARIABLE
VAHl ABLE DF e s t i MATE ERROR T RATIO PROB>|T| LABEL
INTERCEPT I 33447.7 12653.02 2.64 35 0 .0067
ST 1 18.605737 9.023574 2.0619 0.0402 3—HR TOTAL NO. CF STUDENTS
T 1 238.213765 148.860625 1.6002 0.1107 DRY BULB TEMPERATURE
H 1 - 190.562507 1 69.5 71953 -1.0052 0.3157 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
12 1 0.040001 0.027398 1.4600 0.1455 INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE
I 3 1 0.047698 0.034888 1.3672 0.1727 INT. STUDENT— HUMID I TV
14 1 3.433077 2.281693 1.5045 0.1337 INT. TEMFERATURE—HUMIDI TV
15 1 -0.000541276 0.0004260122 -1.2706 0.2050 INT. STUDENT-TEMP,-HUM.
X21 I 10185.8 5592.631 1.82 13 0.0697 INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
A 22 I 9341.641 1281.05 7.2922 C.0001 INDICATOR AT 12 P.M.
X2J t 10763.36 1164.103 9.2461 0 . 0 0 0 1 INDICATOR AT 3 P.M.
X24 1 3210.876 1113.385 2.8839 0.0043 INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
A I I -23.930381 8.273280 -2.89 25 0.0041 INT. STUDENT— HOJR AT 9 A.M.
A2 I -22.249786 8.561453 — 2.5968 0.0099 INT. STUDENT— HOUR AT 12 P.M.
A3 1 -22.972045 6.400841 -2.7345 0.0067 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3 P.M.
A * 1 -I8.e08697 7.988650 -2.3544 0. 01 93 INT. STUDENT— l-GUK AT 6 P.M.
mi 1 1310.294 61 1 .350589 2.1433 0.0330 INDICATOR FOR MONDAY
■ 2 K 1397.447 576.312931 2.4248 0.0160 INDICATOR FCP TUESOAV
a j 1 1067.259 588.742733 1.81£8 0.0710 INDICATOR FOR WEONSDAY
*4 1 1482.529 553.209416 2.6799 0.0078 INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY
vi 1 -10401.7 313.760405 -33.15ie 0.0001 INDICATOR FCP YEAR 1977
Y2 1 -7225.42 397.3462 85 -18.1842 0  . 0 0 0  1 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
Table 5.6 Regression Analysis Students in Class June 1977-1979.
O'
MODELS MUDELOl SSE 1061144441 F RAT 10 128.99
DFE 278 PROB>F 0.0001
OEM v a n : C MSE 3817066 R-SQUARE 0.9069
3-HOUR KWH CONSUMPTION
PARAMETER STANDARO
VARlAdLfc. OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIC PROB>|T|
INTERCEPT 1 59970.68 16276.82 3.6844 0.0003
SI t I 1* 180462 9.608734 1.1636 0.2456
T 1 26•254548 1 76.962966 0.1484 0.8822
H 1 -197. 191879 183.416567 -1 .0751 0.2833
12 I 0*056771 0*036478 1.5563 0. 1208
13 1 0.060314 0.037193 1.62 17 0. 1060
14 1 1.960040 2.121785 0*9238 0.3564
IS 1 -0.00064364 0 .0004254167 -1.5120 0. 1314
X2 1 1 7232.437 5352*141 1.3513 0.1777
*22 1 9468.469 1227.169 7.7320 0.0001
A23 1 9711.705 1091.497 8.8976 o.ooot
X2« 1 4526.711 1063.296 4.2572 C.0001
Ai I -I 7.654695 8.316181 -2.1229 0.0346
A2 1 - 16.487954 8.606617 -1.9157 0.0564
AJ 1 -16.653630 8.451433 -1*9705 0.0498
A4 1 - 15.019374 8.054 345 -1 .8648 0.0633
■ I 1 800.669460 606.367020 1.32C4 0.1878
• 2 1 822.437163 578.087136 1 *4227 0.1559
mj 1 666.251084 600.386303 1. 1097 0.2681
• 4 I 1207.485 557.823433 2.1646 0.0313
VI I -9531.88 325.453715 —29.28eO 0.0001
T2 I -3123.33 383.903914 -8.1357 0.0001
VAOI ABLE
LABEL
3 - H R  t o t a l  n o *  of  s t u d e n t s
DRY EULE TEMPERATURE 
REL A T IVE HUMIDITY 
INT. STUDENT —TEMPERATURE 
INT. STUOENT-HUMIDlTY 
INT. TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY 
INT. STUDENT-TEMP.-HUM. 
INDICATOR AT 9 A.M. 
INDICATOR AT 12 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 3 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
INT. STUDENT—HOUR AT 9 A.M
INT. STUCENT-HOUR AT 12 P.M
INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3 P.M
INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 6 P*M
INDICATOR FOR MONDAY 
INOICATOR FOR TUESDAY 
INDICATOR FOR WEDNSDAV 
INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY 
INDICATOR FOP YEAR 1977 
INDICATOR FOR YEAR I97Q
Table 5.7 Regression Analysis Students in Class July 1977-1979.
MU DEI.: MUDELOl SSE 385193828 F RATIO
DFE 113 PROB>F
o e p  v a n : C MSE 34 08795 R-SQUARE
J-rtOUR XVH CONSUMPTION
PARAMETER s t a n d a r o
VARIABLE OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO
INTERCEPT 1 35370.95 44895.19 0 .7879
ST 1 2.778947 2.668274 1.0337
T 1 301.859586 540.747008 0.55 82
H 1 61.80 5072 532.8173 29 0.1160
12 1 -0.025772 0.030750 -0.83ei
13 1 -0.021077 0.030342 -0.6946
14 1 -0.017769 6.650410 -0.0027
IS 1 0.0002291409 C.00036767 IS 0.6232
X21 1 — 1586.4 9 1821.838 — 0.87C8
A22 1 7237.454 2390.272 3.0279
X23 1 8408.822 2984.512 2.ei75
X24 1 4657.208 2247.603 2.0721
At 1 -0.490355 0.436208 -1.1241
A2 1 -0.430264 C.410930 -1.0*70
AJ 1 -0.406109 0.428077 -0.9487
A* 1 -0.270681 0.466333 — 0.58C4
Ml 1 -I 051.54 663.422349 -1.5850
• 2 1 -30.959832 744.0I30S7 -0.0416
M3 1 273.866643 632.283416 0.4331
4 4 1 1046.772 716.567497 1.4608
Y1 I -10053 419.507658 -23.9638
Y 2 1 1010.5 *39.3 26194 2.3001
Table 5.8 Regression Analysis Students
87.63 
0.0001 
0.9423
PROB>|T|
VARIABLE
LAEEL
0.432*
0.3035 
0.5778 
0.9079 
0.4037 
0.*e87 
0.9979 
0•5344 
0.3857 
0.0031 
0.0057 
0.0405 
0.2633 
0.2973 
0.3448 
0.S628 
0.1158 
0.9669 
0.6657 
0.1468 
0.0001 
0.0233
3-HR TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS 
DRV BULB TEMPERATURE 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE 
INT. STUDENT-HUMIDITY 
INT. TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY 
INT. STUDENT-TEMP.-HUM. 
INDICATOR AT 9 A.M. 
INDICATOR AT 12 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 3 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
INT. STUDE 
INT. STUDE 
INT. STUOE 
INT. STUDE 
INDICATOR
INDICATOR FOP TUESDAY 
INDICATOR FOR VEDNSOAV 
INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY 
INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977 
INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
HOUR AT 9 A.M.
HCUR AT 12 P.M.
HOUR AT 3 P. M.
•HOUR AT 6 P.M.
! MONDAY
in Class August 1977-1979.
VO
00
m o d e l : MUDELOl SSF 15 17522881 F RATIO 112.33
DFE 278 PR08>F 0.0001
o e p  v a r : C MSE 5458715 R-SQUARE 0.8946
3-HOUR KtoH CONSUMPTION
PARAMETER STANDARD
VAHlABLE OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO PROB>|T|
INTERCEPT 1 36 20 1.23 29182.5 1.24C5 0.2158
ST 1 -1.637913 1.579612 -1.1635 0.2456
T t 209.402878 362.534333 0.5776 0.5640
H t -95.295001 360.774952 -0.2641 0.7519
12 1 0.028316 o.oi87ee 1.5 073 0.1329
13 1 0.027130 0.020180 1 .3444 0. 1799
14 1 3.C71409 4.535366 0.6772 0.4988
IS 1 -0.000323656 0.0002518981 - 1.2849 0. 1999
X21 1 -2528.15 1409.648 -1.79 35 0.0740
X22 1 8166.26 1849.703 4.4149 Q.0001
X2 3 1 6946.585 2359.624 3.7915 0.0002
X24 1 3270.781 1670.162 1.95e4 0.0512
Al 1 -0.574749 0.325632 -1.7650 0.0787
A<2 1 -0.561936 0.304456 -1.84 57 0.0660
A3 1 -0.530771 0.321793 -1.6494 0.1C02
A4 1 -0.147099 0.349173 -0.4213 0.6739
Ml 1 -576.765571 522.578367 - 1.1027 0.2707
md 1 -425.205319 536.272247 -0.79 29 0.4285
M3 1 904.976900 478.246661 1.8923 0.0595
■ 4 1 822.317943 517.346751 1.5855 0. I 131
Y 1 1 -7104.23 374.902062 -18.9456 0.0001
T2 1 3502.915 355.879960 9.8430 0. 0001
VARIABLE
LABEL
3-HR TOTAL N O • OF STUOENTS 
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE 
INT. STUDENT— HUMIDITY 
INT. TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY 
INT. STUOENT-TEMP.-HUM. 
INDICATOR AT 9 A.M. 
INDICATOR AT 12 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 3 P.M. 
INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 9 A.M
INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 12 P.M
INT. STUOENT-HCUR AT 3 P.M
INT. STUDENT— HO LR AT 6 P.M
INDICATOR FOR MONDAY 
INDICATOR FOR TUESDAY 
INDICATOR FOR WEONSDAY 
INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY 
INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977 
INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
Table 5.9 Regression Analysis Students in Class September 1977-1979.
MUDELO 1 SSE 1387834820 F RATIO 188.69
OFE 308 PROB>F 0.0001
o e p  v a h ; c MSE 4505957 R-SQUARE 0.9279
3 —HOUR KttH CONSUMPT ION
PARAMETER STANDARD VAR I ABLE
VAKI AbLE CF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO PROB>|T| LAeEL
INTERCEPT t 33014* 46 12324*48 2*67ea 0.0078
ST 1 1*301338 0.735991 1.7681 0.0780 3—HR TOTAL NO. OF STUOENTS
T 1 261*615205 181*592638 1.4407 0.1507 DRY EJLB TEMPERATURE
H 1 -82*990470 172.219258 -0.4815 0.6302 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
12 1 -0*0075119 0* C092S3221 -0.8052 0.4150 INT. STUDENT-TE“PERATURE
13 1 -0*011278 C.010661 -1.0578 0.2910 2NT * STUOENT — HUMIDITY
1 A 1 2*592964 2.525828 1 *0266 0.3054 INT. TEMPERATUPE-HUMID1TV
15 1 0*0001757572 0. 0001482405 1.1856 0.2367 INT. STUDENT-TEMP.-HUM.
X2 I 1 -3974.36 1271.550 -3.1256 0.0019 INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
X22 1 5775.664 1732.366 3.3340 0.0010 INDICATOR AT 12 P.M.
X2 3 1 6344.025 2194.73 2.89C6 0.0041 INDICATOR AT 3 P.M.
X24 1 1149.509 1571 .403 0.7315 0*4650 INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
A l 1 -0*798596 0.296579 -2.6927 0.0075 INT. STUDENT— HOUR AT 9 A.M.
A2 1 -0*873927 0.280932 -3.1108 0.0020 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 12 P .  M.
A3 1 -0.790734 0.293564 -2*7208 0 .0069 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3 P.M.
A4 1 -0*248434 0.320633 -0.7740 0*4390 INT. STUOENT-HCUR AT 6 P. M.
■ I I -117*402588 448.232889 -0.26 19 0.7936 INDICATOR FOR MONDAY
42 1 732.974913 483.909546 1.5147 0. 1309 INDICATOR FOP TUESDAY
43 1 331* 815698 443.652495 0*74 79 0 *4551 INDICATOR FOR WEDNSDAV
* 4 1 679*640104 481*501396 1*41 15 0.1S91 INOICATCR FOR THURSDAY
r i 1 -8253*44 319.787681 -25.8051 0.000 1 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977
Y2 1 412* 894458 290.773809 1 • 42 C 0 0.1566 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
Table 5.10 Regression Analysis Students in Class October 1977-1979.
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m o d e l : MOOELOl SSE 1 154364020 F RATIO 113.81
OFE 273 PROB>F 0.0001
o e p  v a h : C MSE *228440 R-SQUARE 0.8975
3-HOUR K4H CONSUMPTION
p a r a m e t e r STANOARD VAR I ABLE
VAKIAbLE BF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO PROB>|T| LABEL
i n t e r c e p t  i 38936.57 6397.437 6.oet3 0.0001
ST 1 0.280550 0.4*3157 0.6331 0. 52 72 3—HR TCTAL NO. OF STUDENTS
r 1 258.665643 106.636050 2.4257 0.01S9 DRY BULB TEMPERATURE
rl 1 -55.17724* ea.871*71 -0.6209 0.5352 RELATIVE HUMIDITY
12 1 -0.00231047 C.C0532S513 -0.*3 38 0.6647 INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE
13 1 -0.0012701* 0.005083925 - 0 . 249e 0.8029 INT. STUDENT-HUMIDITY
I* 1 0.982738 1.466186 0.F7C3 0.5033 INT. TE MPE R A T UPE—HUMI D ITV
IS 1 .00005771696 .00008106965 0.7119 0.4771 INT. STUCENT-TEMP.-HUM.
J U t 1 -2697.26 1288.914 -2.0927 0.0373 INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
X22 1 *330.605 1725.057 2.5104 0.0126 INDICATOR AT 12 P.M.
X23 1 *965.202 2152.45 2.3oee 0.0218 INDICATOR AT 3 P.M.
X2* 1 15*8.395 1624.678 0.95 30 0.3*14 INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
Al 1 -0.4132*8 C.310290 -1.3318 0.18*0 INT. STUCENT-hOUR AT 9 A . M .
A 2 I -0.310202 0.293679 -1.0563 0.2918 INT. STUOENT-HOUR AT 12 P. M.
A3 1 -0.270911 0.307763 -0.88 03 0.3795 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 3 P .M .
A« 1 -0.00 7*2632 0.337844 -0.0220 0.9825 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 6 P. M.
■ 1 1 -758.589083 *81.5536 79 -1.5753 0.1163 INDICATOR FOR MONDAY
■2 1 61.551060 513.832930 0.1198 0.90*7 INDICATOR FOR TUESDAY
■ 3 1 4 1*.742048 *56.282*91 0.9090 0.3642 INDICATOR FOR VEDNSOAV
<4 1 S33.2*2958 5C0.312515 1.1658 0.24*7 INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY
VI 1 -525*.17 339.159152 -15 . 4 9 ie 0.0001 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977
V2 1 1*95.636 336.827219 4 . 4 4 0 4 0.0001 INDICATOR FOP YEAR 1978
Table 5.11 Regression Analysis Students in Class November 1977-1979.
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m o d e l : MDOELOl sse 4453834295 F RATIO 15.39
DFE 143 P R O O F 0.0001
j e p  v a n : C
3-HOUR KtoH
MSE
CONSUMPTION
PARAMETER
31145694
s t a n d a r d
R —SOU ARE 0.6933
VAR1 ABLE
VARlAJLfc OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RAT IC PROB>|T| LABEL
INTERCEPT t 58654.86 16686.37 3.1057 0.0023
ST I 0.562650 1.350143 0.4315 0.6667 3-HF t o t a l  n o . o f s t u d e n t s
T I —53*660221 391.133837 -0.1372 0.891 1 DRY EULB TEMPERATURE
H 1 -235.951088 241.901804 -0.9754 0.3310 RQ.ATIVE HUMIDITY
12 I -0.010209 0.019055 -0.5358 0.5929 INT. STUDENT-TEMPERATURE
13 1 -0.00205444 0.013608 -0.1510 0.8802 INT. STUDENT-HUMID!TY
14 I 3. 157585 4.863185 0.6493 0.5172 INT. TEMPERATUPE— HUM IDITV
IS 1 .00009737669 0.0002567295 0.3793 0.7050 INT. STUDENT-TEMP.-HUM.
A21 I -2238.31 4453.219 -0.5026 0.6160 INDICATOR AT 9 A.M.
A22 1 636.111945 6011.88 0. 10*8 0.9159 INDICATOR AT 12 P.M.
*23 1 3546.07 7738.057 0.4583 0.6475 INDICATOR AT 3 P.M.
X2 4 1 3 754.77 5325.937 0.7050 0.4820 INDICATOR AT 6 P.M.
Al 1 -0.312419 1.041287 — 0.30 CO 0.7646 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 9 A.M.
A2 I -0.140602 0.972181 -0.1446 0.8852 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 12 P.M.
A3 1 -0.133063 1 .0 23329 -0.13C0 0.8967 INT. STUOENT-HCUR AT 3 P.M.
A4 1 -0.307072 1.106218 -0.2776 0.7817 INT. STUDENT-HOUR AT 6 P.M.
■ 1 1 -255.415581 1619.153 . -0.1577 0.8749 INDICATOR FOR MONDAY
W2 I -831.2346 75 1782.937 -0 .4662 0.6418 INDICATOR FOR TUESDAY
• 3 1 1437.229 1585.218 0.9066 0.3661 INDICATOR FOR MEDNSDAY
■ 4 1 3323.572 1664.308 t .9970 0.0477 INDICATOR FOR THURSDAY
Yl I -12996.7 1131.509 - 1 2.37C0 0.000! INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1977
Y2 t 835.969215 11 18.314 0.7475 0.4560 INDICATOR FOR YEAR 1978
Table 5.12 Regression Analysis Students in Class December 1977-1979.
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P-l and n-P degrees of freedom, where n = number of observations and 
P = number of estimated parameters), the null hypothesis is rejected at 
the prespecified significance level. The F-ratios on Tables 5.1 to 5.12 
clearly indicate that the null hypothesis must be rejected (the critical 
F-table value is less than 3 in all cases); the conclusion is that is 
related to hour of the day, day of the week, year, number of students, 
temperature, relative humidity, and interaction effects.
COEFFICIENTS OF MULTIPLE DETERMINATION
The coefficient of multiple determination measures the proportionate 
reduction of total variation in E^ associated with the use of all the 
independent variables (h^,...,S T H^). It exceeds 90% in 8 models, very 
close to 90% in 3 models, and in only one model (December) is it less 
than 80%.
ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
The estimated coefficients of the hour effect (b ,...,b )^ are all 
statistically significant during the Spring semester, with a few ex­
ceptions during the Summer and Fall semesters. These coefficients mea­
sure how much higher (lower) the energy consumption level is during a 
given hour (9 a.m., 12 p.m., 3 p.m., 6 p.m.) with respect to the energy 
consumption level expected at 9 p.m. In general, the consumption level 
is the highest at 3 p.m. and the lowest at 9 a.m. (this is indicated by 
the negative sign of b^)- Figures 2.4 to 2.6 show that this in fact is 
an expected result; as shown in these figures, the average consumption 
tends to be a maximum in the early hours of the afternoon and a minimum 
in the early morning hours.
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The estimated coefficients of the day effect (bg,...,bg) measure 
how much higher (lower) the energy consumption level is during a given 
weekday (Monday through Thursday) with respect to the energy consumption 
level expected on Fridays. In general, the consumption level is lower 
on Fridays, although in some cases, the consumption during the other 
days is not statistically different from the consumption on Fridays.
The day when the highest consumption tends to occur varies from month to 
month. For instance, in January and February, the highest consumption 
level occurs on Tuesdays, whereas in March and April, it occurs on 
Thursday.
The estimated coefficients of the year effect (bjjjbjg) measure how 
much higher (lower) the estimated consumption level during the years 
1977 or 1978 is with respect to the consumption level during the year 
1979. All these coefficients are statistically significant. In all 
cases, the estimated coefficients for the year 1977 (b^j) are lower than 
the estimated coefficients during 1978 and 1979. The coefficients for 
the year 1978 are lower than the coefficients for the year 1979, except 
during the Fall of 1978, when they are higher or equal (in the statis­
tical sense) to the coefficients in 1979.
It is important to remember that a change in Et as a result of a 
change in temperature, given that everything else remains constant, is 
given by
A
3Et _
8Tt = b21 + b23St + b25Ht + b26StHt ’
Similarly, a change in as a result of a change in humidity, given 
that all other variables are fixed at constant values, is given by
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3Et _
9Ht ~ b22 + b24St + b25Tt + b26StTt ’ (5-4^
/s
and a change in as a result of a change in the number of students 
CSt), everything else constant, is
9Et
9St b15 + bl6hl + b17 h2 + b18h3 + b19h4
+ b23Tt + b24»t + W f  
The respective variances of
aE/9St, aEt/3Tt and aEt/3Ht
are given by expressions (4.24) to (4.26). The estimates of these 
partials and their respective standard errors (square root of variance)
are reported, by hour and month, in Table 5.13.
Four things can be observed from Table 5.13. First, the ratios of
the partials and their respective standard errors are greater than 3
(i.e., they are statistically significant at a = .05) in most cases for 
temperature and relative humidity, but they are less than 1 (i.e. not 
statistically significant) for number of students. All these ratios 
indicate that the null hypothesis that these partials equal zero is not 
rejected (at a = .05) for the case of the student partials (aE/aSj.) and 
rejected for both the temperature partials (aE/aTj.) and the humidity 
partials (BE/aH^.). Second, the lack of stability of the partials and 
their standard errors between months can also be observed from Table 
5.13. For example, during the spring semester, the student partials at 
15 p.m. vary from a low -.003 in February to a high .057 in May. The
January February March April May June
Hour
8E
as StandardError
3E
as StandardError
3E
as Standard Error
3E
as StandardError
aE
as StandardError
3E
as StandardError
9 0.058 0.134 0.029 0.094 0.002 0.078 -0.033 0.114 0.099 0.148 -1.818 1.030
12 0.049 0.063 0.010 0.046 0.033 0.039 -0.008 0.057 -0.014 0.077 -0.121 0.127
15 0.007 0.134 -0.003 0.095 0.044 0.077 0.003 0.117 0.057 0.147 -0.831 0.538
18 0.146 0.338 0.176 0.237 0.313 0.207 0.460 0.282 -0.050 0.389 3.299 1.789
21 0.490 0.416 0.599 0.288 0.820 0.242 0.676 0.347 0.264 0.467 22.126 8.599
Hour
3E
3T StandardError
3E
3T StandardError
3E
3T StandardError
3E
3T StandardError
dE
3T Standard Error
3E
3T StandardError
9 162.0 19.48 241.6 12.98 249.0 13.68 486.1 29.80 323.3 42.24 489.4 36.99
12 127.7 29.46 191.9 18.33 221.8 20.05 491.0 57.29 525.1 110.68 531.3 60.88
15 118.3 20.95 199.8 13.70 215.1 14.59 404.8 42.72 460.0 71.29 439.0 40.29
18 130.5 24.80 230.0 15.72 220.0 16.04 362.6 39.66 318.8 49.63 441.4 41.64
21 155.8 27.06 250.6 17.31 252.4 17.80 471.7 40.40 317.5 61.42 489.0 49.32
Hour
3E
3H StandardError
3E
3H StandardError
3E
3H StandardError
3E
3H StandardError
3E
3H StandardError
3E
3H Standard Error
9 25.2 11.45 3.6 8.06 27.5 6.27 114.3 10.35 114.7 19.32 110.0 14.18
12 64.9 13.70 49.5 10.39 60.1 9.16 145.5 17.43 135.0 33.01 112.3 31.43
15 62.2 9.63 38.0 7.65 54.2 6.40 162.1 13.52 109.3 25.10 114.0 17.98
18 39.0 11.33 8.7 8.01 36.1 6.53 145.6 14.02 100.2 22.85 103.9 17.05
21 23.3 14.11 -5.4 9.91 18.5 8.47 88.2 15.14 74.0 25.91 81.0 19.01
Table 5.13 Partials of Electricity Consumption With Respect to Number of Students (9E/3S),
Temperature (3E/3T) and Humidity (3E/3H) and Their Standard Errors by Month and Hour.
July August September October November December
3E
„ 3S Hour
Standard
Error
3E
3S StandardError
3E
3S StandardError
3E
as StandardError
3E
3S StandardError
3E
as StandardError
9 -1.255 0.991 -0.006 0.133 -0.052 0.109 0.035 0.096 -0.100 0.097 -0.027 0.355
12 -0.099 0.128 0.044 0.068 -0.031 0.055 -0.030 0.047 -0.029 0.048 0.061 0.176
15 -0.267 0.524 0.086 0.141 0.005 0.110 0.039 0.094 0.000 0.096 0.038 0.354
18 1.359 1.790 0.227 0.285 0.371 0.226 0.597 0.198 0.288 0.208 -0.075 0.715
21 16.430 8.653 0.492 0.393 0.531 0.229 0.823 0.269 0.314 0.281 0.282 0.936
3E
U 3T Hour
Standard
Error
3E
3T StandardError
3E
3T StandardError
3E
3T StandardError
3E
3T StandardError
3E
3T StandardError
9 223.3 66.53 231.1 97.99 479.5 44.64 512.9 27.17 359.4 18.55 161.6 54.46
12 309.0 121.45 25.7 189.32 597.0 76.28 465.4 39.51 349.7 25.69 15.1 85.94
15 182.3 68.59 120.9 110.86 547.0 52.88 417.7 29.01 330.0 17.47 29.2 70.76
18 171.0 77.80 244.8 106.17 468.0 50.18 461.6 25.63 337.0 17.84 126.1 78.15
21 185.2 84.58 288.1 156.50 473.8 67.87 485.7 37.82 343.8 25.94 181.9 77.16
3E
Hour 3H
Standard
Error
8E
3H StandardError
3E
3H StandardError
3E
3H Standard Error
3E
3H StandardError
3E
3H StandardError
9 3.7 28.91 33.9 37.17 163.0 20.24 94.5 12.25 24.5 10.54 -44.3 32.07
12 16.3 46.85 15.0 80.60 166.5 33.11 172.4 16.75 86.3 12.93 58.9 48.50
15 -18.1 26.77 19.6 48.96 161.9 22.59 166.5 16.60 65.5 10.20 35-5 38.11
18 -29.8 31.23 41.3 41.57 158.4 22.46 107.8 15.26 23.0 12.26 -34.8 45.48
21 -42.5 35.91 52.6 56.96 141.2 32.66 85.2 19.03 5.4 14.98 -66.8 48.43
Table 5.13 (continued) Partials of Electricity Consumption With Respect to Number of Students (dE/dS),
Temperature (3E/3T) and Humidity (8E/3H) and Their Standard Errors by Month and Hour.
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temperature partials vary from a low 118.3 in January to a high 460 in 
May, and the humidity partials vary from a low 38.02 in February to a
high 162.17 in April. During the summer term, June and July) the three
partials at 15 p.m. vary from -.267 (July) to -.8315 (June), 182 (July) 
to 439 (June), and -18.1 (July) to 114 (June), respectively. During the 
Fall semester (August to December) they vary from 0 (November) to .086 
(August), 29.27 (December) to 547 (September), and from 19.6 (August) to 
161.9 (September), respectively.
The third item to be observed from Table 5.13 is the lack of 
stability of the partials and their standard errors within months (i.e., 
by time of day). For example, in January, the partials with respect to 
the number of students vary from a low .007 at 15 p.m. to a high .490 at 
21 p.m. The partials with respect to temperature vary from a low 118.3 
at 15 p.m. to a high 162.0 at 9 a.m., and the partials with respect to 
humidity vary from a low 23.37 at 21 p.m. to a high 64.99 at 9 a.m.
The fourth item to be observed from Table 5.13 has to do with the
signs of the student, temperature, and humidity partials and the statis­
tical significance of these partials. Some student partials are nega­
tive, meaning that an increase in the number of students yields an 
electricity consumption reduction; however, these partials are not 
significantly different from zero. All the temperature partials are 
positive and significantly different from zero. And all the 
significantly-different-from-zero humidity partials also are positive.
CHAPTER VI
EVALUATING INTRASAMPLE PERFORMANCE WITH ACTUAL DATA FROM 1977 to 1979
Now that the parameters of equation (5.1) have been estimated for 
each month, the adequacy of these twelve estimated models is explored . 
Equation (5.1) has been estimated for each month using OLS. It is 
assumed that the assumptions stated under the classical linear regres­
sion model, discussed in Chapter IV, are fulfilled. How well these 
assumptions are met by the twelve estimated models presented on Tables 
5.1 to 5.12 is investigated now. When these assumptions are not met, 
the least squares estimators lose some of their desirable properties.
In particular, the following problems are investigated: multi-
collinearity, nonlinearity of the regression function, contemporaneous 
correlation between the independent variables and the prediction error, 
nonconstancy of error variance (heteroskedasticity), nonindependence of 
prediction errors (autocorrelation), and nonnormality of error terms. 
Also, how well each of the twelve models predict the monthly three- 
hourly consumption is investigated.
MULTICOLLINEARITY
Multicollinearity refers to the case in which two or more indepen­
dent variables (hj, ..., are highly correlated. This makes
it difficult or impossible to isolate the effects of each individual 
independent variable on the dependent variable (E^). When multi­
collinearity exists, the OLS coefficients are still unbiased, but the
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least squares estimators have large variances and covariances. Multi­
collinearity is diagnosed by looking at the correlation matrix of the 
independent variables. The correlation matrix of some independent 
variables (only S , T , H , S T ,  S H , T H , and S T H ) in the JanuaryU U L v L* U U U U U L C
model is shown in Table 6.1. TtHt and S TtHt are repre­
sented by 12, 13, 14 and 15 respectively in Table 6.1. It can be seen 
that all the elements of this matrix are small except for the correla­
tion coefficients between the 3-hour total number of students (Sfc) and 
the interaction effects that include the student variables, i.e., stTt>
S^H , and S T . These correlation coefficients fluctuate between .80 t t’ t t t
and .94. The correlation matrices for the February to December models 
exhibit a situation very similar to the correlation matrix for Jnauary, 
and thus they are not shown.
The problem of multicollinearity can be corrected in various ways 
[20]: collecting more data, utilizing a priori information, transform­
ing the functional relationship (equation 5.1), using procedures de­
signed to deal with multicollinearity such as factor analysis, or drop­
ping some of the highly collinear variables. Collecting more data is 
not feasible at this point; neither is it believed that collecting more 
data would correct the multicollinearity problem. Also, there is no 
apriori information that could be used to correct the problem of multi- 
collinenearity, and there is no reason to change the functional relation­
ship postulated by equation (5.1). Although factor analysis could be 
used to correct the multicollinearity problem, it is felt that the 
solution (factors) provided by this analysis would be difficult to 
interpret. A practical approach to "solving" the problem of multi­
collinearity would be to drop some of the highly collinear variables
* A R 1 A 8 L E N M E A N S T O  O C V S U M M I N I M U M M A X ( H U M
c * 2 9 4 4 9 1 4 . 3 1 1 1 1 6 3 7 8 * 9 7 0 8 0 1 0 1 0 9 7 2 0 *  O C  0 3 1 9 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 6 1 1 4 0 * 0 0 0 0
s r 2 2 3 1 1 6 3 1 . 2 4 4 4 4 9 0  0 9 * 7 ) 2 5 7 2 6 2 1 5 3 0 * 0 0 0 1 3 * 0 0 0 0 321 7 3 . 0 0 0 0
T 2 2 9 4 4 . 4 1 7 7 8 1 0 * 2 8 9 3 0 9 9 9 4 * 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 3 * 0 0 0 0
H * 2 3 2 1 * 2 9 3 3 3 2 1 * 1 9 4 9 9 1 6 0 3 2 * 0 0 0 1 9 . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
12 * 2 9 9 2 7 2 0 0  « 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 3 1 3 0 * 0 4 2 4 7 1 1 0 6 3 0 0 2 9 . 0 0 0 3 9 0 * 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 1 2 0 3 * 0 0 0 0
1 3 3 2 3 7 9 8 0 9 0 * 7 9 3 9 6 6 7 0 8 0 4  * 4 7 7 1 3 1 7 9 5 6 1 4 2 9 . 0 0 0 6 9 0 * 0 0 0 0 2 9 1 3 5 9 7 . 0 0 0 0
I* 2 2 3 3 2 0 2 * 1 1 9 9 6 1 3 6 1 * 4 4 1 8 9 7 2 0 4 7 6 * 0 0 0 1 0 2 6 * 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 9 . 0 0 0 0
I S 2 2 9 3 6 4 6 7 4 6 2 * 1 4 6 6 7 3 3 7 8 0 6 3 1 * 2 1 1 1 2 8  2 0 5 1 7 8 9 0 3 * 0 0  0 3 2 1 7 5 . 0 0 0 0 1 8 6 4 6 4 0 7 0  * 0 0 0 0
C O R R E L A T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  / P R Q B  >  JPjI U N D E R  HO:t R H Q * 0  ✓ N  •  2 2 9
C S T  T H 12 1 3 1 4 1 5
C
3 - H Q U R  K 1 H  C O N S U M P T I O N
1 * 0 0 0 0 0  
0* 0 0 0 0
0 * 4 0 9 0 6  0 * 4 6 6 1 3  
0 * C 0 0 l  0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 1 9 0 7 0  
0 * 0  1 71
0 * 4 9 3 2 8
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 4 9 4 2 0
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 3 9 0 1 6
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 5 3 4 6 3
0 * 0 0 0 1
ST
3 - H A T O T A L  N O *  0 7  S T U D E N T S
0 * 4 0 9 0 6
0 * 0 0 0 1
1 * 0 0 0 0 0  0 * 1 0 4 0 4  
0 * 0 0 0 0  0 * 1 1 6 9
- 0 . 1 6 7 5 7  
0 * 0 1 1 8
0 * 9 3 0 9 0
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 0 7 0 1 1
o * o o o i
- 0 * 0 6 8 2 8
0 * 3 0 7 9
0 * 7 9 9 6 4
0 * 0 0 0 1
T
O P T 8 U L B  T E M P E R A T U R E
0 * 4 6 6 1 3
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 1 C 4 6 4  l . C O O O O  
0 * 1 1 6 9  0 * 0 0 0 0
0 * 1 7 1 4 !  
0 * 0 1 0 0
0 * 3 7 2 9 e
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 1 4 0 4 7  
0 * 0 2 9 9
0 * 6 9 2 2 2
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 4 0 1 0 2
0 * 0 0 0 1
H
R E L A T I V E  H U M t O 1TV
0* 1 3 8 7 8  
0 * 0 1 7 1
- 0 * 1 0 7 9 7  0 * 1 7 1 4 1  
0 . 0 1 1 8  0 * 0 1 0 0
t * 0 0 0 0 0  - 0 * 1 1 7 9 6  
0 . 0 0 0 0  0 * 0 7 7 4
0 * 2 5 0 8 2
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 0 1 6 6 9
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 2 7 1 0 4
0 . 0 0 0 1
12
IN T. S tU O E N T -T E M P E R A T U R E
0* 4 4 3 2 8  
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 9 3 0 9 8  0 * 3 7 3 9 0  
0 * 0 0 0 1  0 * 0 0 0 1
- 0 * 1 1 7 9 6
0 * 0 7 7 4
1 * 0 0 0 0 0  
0 * 0 0 0 0
0 * 0 3 9 8 4  
0* 0 0 0 1
0 * 1 1 6 7 2  
0 . 0 0 0 6
0 * 0 0 4 2 1
0 * 0 0 0 1
12
IN T. S T U D E N T  — H U M ( 0 IT T
0 * 4 5 4 2 0
o . o o o t
0 * 0 7 0 1 1  0 * 1 4 0 4 7  
0 * C 0 0 1  0 * 0 2 5 9
0 * 2 5 0 8 2
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 0 3 9 0 4
O . O C O I
1 * 0 0 0 0 0  
0 * 0 0 0 0
0 * 2 9 9 7 6
0 * 0 0 0 1
O * 9 4 | 4 0
0 * 0 0 0 1
1 •
|A T. t e m p e r a t u r e - h u m i o i t t
0 * 3 9 0 1 6
0 * 0 0 0 1
- 0 * 0 6 0 2 0  0 * 6 9 2 2 2  
0 * 3 0 7 9  0 . 0 0 0 1
0 . 0 1 6 6 9
0 . 0 0 0 1
0 * 1  1 6 7 2  
0 * 0 8 0 6
0 * 2 5 9 7 6
0 * 0 0 0 1
1 * 0 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 * 4 2 4 1 3
0 . 0 0 0 1
13
IN T. S T U D E N T - T E M P * - H U M *
0 * 9 3 4 6 3
o . c o o t
0 * 7 9 9 6 4  0 * 4 0 1 0 2  
0* C O O  1 0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 2 7 1 0 4
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 0 0 4 2 1
0 * 0 0 0 1
0 * 9 4 1 4 6
0 . 0 0 0 1
0 . 4 2 4  13 
0 * 0 0 0 1
I . 0 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0
Table 6.1 Correlation Coefficient Students in Class January 1977, 1978, and 1979.
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such as S T ,  S. H. , or ST. H. . However, it is felt that if these vari- t t t t t t t ’
ables were to be omitted, a problem of bias specification error would 
occur.
The multicollinearity problem exists by design. It emerged as a 
result of the way the weather-interaction effects have been designed. 
However, the decision to drop variables creates a more serious problem 
than the decision to leave those variables in the model. By dropping 
the involved variables, a more "statistically valid" model is obtained, 
but at the expense of getting a less "conceptually valid" model. Since 
a more "conceptually valid" model is preferred, the problem of multi­
collinearity is acknowledged, but it is not corrected. Besides, for 
prediction purposes, this problem may not be important.
NONLINEARITY OF REGRESSION FUNCTION IN TERMS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
A basic assumption that has been made in this research is that the 
electricity consumption E^ is related to all the other independent 
variables (h^, h^, S^, ..., H ) in a linear fashion as indi­
cated by equation (5.1) or (5.2). A violation of this assumption is 
commonly analyzed by plotting the prediction errors (residuals) versus 
some or all of the independent [20], variables. A departure from zero 
in a systematic pattern indicates that the regression function ought to 
be specified in a non-linear fashion. Figures 6.1 to 6.7 show, respec­
tively, the residual plots of prediction errors versus the number of 
students (St), the dry bulb temperature (Tt), the realtive humidity 
(H ), and the weather-interaction variables ( S T ,  S H , T H , S T H )
^  L  C  L* L  U  L  U  v
for the January regression model; the residual plots for the other
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Figure 6.1 Residual Plot. Prediction Error vs. 3-Hr Total Number of Students.
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eleven models (February to December) exhibit similar patterns, and, 
thus, they are not shown. After analyzing these figures, one may con­
clude that there are no reasons to believe that the linearity assumption 
in terms of these independent variables is violated.
CONTEMPORANEOUS CORRELATION OF INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES AND PREDICTION ERRORS
When this situation occurs, the OLS estimates are biased and incon­
sistent; the estimate of the variance of the forecasting error is biased 
high, and the t and F tests are not applicable. This situation is 
commonly detected by plotting the prediction errors versus each of the 
independent variables. The plots of the prediction errors versus the 
independent variables (S , T , H , S T ,  S H , T H ) are presented in
L  w  L> L  L  L* L  L  L
Figures 6.1 to 6.7 for the January model. All these plots show that 
there is no reason to believe that there is a strong contemporaneous 
correlation between the independent variables and the prediction errors.
NONCONSTANCY OF ERROR VARIANCE
This problem is also known as heteroskedasticity. It leads to 
unbiased but inefficient parameter estimates, i.e., the standard errors 
are inflated, however, the OLS estimates (b^, remain unbiased
and consistent. Heteroskedasticity is not expected to occur because, by 
design, the models have been fitted using homogeneous groups of data, 
i.e., one model has been estimated for January, another model has been 
estimated for February, and so on. Temperature, relative humidity and 
all the weather interaction effects do not vary widely. The error 
variance associated with low values of the independent variables is not 
expected to be smaller or larger than the error variance associated with 
high values of the independent variables.
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A residual plot of the prediction errors versus the predicted 
3-hour KWh consumption (E^) is an effective approach to study the con­
stancy of the error variance. Figure 6.8 shows this kind of residual 
plot for the January model. This plot indicates that there is evidence 
to assume that the prediction errors have constant variance. The same 
situation holds for the other eleven models; the respective plots for 
these models are not shown.
There are many tests for heteroskedasticity. A popular test for 
heteroskedasticity is the Goldfeld-Quandt [21] test. Another very 
simple test, suggested by P.A. Gorringe [17], consists of computing the 
Spearman coefficient of rank correlation between the absolute value of 
the residuals and each of the independent variables that may be causing 
the problem of heteroskedasticity. The Spearman rank correlation co­
efficient is defined as [39]:
ranks of the absolute value of the residuals; N represents the sample 
size. The significance of an obtained rg under the null hypothesis that
rs
where d^ = xj - y?, and xj and yj represent, respectively, ranks of each 
of the independent variables (St, Tt> H^, StTt, StHt and S^ /T^ H^ ) and the
rg = 0 may be tested by
t = r
N - 2
s 2
s
where t is the t-statistic with "N-2" degrees of freedom.
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Figure 6.8 Residual Plot. Prediction Error vs. Predicted 3-Hr KWh Consumption.
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Table 6.2 shows the results of the computation of the Spearman rank 
correlation coefficient between the absolute value of the residuals and
some independent variables (S , T , H , S T ,  S H , T H and S T H ).
U L> U L l> L v U L W t
Notice that in almost every single case the mull hypothesis that the 
Spearman rank correlation coefficient is zero is accepted at the sig­
nificance level a = .01. There are a few exceptions, for example, in
the January and May models, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient
between the absolute value of the residuals and relative humidity (H^) 
is significantly different from zero. It is felt that these few ex­
ceptions do not warrant respecifying the statistical model (5.1) to 
correct for heteroskedasticity.
NON-INDEPENDENCE OF PREDICTION ERRORS
This is also known as autocorrelation. With autocorrelation, the 
OLS parameter estimates are unbiased and consistent, but the standard
errors of the estimated regression parameters are inflated. The sample
t and F values are not correct. A sequence "plot of the residuals is 
useful to diagnose the problem of autocorrelation. When the error terms 
are independent, the residuals fluctuate in a more or less random 
pattern around the baseline zero. Lack of randomness may take the form 
of too little alternation or too much alternation of the prediction
errors around the zero line.
Typ ical tests of autocorrelation require that the data be equally 
spaced in time. This is not the case in this study. By design, there 
are gaps in the data used to estimate the models reported in tables 5.1 
to 5.12. The data values recorded at night (9 p.m. to 6 a.m.), during 
weekends, and holidays or breaks have been excluded. The typical tests
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Model St Tt Ht StTt StHt TtHt s tTtHl
January .019 .075 -.241 .031 -.068 -.147 -.041
.781 .264 .001 .639 .312 .028 .539
February -.016 .121 .094 .021 .039 .147 .064
.792 .048 . 124 .726 .524 .015 .297
March .0642 . 191 -.068 .087 .032 -.005 .054
.260 .001 .234 .125 .574 .936 .342
April -.009 -.131 . 106 -.023 .023 .085 .012
.892 .038 .094 .716 .716 .182 .847
May -.122 -.187 .204 -.135 -.039 .180 -.060
.124 .018 .009 .089 .621 .023 .448
June .062 -.127 .144 .051 .100 .133 .097
.295 .031 .015 .392 .091 .025 .102
July -.045 -.009 -.024 -.043 -.044 -.040 -.043
.439 .873 .669 .463 .447 .487 .459
August .044 -.018 .037 .038 .036 .047 .038
.616 .839 . 666 .665 .678 .591 .660
September -.023 .009 -.092 -.020 -.054 -.130 -.049
.696 .879 .111 .725 .348 .025 .399
October .031 .071 -.064 .044 .020 -.047 .028
.569 .204 .247 .423 .722 .393 .611
November -.004 .064 -.082 .013 -.025 -.042 -.011
.939 .272 .159 .825 .672 .477 .851
December -.161 .131 .138 -.104 -.078 .198 -.045
.038 .094 .077 .186 .322 .011 .569
Table 6.2 Spearman Correlation Coefficients to Test for
Heteroskedasticity and Their Significance Level
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of autocorrelation, such as the Durbin-Watson for first order autocor­
relation, do not apply.
NORMALITY OF ERROR TERMS
Moderate departures from normality do not affect seriously the 
testing procedures based on the "t” distribution. Two ways are used to 
check the normality assumption. A way to check whether the residuals 
are normally distributed is to plot the residuals on normal probability 
paper. On this paper, a normal distribution plots as a straight line. 
Table 6.3 shows a normal probability plot for the January model. This 
plot suggests that the residuals for the January model are normally 
distributed. The residuals for the other eleven models show a similar 
result; in general, from these plots, there is not enough evidence to 
reject the notion that the residuals are normally distributed.
Still another way to test for the normality of the residuals is to 
use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. This test is performed in the follow­
ing way:
1. Compute the statistics
D = max F(x) - F(x)
where F(x) = theoretical relative cumulative distribution under 
the null hypothesis,
A
F(x) = sample relative cumulative distribution.
2. If, for the level of significance used (a), D equals or 
exceeds the value in a Kolmogorov-Smirnov table, then reject the 
hypothesized distribution. At a = .01 and sample sizes over 35, 
the critical values reported in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov table is Dc 
= 1.63/ V~n.
VA*|ABLt«CA£3 PREDICTICN CAOQH
M O M E N T S  O U A N T I L E S C O C r * * )  E X T R E M E S
H 2 2 5 s u m  v e r s 2 2 9 1 0 0 1  M A S 4 0 5 2 * 7 3 9 9  S 4 6 4 1 * 5 2 L O K S T Hl Gt t f S T
N C A M l * 6 6 9 E - l l S U M « * 2 0 S E - 0 9 7 5 *  0 3 1 6 5 0 * 3 9 S K 3 5 6 5 * 2 4 - 4 9 2 9 * 7 1 3 9 1 2 * 0 9* T J  } f V 2 2 V S . 3 9 V A R I A N C E 5 0 A  I 7 0 3 s o s  « e o 3 2 7 * 3 0 4 9 0 S 2 0 7 6 * 6 4 - 4 0 2 7 . 2 6 4 4 3 0 * 1 7
S A C A N C S S - 9  . 2 2 9 3 9 9 f t U B T O S I S * Q . f i 9 C l t 2 S S  01 - 1 7 6 0 * 7 5 t o s - 3 2 5 0  *0 0 - 4 0 0 1 . 9 3 4 4 4 4 * 4 2
u s s 1 I 2 9 3 S 9 3 I 9 C S S 1 1 2 9 3 5 9 3 1 9 O S  M ! « - 4 9 2 9 * 7 1 5 1 - 3 0 7 1 * 2 2 - 4 7 2 3 . 7 1 4 5 7 5 * 6 4
c « | * 2 Q 2 E 4 I 6 S t D  M E A N 1 9 9 . 6 9 3 IS - 4 0 2 0 * 6 0 - 4 5 6 0 . 6 9 4 6 5 2 * 7 3
7* MfcAN*0 I . 2 4 0 E - 1 J p s o e > | r | 1 R A M C E 9 7 6 2 . 4 4
S C H H A N * 2 7 6 . 5 p f l o e > | 3 | 0 * 7 7 7 6 7 9 C 3 - Q I 3 4 1 9 * 0 5
N U M  - M  9 2 2 5 m o d e - 4 9 2 9 *  7|
O S H O R M A L 0 . 0 0 0 3 1 1 3 P P 0 B > D 0 . 0 1 5
S T E M L E A P 0 3 0 X P L 0 T N O R M A L  P O C 8 A 0 I L I T 7  R . O T
4 6 9 2 1 4 7 5 0 4 4 444
4 4 4 2 1 1 ♦  4
3 5 6 6 6 0 7 6 9 0 1 1 4 4 4 4 4
3 0 0  0 1 1 1 2 2 4 9 1 1 4 4 4
2 5 6 7 7 7 0 9 7 1 44
4 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 1 6 1 1 • 4 4 *
1 5 S S £ e e e e e 7 7 7  7 e c 6 f t 9 9 9 2 1 4-» .4 4 4 4 4
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 2 3 1 1 1 4 4 4 4
0 3 5 5 3 5 6 6 6 0 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 0 6 9 9 2 0 1. « 44.4
0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 1 3 4— 4— 4 1 4444
- 0 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 111 0 0 0 0 1 5 I 1 1 4 44
—  0 0 0  7 7 7 7 7 C S S S 5 1 2 1 1 1 44
-1 44 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7 \ 1 I 4 4 4 4
•  1 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 0 0 0 5 5 5 1 3 4— — 4 44
- 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 7 t 4 4 4 4
— 4 9 9 9 0 0 7 7 6 5 5 5 5 1 2 1 1 4 4 4 4 4
• 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 7 1 4 4 4 4
— 3 9 9 4 0 6 6 0 7 7 6 5 6 3 13 1 I • •
- 4 4 0 2 1 1 4*4
- 4 9 0 6 7 6 5 6 —4 7 5 0  44 44 44
- 2 - 1  * 0  ♦ 1  4 2
Table 6.3 Normal Probability Plot January Model.
to
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Table 6.4 shows the testing of the normality assumption for each of 
the twelve models. Notice that in every case the normality assumption 
is not rejected. The values for the D-statistic for the January model
can be found in Table 6.3.
ACTUAL AND PREDICTED MONTHLY THREE-HOURLY ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
The benefits of the statistical model (5.2) are derived from its 
ability to accurately predict the 3-hourly energy consumption and the 
monthly three-hourly energy consumption. How well each of the twelve 
models predict the monthly three-hourly consumption is now explored. 
Table 6.5 to Table 6.16 show the actual and predicted monthly three- 
hourly energy consumption by year for the January to December models. 
These tables show that the twelve models produce projected monthly 
consumption values that are very close to the actual monthly consumption
values. The vast majority of the percent errors are between ±2.5%. For
January the percent errors fluctuate between -1.49% and 1.43%. For 
February the errors are between -1.87% and 1.57%. For March they are 
between -0.95% to 0.98%, for April they are between -1.80% to 2.30%, for 
May they are between -4.21% to 5.11%, for.June they are between -1.35% 
to 1.20%, for July they are between -1.27% to 1.28%, for August they are 
between -2.08% to 3.05%, for September they are between -0.75% to 1.02%, 
for October they are between -1.32% to 2.43%, for November they are 
between -0.82% to 0.51%, and for December they are between -5.60% to 
4.38%. It is felt that these percent errors are well within acceptable 
levels for the purposes of this study.
From all of the above discussion of model adequacy, serious viola­
tions to the assumptions stated under the classical linear regression
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Model
For
No. of 
Observations 
(n)
D-Statistic
D
Critical^
Value
Dc
Normality
Assumption
January 225 .0663 .1087 Do not reject
February 270 .0581 .0992 ♦ 1
March 310 .0329 .0926 If
April 250 .0567 .1031 If
May 160 .0413 .1289 If
June 285 .0770 .0966 If
July 300 .0432 .0941 If
August 135 .0816 .1403 1!
September 300 .0440 .0941 II
October 330 .0301 .0897 If
November 295 .0695 .1269 If
1 At a = 01 Dc = 1.63/ Vn f°r n over 35
Table 6.4 Testing the Normality Assumption of the Prediction Errors
Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test.
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aoua teas ACTUAL PEJSDICTED 8ESICUAL * EEBOB
9 77 
9 78 
9 79
496 120 
589JbO 
710220
492645 
534411 
718643
3475 
49 4 S 
-8423
0.70 
C. 64 
-1. 19
SUBTOTAL 1795700 1795700 0 0.O0
12 77 
12 78 
12 79
602520
712JJ0
851800
603080
711294
852246
-560
1006
-446
-0.09
C.14
-0.05
SUBTOTAL 2166620 2 166e20 0 0.00
15 77 
1S 78 
15 79
611500
727140
871900
616359
723325
87085b
-4859
3815
1044
-0.79 
0.5. 
0. 12
SUBTOTAL 2210540 2210540 0 0.00
18 77 
18 78 
18 79
571100 
6617b0 
329820
573084
671620
81797b
-19d 4 
-9860 
11844
-0.35
-1.49
1.43
SUBTOTAL 2062680 20b2o80 0 0.00
21 77 
21 78 
21 79
517280
604620
748280
513352 
604 530 
752299
3928
90
-4C19
0.76
0.01
-0.54
SUBTOTAL 1870180 1870180 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL
1978 TOTAL
1979 total 
3-IB TOTAL
279d520 
3.951 JO 
4012020 
lu 105720
2798520 
3235 IdO 
4012020 
1C 145720
0
0
0
0
o.oo 
0.00 
0.0 0 
0.00
Table 6.5 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy 
January.
HOUB IEAB ACTUAL PEEDICIED BESICUAL % EfiBOE
9 77 
9 70 
9 79
<■89340 
760960 
671loO
665090
755956
860414
4250
5004
-9254
0.62
C.66
-1.06
SU DTOT AL 2321460 2321460 0 0.00
12 77 
12 76 
12 79
d22950
915200
1034260
831961 
906111 
1034396
-9011
9149
-138
-1.09
l.oO
-0.01
so oi or al 2772470 2772470 0 0.00
15 77 
15 76 
15 79
646630
937640
1057320
857478 
930201 
1053911
-10848
7439
3409
-1. 2d 
0.79 
0.32
SUBTOTAL 2641590 2841590 0 0.00
IB 77 
16 76 
16 79
606120
65o350
1008740
802258
874360
996592
3662 
-160 10 
12148
C.43
-1.67
1.20
SUBTOTAL 2673210 2673210 0 0.00
21 77 
21 76 
21 79
746020
798020
926400
734273
603602
932564
1 1747
-5582
-6164
1.57
-0.7U
-0.67
SUBTOTAL 2470440 2470440 0 0.00
19 77 TOTAL 
1976 TOTAL 
1979 TOTAL 
3-VS TOTAL
391IQoO 
4270230 
46978d0 
1J079170
3911060
4«7U230
4697660
13079170
0
0
0
0
0.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
Table 6.6 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy 
February.
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8U0B XE Alt ACTUAL P6EDXCTE0 BES1EUAL s iSEoa
9 77 
9 76 
9 79
967620
765060
1091040
98232 1 
7600oti 
1101359
5299
502C
-10319
0.54 
C. 66 
-0.95
SUBTOT AL 2846740 2843740 0 0.00
12 77 
12 78 
12 79
1187510
921530
1304100
1196215
918272
1298653
-8705
5258
5447
-0.73
0.35
0.42
SUBTOTAL 3413140 6413140 0 0.00
15 77 
15 76 
15 79
1221540
940360
1635520
1229176 
938031 
1630262
-7b 36 
2349 
5268
-0.63
0.25
0.40
SUBTOTAL 3497440 3497440 0 0.00
18 77 
18 76 
18 79
1150160
877140
1260420
1149561
884905
1259253
59S 
-776 5 
71o7
0.05
-0.89
0.57
SUBTOTAL 3293720 3293720 0 0.00
21 77 
21 76 
2 1 79
1069320 
809600 
1 165000
1058677 
812461 
1 172583
10443 
-286 1 
-7563
. C. 98 
-0.35 
-0.65
SUBTOTAL 304J920 3043920 0 o.uo
1977 IOIAL
1978 TOTAL
1979 IQ'*AL 
i-ik TOIAL
5616150
4616760
6162080
Io0919o0
56 to 150 
4313730 
6162080 
16051SoO
0
0
0
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.80
Table 6.7 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy 
March.
U0U6 iEAfi ACTUAL PHE EICTEU BtSIDUAl X EafaOh
9 77 
9 7 0 
9 79
665800
950270
7985X0
650 540 
959207 
812S23
153 20 
-937 
-14363
2.30 
-C. 10 
-1.30
SUBTOTAL 2022070 2422670 -0 -0.00
U  77 
12 70 
12 79
766590 
1145600 
9031oO
794305
Il457b7
957077
-5715
-367
6063
-C.72
-0.03
0.63
SU BTOT AL 26971'jO 2857 150 -0 -C.00
15 77 
15 76 
15 79
810060
1173100
987130
812b62 
1176002 
952586
-1702
-2822
4604
-0.22
-0.24
0.47
SUBTOTAL 2971250 2971250 -0 -0.00
10 77 
10 7 fc
10 79
742100 
1 100520 
93o5o0
749323 
11O0980 
926577
-7223
-460
7663
-C.97 
-0.04 
C. 82
SUBTOTAL 2779180 2779180 -0 -0.00
21 77 
21 70 
21 75
690b00
1022720
8b3400
691199 
1018 134 
867387
-55$
45ob
-3987
•-0.03 
0. 45 
-0.46
SUBTOTAL 2576720 2576720 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL
1978 TOTAL
1979 TOTAL 
3-14 TOTAL
JO980J0
5400030
4548050
15b4b97u
3b98030 
S4CGC90 
450Q05O 
1 3b46 570
-0
-0
0
-c
-0.00
-0.00
0.00
-0.00
Table 6.8 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Poli 
April.
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80UB IE IB ACTUAL PEECICTEO BtSIEUAL X fBEOfi
9 77 
9 76 
9 79
597900
584980
534950
610114
517116
550600
-12214 
27864 
-156 50
-2.04
5.11
-2.93
SU BTOT AL 1b778JO 1677830 0 0.00
12 77 
12 78 
12 79
722060
606360
630020
725340
603101
631999
-3280
5255
-1979
-0.45
C.86
-0.31
SUBTOTAL 1960440 1960440 0 0.00
15 77 
15 76 
15 79
746340
614540
642620
745527
617768
640205
813 
-3228 
24 15
0.11
-0.53
0.38
SUBTOTAL 2C03500 2003500 0 0.00
18 77 
18 78 
18 79
690020
544660
606540
679518
567589
594113
1CSC2 
-22929 
. 12427
1.52
-4.21
2.05
SUBTOTAL 1841220 1841220 0 0.00
21 77 
21 78 
21 79
631440 
520430 
562loO
627260
527446
559374
4180
-6966
2786
. 0.66 
-1.34 
0. 50
SUBTOTAL 1714030 1714C80 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL
1978 TOTAL
1979 TOTAL 
3-13 TOTAL
33877bO
2833020
2976230
9197070
3367760
2833020
2976290
9197070
u
0
0
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Table 6.9 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy 
May.
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HUUB TLAH ACTUAL PREDICTED SESUUAL X EEBOS
9 77 9574(30 959 JO 9 -1829 -0. 19
9 78 1C377o0 1035394 23b6 0.2J
9 79 1117240 1117778 -538 -0.05
SUBTOTAL 3112480 3112480 0 0.00
12 77
12 78 
12 79
1121620 
1205220 
1304520
1128091
1206790
1296479
-6471
-157C
8041
-0.58 
-0. 13
0. 62
SUBTOTAL 3b313oO 3631j60 0 0.00
15 77 
15 78 
15 79
1137320 
1223660 
13233JO
1137109
1221789
1326462
211
1871
-2C62
0.02 
0. 15 
-C.16
SUBTOTAL 3684360 3684360 0 0.00
18 77 
18 7b 
18 79
I05342O 
1 120ct)0 
1253560
1056993
1126881
1243787
-3573 
-b20 1 
97 73
-C.34
-0.55
C.70
SUBTOTAL 3427660 3427660 0 0.00
21 77
21 78 
21 79
973480 
1024940 
11c32o0
961819 
1C2 1407 
1138454
libel
3533
-15194
' 1.20 
0.34 
-1.35
SU BTOT AL 3121b3u 3121680 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL 
197a TOTAL 
1979 TOTAL 
3-IB TOTAL
5243320 
56122o0 
O12l9o0 
1o977540
524332C 
5612280 
612IS60 
1O977540
c
0
0
0
C.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
Table 6.10 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy 
June.
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BOUfi IEAB ACTUAL P6EDICIEE 6ESIEUAL X EBfcOE
9 77 
9 78 
9 79
1091900 
1092 1J0 
1262580
1030293
11CCC94
1256224
1607 
- 75t4 
63 56
0. 16 
-C.73 
0.50
SU BTOT AL J386610 3386610 -0 -0.00
12 77 
12 76 
12 79
1212230
1280440
1461310
1218825
127570C
1459455
-6595
474C
1855
-0.54 
0.37 
0. 13
SUBTOTAL 3953960 3953980 -0 -0.00
15 77 
15 78 
15 79
1219920
1277080
1472580
1221352
1279846
1468380
-1432
-2768
42CC
-0. 12 
-0.22 
C.29
SUBTOTAL 3969560 3969560 -0 -0.00
18 77 
18 76 
18 7 S
1125060
1183940
1385980
1131926
1180591
1362464
-6866 
334 5 
3516
-C.61
C.28
0.25
SUBTOTAL 3694980 3694960 -0 -0.00
21 77 
21 76 
21 79
1036760
1075240
1254360
1023494
1072597
1270266
13286
2643
-15928
- 1.28 
0.25 
-1.27
SUBTOTAL 3366360 3366380 -0 -0.00
1977 TOTAL
1978 TOTAL
1979 101AL 
J—IB TOTAL
5625890 
59086JO 
0636810 
18 3715J0
5625890
5908830
0836810
18371530
-0
-0
-0
-c
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
Table 6.11 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy 
July.
\
HOUfi YEAH ACTUAL PHEBICTED HES1DUA1 * EHHCA
9 77
9 7 a 
9 79
435160
574050
6*22o0
421893
576852
632725
13267
-2802
-10465
3.05 
-0. 49 
-1 .b8
SUBTOTAL 1631470 1631470 -0 -0.00
12 77 
12 7 fc 
12 79
502440
666900
743860
505678
669449
738C73
-3236
-2549
5787
-C.64
-0. 3b 
C. 78
SUBTOTAL 1913200 1913200 -0 -0.00
15 77 
15 7 fc 
15 79
503320
680200
756030
513813
681315
744472
-10493
-1115
11608
-2.C3 
-0. 16 
1.54
SUBTOTAL 1939600 1939600 -O -0.00
18 77 
18 7b 
18 79
478200
648920
709200
461986
647b91
706643
-3766
1229
2557
-C.79 
0. 19 
C. Jo
SUBTOTAL 183b320 1836320 -0 -o.oo
21 77 
21 7b 
21 79
441500
602000
639720
437250
596763
649*08
4250
5237
-9468
. C.96 
0.87 
-1.48
SUBTOTAL 1683220 1683220 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL
1978 TOTAL
1979 TOTAL 
3-Yfi TOTAL
2360620 
31720 70 
3471120 
9003810
2360620 
3172C7C 
3471120 
5003810
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-C.GO
Table 6.12 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy
August.
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BOUE IE AB ACTUAL PBEEICTEC BESiEUAi X EEEOI
9 77 
9 78 
9 79
1172820 
1304960 
1 13J04U
1160475
13C8374
1141571
11945
-3414
-8531
1.02
-G.2o
-0.75
SUBTOTAL J610420 3610420 -C -0.00
12 77 
12 78 
12 79
1376800
1526960
1348370
1383365
1520767
1347998
-6565
6193
372
-0.48
C.41
0.03
SUBTOTAL 4252130 4252130 0 0.00
15 77 
15 78 
15 7 9
1409290
1550940
1387760
1411606
1549935
1366448
-2316
1005
1312
-0.16 
0. 06 
C.09
SUBTOTAL 4347990 4347990 0 0.00
18 77 
18 78 
18 79
1316620
1472060
123,«240
1326288
1472737
1321894
-9668 
-6 77 
■ 1034c
-0.73
-0.05
0.78
SUBTOTAL 4120920 4120920 0 0.00
21 77 
21 78 
21 79
1223730
1362780
1217240
1222125
1365886
1220739
6605
-3106
-34SS
0.54
-0.23
-C.29
SUBTOTAL 380d750 38 08750 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL 
1976 TCTAL 
1979 TOTAL 
3-Ih TOTAL
65C38o0 
7217700 
0418650 
20 1402 10
6503660 
7217700 
64 18650 
2C 1402 10
0
0
0
c
0.00
0.00
0.00
C.OO
Table 6.13 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy
September.
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HOUH * E M ACTUAL PhEDICTED BES1DUA1 * EEdOl
9 77 
9 7b 
9 79
9b39dU
1197520
1236940
940528 
1208302 
1251611
2345c
-10782
-12671
2.43
-C.90
-1.02
SUBTOTAL 3400440 3400440 0 0.00
12 77 
12 7b 
12 79
1155830
1440970
1489700
1160091
1440643
1485826
- 42 C1 
327 
3874
-0.3b
0.02
0.26
SUBTOTAL 4086560 4086560 0 0.00
15 77 
15 7b 
15 79
1206400
1493800
1544020
1213887
1492703
1537630
-7487
1057
6390
-0.62
C.C7
0.41
SU BICT AL 4244220 4244220 0 0.00
1U 77 
IB 7 8 
18 79
1 126720 
1434100 
1487640
1141585 
1429 755 
1477320
-14865
4345
1CS20
-1.32
0.30
C.71
SUBTUIAL 4 04bbo0 4048660 0 0.00
21 77
21 7b 
21 79
1044600 
1324120 
1 j56o40
1041500
1319108
13bb752
3100
5012
-6112
C.30 
0. 38 
-0.60
SUBTOTAL 37273o0 3727360 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL
1978 TCI AL
1979 TolAL 
J-1B TOTAL
5497530 
oti905 10 
7119140 
19507240
5497590 
68SC510 
7119140 
1 55C7240
0
0
0
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
C.00
Table 6.14 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy
October.
UOUB TEAB ACTUAL PEEGICTEC BES1EUAL 1 ifiHOfc
9 77 
9 76 
9 79
939580 
1G532J0 
9303 60
935886
1C55223
928052
3694
-6023
2328
0.39
-C.57
0.25
SU 61OT At 2923100 2923160 0 0.00
12 77 
12 76 
12 79
1127170 
1256500 
1117980
1131 139
125409C
1117922
-3969 
44 10 
-442
-0.35
0.35
-0.04
SUBTOTAL 3503150 3503150 0 0.00
15 77 
IS 76 
15 79
1161900 
1297200 
1155100
1157236
1291928
1164696
4244
5272
-S516
0.37
0.41
-0.82
SUBTOTAL 3013600 3613860 0 0.00
IB 77
ta 76
IB 75
10835o0 
1229800 
1109060
10B8C37
12277S7
1106586
-4477
2Cc3
2474
-C.41
C.lb
0.22
SU BTCTAL 3422920 3422420 0 0. 00
21 77 
21 78 
21 75
10030B0 
1126780 
1014600
1002573
1134443
1009645
507
-5663
5155
0.05
-C.50
0.51
SUBTOTAL J14b6o0 5146660 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL 53148 70 5314870 C 0.00
1978 TOTAL 59674 JO 59o7 480 0 0.00
1979 TCTAL 5326900 5326900 0 0.00
3-IB TOTAL 16609250 1bb09250 0 0.00
Table 6.15 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy
November.
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HOUB HEAR ACTUAL PEECICTEE BESILUAL 1 EBfiO
9 77 
9 70 
9 79
42b960
54lb20
406040
4 19872 
544944 
4B9B03
7C68 
-3324 
-37 b 3
1.66
-C.bl
-0.77
SUBTOTAL 1454620 1454620 0 0.00
12 77 
12 76 
12 79
478540
641520
5737B0
505340
628830
559671
-26800
1*690
14109
-5.60
1.98
2.46
SUBTOTAL 1693840 1693040 0 0.00
1b 77 
1b 7b 
15 79
524160
652600
5B7200
536134
647810
5E0C16
-11974
4790
7164
-2.28
0.73
1.22
SUBTOTAL 1763960 17 639b0 0 0.00
IB 77
IB 76 
IB 79
522360
616040
554460
512C2 1 
618554 
56*285
1C339
-2514
-7025
1.98
-0.41
-1.41
SUBTOTAL 16S28bO 1b92860 0 0.00
21 77 
21 7B 
21 79
4B7240
559780
507b40
465694
571422
517344
2134b
-11642
-S7b4
. 4.38 
-2.08 
-1.91
SUBTOTAL 1554660 1554660 0 0.00
1977 TOTAL 
1970 TCTAL 
1979 TOTAL 
3-YB TCTAL
24392b0 
JO 11560 
2709120 
8159940
2439260
3011560
*709120
6159940
0
0
0
0
0.00
C.00
0.00
0.00
Table 6.16 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Under Actual Policy
December.
model have not been found. There is little evidence that warrants an 
alternate specification of equation (5.1). In the next chapter, how 
well each of the twelve estimated models forecast outside the sample 
values is investigated i.e., how well the models predict during the year
CHAPTER VII
EVALUATING EXTRASAMPLE PERFORMANCE WITH ACTUAL DATA FROM 1980
It has been found that the twelve models specified according to 
equation (5.2) generally predict very well when used to predict elec­
tricity consumption inside the sample values (January 1977 to December 
1979). However, there is no guarantee that these models will perform 
well when used to forecast electricity consumption outside the sample 
values (January 1980 to December 1980). It is now investigated how well 
each of the twelve models perform when used to forecast monthly elec­
tricity consumption (at a given time t and in total) during 1980. In 
addition, a comparison of the prediction errors (i.e. prediction errors 
inside the sample observations) versus the forecast errors (i.e. fore­
cast errors outside the sample observations) is performed, and the 
existence of the following problems is also investigated: contempor­
aneous correlation between the independent variables and the forecast 
errors, nonconstancy of forecast error variance, and non normality of 
forecast errors. Subsequently, a comparison is made between actual and 
forecasted monthly, semestral, and annual electricity consumption.
FORECAST ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND FORECAST ERRORS
The statistical models estimated in Chapter V and specified by 
equation (5.2) are now used to forecast (on an expost basis) the elec­
tricity consumption during 1980. The values of all the independent
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variables (St> T , H ^ ,  ^ T  H ) required to forecast during the year
1980 are known. Similarly, the actual electricity consumption values 
(E^) are also known. The forecast error is computed by subtracting the 
forecast electricity consumption values (E^) from the actual electricity 
consumption values (E^) . The values of the OLS estimates b^, b^, ..., 
b25 ’ b26 are tbe va^ues reported on Tables 5.1 to 5.12. To facilitate 
the discussion, equation (5.2), which is used to predict electricity 
consumption at time t in the years 1977 to 1979, is reproduced below:
Et = b0 + blhl + b2h2 + b3h3 +b4h4 + b6dl + b7d2 + b8d3 + V 4
+ bllYl + b12Y2 + b15St + bl6Sthl + b17Sth2 + b18Sth3
+ b19Sth4 = b21Tt + b22Ht + b23StTt + b24StHt
+ b25TtHt + b26StTtHt ’ ^
This model specification (7.1) produces a biased forecast for the 
year 1980. The indicator variables Y1 and Y2 equal zero when the year 
is 1979 or 1980. The biasedness of the forecast errors is corrected 
according to the procedure outlined in Chapter IV, which consists of 
adding to equation (7.1) a bias-correction factor which affects only the 
intercept of equation (7.1). The statistical model used to forecast 
electricity consumption during 1980 is given by equation (4.30), which 
is reproduced below:
Et = b1980 + b0 + blhl + b2h2 + b3h3 +b4h4
where bQ, are as reported in tables 5.1 to 5.12, ^i9go's are
computed as indicated in Chapter IV, and their values are reported in 
Table 7.1.
PREDICTION ERRORS VERSUS FORECAST ERRORS
The residual mean square and the coefficient of multiple determina­
tion measure how well the model fits the intended observations. Table 
7.2 shows the monthly residual mean squares and the coefficients of 
multiple determination (R-square) obtained by fitting equations (7.1) 
and (7.2), respectively, to the 1977 to 1979 data and to the 1980 data. 
Notice that the mean square errors obtained from the 1977 to 1979 data 
are lower than the mean square errors obtained from the 1980 data. This 
indicates that equation (7.2) does not forecast new data as well as 
equation (7.1) predicts existing data. The same conclusion is reached 
by comparing the coefficients of determination. The coefficients of 
multiple determination obtained by fitting equation (7.1) to the 
original data are larger than the coefficients obtained by fitting 
equation (7.2) to the 1980 data.
CONTEMPORANEOUS CORRELATION, HETEROSKEDASTICITY
Residual analysis is an efficient and effective way to identify the 
problems of contemporaneous correlation between forecast errors and 
independent variables, and heteroskedasticity. Residual analysis
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No. of 
Model Observations
For  (nj____
Sum of 
Forecast Errors
Bias Correction Factor 
b1980
January 85 147737 1738.08
February 95 -163263 -1718.56
March 100 -90140 -901.40
April 85 -398972 -4693.79
May 50 -306190 -6123.80
June 85 -178828 -2103.86
July 110 48124 437.49
August 25 -13068 -522.72
September 105 363456 3461.48
October 115 -216476 -1882.40
November 85 134981 1588.01
December 60 175460 2924.34
Table 7.1 Bias Correction Factors Used for Forecasting in the Year 1980.
Model Mean Square Errors Coefficients of Determination*
For 1977-1979 1980 1977-1979 1980
January 2245 2393 87.61 77.
February 1756 1528 92.62 91.
March 1566 3060 92.39 75.
April 2060 2624 91.16 81.
May 2016 2630 92.80 76.
June 1822 2699 91.58 79.
July 1884 2126 90.69 85.
August 1695 2244 94.23 86.
September 2253 2128 89.46 87.
October 2054 3080 92.79 80.
November 1982 2077 89.75 87.
December 5211 3359 69.33 61.
1 Coefficient of determination corrected for degrees of freedom.
Table 7.2 Residual Mean Squares and Coefficients of Multiple 
Determination.
30
64
91
29
33
92
20
79
38
03
01
78
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analysis is not a substitute for formal statistical tests, but it may 
suggest whether formal statistical tests may or may not be required.
Residuals plots of forecast errors versus students (S^), tempera­
ture (T^), humidity (H^), weather interaction variables (S^T^, S^H^, 
T^H^, H^), and forecast energy (E^) for the January model are shown
in Figures 7.1 to 7.8. It is apparent from these plot that (1) there is 
no contemporary correlation between the forecast errors and the indepen­
dent variables and (2) there is no problem of heteroskedasticity. 
Patterns similar to the ones shown by the plots for the January model 
occur for the other eleven models, and thus these residual plots are not 
shown.
NORMALITY OF FORECAST ERRORS
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and a normal probability plot are used to 
see if the forecast errors are normally distributed. The Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov test are shown in Table 7.3. It is seen that the normality 
assumption is not accepted on only two occasions, May and August. It is 
felt that this does not warrant a model respecification of equation 
7.2. The normal probability plot for the January forecast errors is 
shown in Figure 7.9. No major departure from normality is seen from 
this figure.
ACTUAL AND FORECAST MONTHLY THREE-HOURLY ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
A comparison of the 1980 monthly 3-hourly actual and forecast 
energy consumption is provided in Table 7.4 to Table 7.15. These tables 
indicate that most of the percent errors (Residual * 100/Actual) are 
well below ±2.5%. These percent errors are felt to be very reasonable.
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Figure 7.1 Residual Plot.
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Figure 7.2 Residual Plot. Forecast Error vs. Dry Bulb Temperature
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Figure 7.3 Residual Plot. Forecast Error vs. Relative Humidity.
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Figure 7.4 Residual Plot. Forecast Error vs. Interaction tudent Temperature.
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Figure 7.5 Residual Plot. Forecast Error vs. Interaction Student-Humidity.
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Figure 7.6 Residual Plot. Forecast Error vs. Interaction Temperature-Humidity.
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Figure 7.7 Residual Plot. Forecast Error vs. Interaction Student-Temperature-Humidity.
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Figure 7.8 Residual Plot. Forecast Error vs. Forecast KWh Consumption.
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No. of Critical
Model Observations D-Statistic Value 
F o r  (n) D Dc
January 85 .1270 .1768
February 95 .0615 .1672
March 100 .0771 .1630
April 85 .0947 .1768
May 50 .9853 .2305
June 85 .0770 .1768
July 110 .0956 .1554
August 25 .9428 .3200
September 105 .0786 .1591
October 115 .0925 .1520
November 85 .1116 .1768
December 60 .0930 .2104
1 At a = .01 Dc = 1.63/ >/n for n over 35
Normality
Assumption
Do not reject
I f
tl
t f
Do not accept 
Do not reject
It
Do not accept 
Do not -eject
I f
tt
f t
Table 7.3 Testing the Normality Assumption of the Forecast Errors 
Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test.
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Figure 7.9 Normal Probability Plot January Forecast Errors.
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HOUR ACTUAL PBED1CTED RESIDUAL X ERROR
9 826020 839200 -13180 -l.bO
12 975750 980553 -4803 •
01
15 999020 968123 10897 1.09
16 947700 935953 11747 1.24
21 859340 864000 -4660 -0.54
TOTAL 4607830 46C763Q 0 0.00
Table 7.4 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy January 1980.
HOUR ACTUAL PREDICTED RESIDUAL X ERROR
9 872660 895454 -22794 -2.61
12 1069100 1058415 106£5 1.00
15 1104200 1082721 21479 1.95
18 1033t>20 1025578 8042 0.76
21 937500 954991 -17411 -1.86
TOTAL 5017160 5017160 0 0 .00
Table 7.5 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias
Under Actual Policy February 1980.
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HOOK ACTUAL PHEDICTED BESIEUAL * EEBGB
9 968200 97S691 -11091 -1.19
12 1 182820 116SC83 17737 1 .50
15 1209000 1191069 17971 1.09
10 112590 0 1127379 -10 39 -0.13
21 1020000 1008819 -22779 -2.2 2
TOTAL 5512000 5512000 0 0.00
Table 7.6 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy March 1980.
BOUfi ACTUAL PBEEICTBD BESIEUAL t EBROB
9 796800 617606 -21006 -2.60
12 980960 988300 -3300 1 © • c,
15 1018010 1005362 12608 ft c
18 966080 905626 20050 2.12
21 872850 881606 -8756 -1.00
TOTAL 0638700 0638 700 -0 -0.0 0
Table 7.7 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias
Under Actual Policy April 1980.
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UUUB ACTUAL PtaODiCTEU BESIEUAL % EEBCB
9 517940 536669 -1S429 -3.75
626000 6*3610 2390 0.38
15 641860 634465 7395 1.15
18 603480 5E8289 15191 2.52
2 1 543340 548887 -5547 -1.02
TOTAL 2932120 2932 120 -0 -0.00
Table 7.8 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy May 1980.
ucua ACTUAL PBEBICTED BESiDUAL t EB6CB
9 996800 988194 6606 0.86
12 1170140 115136 7 18753 1.60
15 1185820 1 173345 1*475 1.05
16 1097580 1104462 -o8t>2 -0.63
2 1 S93500 1026452 -32952 -3.32
TOTAL 5443840 5443640 -0 -0.00
Table 7.9 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias
Under Actual Policy June 1980.
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Table 7.
Table 7.1
HUUB ACTUAL PEEDiCTED BESIEUAL * EBBOB
9 1350940 1342 519 8421 0.o2
12 15785 JO 15b52JC 13200 0 . 8 4
15 1590120 1573043 23077 1 . 4 5
18 1409130 1471792 -26C2 - 0 . 1 8
21 1330280 1372377 -42097 - 3 .  16
t o t  i t 7325060 7325C6C - 0 - 0 . 0 0
10 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy July 1980.
UOUE ACTUAL PEEDICTEO BESIEUAL % EfifiOE
9 311000 311479 -479 -0.15
12 370750 364665 60E5 1.64
15 375880 367639 8241 2.19
18 343730 347799 -4069 -1.18
21 306820 316597 -9777 -3.19
TOTAL 1708130 1708180 0 0.00
1 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias
Under Actual Policy August 1980.
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HOUB ACTUAL PREDICTED fiESICUAl X ERfaCB
9 1367940 1354050 13850 1.02
12 1615970 1604665 11265 0.70
IE 16504d0 1630466 200 14 1.21
16 1550760 1546815 3961 0.26
21 1386400 1435549 -49149 -3.55
71IL 7571570 <571570 0 0.00
Table 7.12 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy September 1980.
UCUH ACTUAL PflEDICTED BESIDUAl A EBRCB
9 1153720 1160681 -696 1 -0.60
12 1390900 1376148 14752 1.06
15 1442000 1443716 - 1716 -0.12
16 1381960 1386257 -4297 -0.31
2 1 1262120 1263899 -1779 -0.14
;tal 6630700 6630700 -0 -0.0 0
Table 7.13 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias
Under Actual Policy October 1980.
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HOUb ACTUAL PBED1CTED BESIDUAL % EHbCti
9 857b40 873123 -15463 -1-81
12 1042220 1030742 11478 1. 10
15 1070500 1085740 4840 0.45
1b lOldlOO 1012679 5221 0-51
21 S33980 9 40C3 6 - 6056 -0.65
TOTAL 4922520 4922520 0 0.00
Table 7.14 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy November 1980.
UOUB ACTUAL PBEUICTED BESIDUAL X EEBCB
9 603260 614095 -10035 -1.80
12 721600 701583 20017 2.77
15 740440 729643 1C7S7 1.46
16 b97l60 701424 -4264 -0.61
21 638680 654396 -15716 -2.46
TUTAL 3401 140 3401140 -0 -0.00
Table 7.15 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias
Under Actual Policy December 1980.
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ACTUAL AND FORECAST SEMESTRAL AND ANNUAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
The seraestral and annual forecasts produced from equation (7.2) are 
very close to the actual values. Table 7.16 to table 7.19 show, respec­
tively, that the percent errors for the Spring semester are between 
-2.21% to 1.42%; the percent errors for the Summer semester are between 
-3.23% to 1.28%, the percent errors for the Fall semester are between 
-1.82% to 1.24%, and for the year 1980 the percent errors are between 
-1.95% to 1.14%.
From all of the above analyses, it is concluded that equation (7.2) 
can be used for simulation purposes without further refinemnet; the 
accuracy of the forecast errors on a monthly basis, semestral basis, and 
annual basis is very adequate for the simulation purposes of this 
research.
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Actual Predicted
Hour Consumption Consumption Error % Error
9 3981160 4069060 -87900 -2.21
12 4838630 4815961 22669 0.47
15 4972130 4901739 70391 1.42
18 4676820 4622825 53995 1.15
21 4239150 4298304 -59154 -1.40
Total 22707890 22707890 0 0
7.16 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected fo 
Under Actual Policy, Spring Semester 1980.
Hour
Actual
Consumption
Predicted
Consumption Error % Error
9 2347740 2330713 17027 0.73
12 2748670 2716717 31953 1.16
15 2781940 2746388 35552 1.28
18 2566770 2576254 -9484 -0.37
21 2323780 2398828 -75048 -3.23
Total 12768900 12768900 0 0
Table 7.17 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy, Summer Semester 1980.
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Hour
Actua1 
Consumption
Predicted
Consumption Error % Error
9 4293560 4313427 -19867 -0.46
12 5141440 5077824 63616 1.24
15 5279380 5237204 42176 0.80
18 4991730 4995177 -3447 -0.07
21 4528000 4610478 -82478
CNOO1
Total 24234110 24234110 0 0
7.18 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected fo 
Under Actual Policy, Fall Semester 1980.
Hour
Actual
Consumption
Predicted
Consumption Error % Error
9 10622460 10713197 -90737 -0.85
12 12728740 12610503 118237 0.93
15 13033450 12885332 148118 1.14
18 12235320 12194256 41064 0.34
21 11090930 11307610 -216680 -1.95
Total 59710900 59710900 0 0
Table 7.19 Actual and Predicted Energy Consumption Corrected for Bias 
Under Actual Policy, Year 1980.
CHAPTER VIII
ELECTRICITY SAVINGS UNDER PROPOSED CLASS SCHEDULING POLICIES
The statistical model represented by equation (7.2) is used to 
forecast (simulate) what would have been the University's electricity 
consumption savings on a monthly, semestral, and annual basis had an 
alternative class scheduling policy been adopted during the year 1980. 
The three alternative class scheduling policies are defined in Chapter 
II. These are called Constant Student Load (Alternative Policy 1), 
Modified Constant Student Load (Alternative Policy 2), and Inverted 
Student Load (Alternative Policy 3). Remember that these policies are 
defined as follows:
Policy 1: Constant student load
5 
1
„(1) = t=l St,d 
t,d 5
Policy 2: Modified constant student load
t = 1, 2, 4, 5 ,
t = 3
Policy 3: Inverted student load
c(3) _ c
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S(3) = S 3 ,d 5 ,d ’
S(3) = S 4,d 4 ,d ’
S(3) = S
5 , d 3, d ’
where = number of students under Policy J (J = 1, 2, 3) at time
’ period t on day d,
S = number of students under actual policy at time period 
’ t on day d.
The electricity savings are computed in two ways. First, they are 
computed assuming that only a change in the class scheduling policy 
occurs: only direct electricity savings and dissavings are possible (the 
concepts of direct electricity savings and dissavings are defined in 
Chapter II). Second, electricity savings are computed assuming that, in 
addition to the adoption of an alternative class scheduling policy, a 
building shut-down policy is implemented; direct savings, direct dis­
savings, and indirect savings (also defined in Chapter II) are possible.
DIRECT ELECTRICITY SAVINGS AND DISSAVINGS
Under the actual student scheduling policy, the predicted energy 
consumption (Efc) at time t is given by equation (7.2), which is repeated 
as equation (8.1), i.e.,
Et = b1980 + b0 + blhl + ........ +b26StTtHt ' (S-1)
The simulated energy consumption obtained from any of the three alterna­
tive class scheduling policies is computed by substituting into equation
(j)
(7.2) the number of students (Sfc ) as prescribed by each policy. Under
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any of the three proposed class scheduling policies, the simulated
* ( J)energy consumption (Efc ) at time t is given by
^ J) = b1980 + b0 * blhl + ........ + b2 6 ^ J)ltHt (8'2)
where:
~ (J) = Forecast electricity consumption under alternative class 
scheduling Policy J,
= Number of students scheduled to attend class at time t 
under Policy J,
and
J = 1, 2, 3.
The only difference between these two equations (8.1) and (8.2) is in 
the value that (i.e. the number of students under the actual policy)
and take on at time t. The values of the other independent vari­
ables (h^, h^, T^, H^) and the values of the estimated regression
coefficients (b„„„„, b„, ..., b„_ , b„.) are the same for both equations. 1980 0 25 26
The simulated energy consumption (Efc) is subtracted from the pre­
dicted (Efc) energy consumption to evaluate direct energy savings. It is
~ (J)preferable to subtract the simulated energy consumption (Et ) from the 
predicted energy consumption (E^) rather than from the actual energy 
consumption because it can then be argued that the differences between 
the simulated energy consumption and the predicted energy consumption
~ ( j)
(E^ - E^ ) are due exclusively to differences in the student scheduling 
policies. If the comparison is made between actual energy consumption 
(E^) and the simulated energy consumption, then the differences 
(E^ - E “^^ ) are partly due to differences in the scheduling policies
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and partly due to the intrinsic forecasting error produced by equation 
( 8 . 2 ).
The direct energy savings (dissavings) at time t resulting from 
implementing class scheduling Policy J over the actual policy are given 
by the expression:
Et ' E J^) = (b15 + b16hl + b17h2 + b18h3 + b19b4)(St - 4 J))
+ b23Tt(s-stJ)) +
+ b26Tt"t(St-S[T)) ■ (8'3)
or
(J) _
1 ' u17u2 r u18u3 T u19u4 T u23AtE. - = (b., + b.,h, + b,,h„ + b,0h„ + b,„h, + b„„Tt, L lj ID
+ b2«Ht + b26TtHt)(St-S J^)) • (8-4>
but the term inside the left parentheses (see equation (5.5)) is
9Et/9St.
Therefore,
Et - E£J) = s r t (V s^ J)) • (8-5)
Whether equation (8.5) leads to direct electricity savings or dissavings
A
depends, simultaneously, upon the sign of 9Et/9St and the sign of (Sfc - 
(J)). Knowing the sign and magnitude of 9Et/9St and knowing the value
(J) ~ ~(J1
of St, one may then to find values of S^. such that Efc - E^ > 0.
Perhaps it is possible to formulate this problem using some mathematical
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programming technique which considers that, as shown on Table 5.13, 
SE^/SS^ varies by time of day and also by month, and that, for practical 
reasons, the value of should not vary within months in a given
semester.
However, the approach in this research is to compute the elec­
tricity savings through simulation which consists of substituting the 
values of , as defined under Policies 1, 2, and 3, in equation
(8.4). The direct energy savings are properly accumulated to compute 
the monthly, semestral, and annual energy savings.
ELECTRICITY SAVINGS OBTAINED FROM AN ALTERNATIVE CLASS SCHEDULING POLICY
The direct electricity consumption savings (or dissavings) at time 
t are obtained using equation (8.4) under each of the three alternative 
class scheduling policies. The monthly direct electricity consumption 
savings (dissavings) for each time period t are computed simply by 
summing the direct electricity consumption savings (dissavings) at time 
t during each school day. The total monthly direct electricity consump­
tion savings (dissavings) are computed by summing across the five 
monthly direct electricity consumption savings at time t. The results 
of the computations of the monthly direct electricity consumption sav­
ings at time t and the total monthly direct electricity consumption 
savings are shown for each month under each of the three class schedul­
ing policies in Tables 8.1 to 8.36.
The semestral (spring, summer and fall) direct electricity consump­
tion savings at time t and the total semestral direct electricity con­
sumption savings under each of the three class scheduling policies are 
shown in Tables 8.37 to 8.45. The semestral electricity savings at time
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t are obtained by adding, across the proper months, the monthly direct 
electricity consumption savings (or dissavings) at time t. In a similar 
fashion, the total semestral electricity consumption savings are calcu­
lated by adding, across the appropriate months, the total monthly direct 
electricity consumption savings reported in Tables 8.1 to 8.36.
The annual direct electricity consumption savings at time t and the 
total annual direct electricity consumption savings under the three 
alternative class scheduling policies are reported in Tables 8.46 to 
8.48. These electricity savings are computed by summing over the 
monthly (both at time t and total) electricity savings reported in 
Tables 8.1 to 8.36. A summary of the major observations drawn from 
Tables 8.1 to 8.36 (monthly), 8.37 to 8.45 (semestral), and 8.46 to 8.48 
(annual) follows.
MONTHLY DIRECT ELECTRICITY SAVINGS AT A GIVEN TIME t AND IN TOTAL
Tables 8.1 to 8.3 show the monthly direct electricity savings (at 
time t and in total) for January. It is found that the 3 alternative 
class scheduling policies produce direct electricity savings during the 
two consecutive time periods ending at 12 p.m. and at 15 p.m. Direct 
electricity dissavings occur during the other three time periods.
Direct electricity dissavings are largest during the time period ending 
at 9 p.m.; the sum of the dissavings exceeds the sum of the savings, 
resulting in overall direct electricity dissavings for the month of 
January amounting to 2.00% (under Alternative Policy 1), 2.83% (under 
Alternative Policy 2) and 2.8% (under Alternative Policy 3), of the 
predicted total January consumption (4,607,830KWh) under the actual 
policy.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 1
iiu Uh P3fcDiC2L0 SIMULATED DIFFERENCE * DxFF.
s 835200 d42325 - 3625 -0.43
980553 985868 146£fc 1-50
1 5 9b8123 986920 1202 0. 12
18 935953 952180 -1o2 07 -1.73
2 1 664000 952087 -88086 -10. 2
CTAi. 9607830 9659660 -92030 -2.00
Table 8.1 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
January 1980.
80 UB
POLICY 0 
PBEDXCTED
POLICY 2 
SIHULATED EXEFEBENCE 1 DIF?.
9 839200 846243 -7043 -0.84
U 98055.1 368939 11614 1.18
15 986123 983940 4183 0.42
18 935953 9o0j17 -24364 —2. 60
21 864000 978598 -114598 -13. 3
rex AL 4607d3O 4738C37 -1302C7 -2.83
Table 8.2 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
January 1980.
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POLICY O POLICY 3
HOUR PREDICTED SIMULATED DIFFERENCE X 0 IFF
9 839200 659067 -19867 -2.37
12 960553 962C75 17878 I .62
1 5 983123 964422 3701 0.37
16 935953 925953 0 0.00
21 864000 994995 -130994 -15.2
rotAL. 4607830 4737132 -129302
GO•N1
Table 8.3 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3, 
January 1980.
Tables 8.4 to 8.6 show the simulation results for the month of 
February. It is observed that only direct dissavings occur at all times 
of day under all three scheduling policies. The largest dissavings 
occur during the time period ending at 9 p.m. The overall February 
direct electricity dissavings, under the three alternative policies, 
amount to 2.93%, 3.97%, and 3.94% of the predicted February electricity 
consumption under the actual policy (5,017,160 KWh).
Tables 8.7 to 8.9 show the simulation results for the month of 
March. It is observed that direct savings occurs, under the three 
policies during the time periods ending at 12 p.m. and 15 p.m. Direct 
dissavings occur for the other 3 time periods ending at 9 a.m., 6 p.m. 
and 9 p.m. with the largest dissavings occurring at 9 p.m. The overall 
March direct electricity dissavings under the three policies amounts to 
3.56%, 4.67%, and 4.08% of the total predicted electricity consumption 
under the actual policy.
Tables 8.10 to 8.12 show the simulation results for the month of 
April. It is observed that, during this month, direct electricity 
savings occur during three consecutive time periods covering from 6 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. Direct electricity dissavings occur only during the time 
periods ending at 6 p.m. and at 9 p.m. However, the produced savings do 
not exceed the produced dissavings, resulting in overall dissavings 
equivalent to 3.49%, 4.65%, and 3.32% of April's predicted electricity 
consumption (4,638,740 KWh) under the actual policy.
Tables 8.13 to 8.15 show the simulation results for the month of 
May. These tables indicate that direct electricity savings are produced 
during the time periods ending at 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. The electricity 
dissavings occurring during the other three time periods exceed the
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hooh
fULiv. i
PUtDICTED SIMULATED E1BFERBNCB X DllB.
9 895454 897233 - 1779
-0.20
10584 15 1059C5C -bib -0.06
15 108272 1 10B4 550 -1829
-0.17
1b 1025578 104b 211 -2G633
-2.01
21 954991 1077095 -122104
-12. 8
T CT AL 5017 1o0 5164121 - 14b9t1
-2.93
Table 8.4 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
February 1980.
POLICY 0 POLICY 2
UOUB PiiEDICTE d SIMULATED EIFFEEBMCE X Dill.
9 895454 899142 - 36 c 8 -0.41
12 1058415 1058878 -4t3 -0.04
15 1082 721 1089230 -6509 -0.60
1b 1025578 1056 142 —3C5c4 -2.98
21 954991 1113013 -158022 -16. 5
TCT AL 5017loO 52 1 b405 - 199246 -3.37
Table 8.5 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
February 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 3
HOUR PREDICTED SIMULATED DIFFERENCE X DIFF
9 895454 906671 -11217 -1.25
12 1058415 1059220 -805 -0 .08
15 1062721 1088409 -5688 -0.53
l a 1025578 1025578 0 o • o o
21 954991 1 135085 -100093 -18.9
GT AL 50 17160 52 14963 - 197803 -3.94
Table 8.6 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3, 
February 1980.
ttOUH
POLICY 0 
PHEBiCIED
POLICY 1 
SIBULAl'ED IIFFEBEMCE 1 DIFF.
9 979691 960C63 -398 -0.04
1* 1 1c SO J J 1151.21 13£o2 1.19
1 £ 1 1510&9 113474 3 6326 0.53
18 1127379 1168711 -41332 -3.67
1C4b819 1223bb7 -1748 48 — 1 o. 7
rcT at 5512040 5708431 - 1S63S1 -3.56
Table 8.7 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1,
March 1980.
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hour
POLICY 0 
PUECICTED
PCLICY 2 
SIMULATED D1FFEE ENCE * DiFF
9 979091 980394 -70 3 -0.07
12 11b 50d3 1154153 10930 0.94
1b 11910O9 1169 193 2 1876 1 .64
IS 1127379 1189497 -62119 -5.51
21 1C48319 1276C50 -.127231 -21.7
OX At 3512040 5769287 -257247 -4.67
Table 8.8 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2, 
March 1980.
HOUK
POLICT 0 
PREDICTED
POLICY 3 
SIMULATED DIFFERENCE * DIFF,
9 979691 9ei349 -1659 -0.17
1 2 1 165083 1148001 17082 1 .47
IS 1191069 1171907 19162 1 .61
i a 1127379 1127 379 0 o • o o
21 I 048619 1308283 -2594 64 -24*7
roTAL 5512040 57 369 19 -224879 -4.08
Table 8.9 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3,
March 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 1
UO UR PHEOICTED SIMULATED ElfFEHENCE X OIF f.
8 817846 815676 19b7 0.24
12 988300 984 452 3846 0.39
15 10053o2 1002332 29 60 0.30
18 94Sb2b 396339 -5 07 13 -5.36
21 88lb0b 1001415 -119808 -13-6
CCTAL 4638740 4800466 -16 1726 -3.49
Table 8.10 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1 
April 1980.
POLICY 0 PCLICY 2
tiOUB PREDICTED SIMULATED DIfFEBENCE X DIFF.
9 81784o 813902 3943 0.48
12 986300 985293 3008 0.30
15 1005Jb2 9S5670 9692 C • 96
18 945626 10^218b -76559 -8. 10
21 88160b 1037466 - 155859 -17.7
TOTAL 4638740 4854516 -215776 -4.65
Table 8.11 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
April 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 3
HUOH PREDICTED S1MULATED DIFFERENCE * DIFF
9 ei7BA6 806 523 11323 1 .33
12 988300 98322S 5075 0.S1
IS 1005362 997289 8073 0.80
IB 945626 945626 0 0.00
21 881606 10 59895 -178289 -20.2
rt)T AL 4638740 4792558 - 153818 -3.32
Table 8.12 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3, 
April 1980.
UO UR
POLICY 0
PnEDICTE0
POLICY 1 
SIflULATED CU E  EEEhCE * Oil f
9 536309 560505 -3b36 -0.8 ti
12 8 2  Jo 10 623650 -23S -0.04
15 63 848 5 631 032 3633 0.58
18 563239 58636 1 IS* 7 0.33
21 568837 575690 -26553
ZTCO•1
:ot iL 2932120 29571b6 -25C66 -0.65
Table 8.13 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1,
May 1980.
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HOUR
POLICY 0 
PUEDiCIED
POLICY 2 
SIflULATED E1EFEEENCE X Oil f.
9 53b8o9 543731 -6662 -1.2 B
12 623b10 6 2 3916 - JC8 -0.05
15 639465 622341 12124 1.9 1
IB 563289 535578 2710 0.4b
21 546337 583434 -34547 -b. 2 9
TOTAL 2932120 2959C02 -2b6 62 -0.92
Table 8.3 4 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2. 
May 1980.
HOUR
POLICY 0 
PRECICTEO
POLICY 3 
S IKUL AT ED DIFFERENCE * 0 IFF .
4 536 669 555*77 -18608 -3 .*7
12 623610 623568 *3 0.01
IS C3AA65 624026 10*30 1 .65
IS SeS289 Se8289 0 0.00
21 548087 588*26 —39539 -7.20
TOTAL 2022120 2070786 -*7665 -1.63
Table 8.15 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3,
May 1980.
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savings generated during the periods ending at 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. This 
situation produces overall electricity dissavings under the three 
policies amounting to .85%, .92%, and 1.63% of the May predicted con­
sumption (2,932,120KWh) under the actual policy.
Tables 8.16 to 8.18 show the simulation results for the month of 
June. These tables indicate that, under Policy 1, direct electricity 
savings occur only for the time period ending at 3 p.m. Under Policy 2, 
there are no savings at any time period, and under Policy 3, there are 
savings only for time period ending at 9 a.m. The electricity dis­
savings occurring during the time period ending at 9 p.m. are very 
large: 146% (Policy 1), 183% (Policy 2), and 50.9% (Policy 3) of the
electricity consumption predicted for 9 p.m. under the actual policy.
The June electricity dissavings under each of the three policies amount 
to 31.6%, 40.1%, and 6.62% of the June predicted consumption under the 
actual policy (5,443,840 KWh).
The large electricity dissavings for the period ending at 9 p.m. 
are not an unexpected result. During the summer months, the actual 
class scheduling policy can be thought of as a day-classes-only policy. 
There are very few students attending classes from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. By 
contrast, the alternative class scheduling policies call for signifi­
cantly more students attending classes from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. than the 
actual policy calls for. This results in larger amounts of electricity 
consumed under the proposed policies than under the actual policy.
Tables 8.19 to 8.21 show the simulation results for the month of 
July. These results are very similar to the results obtained for the 
month of June. Electricity savings occur for the period ending at 
3 p.m. under Policy 1; they occur for the period ending at 9 a.m. under
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POLICY 0 POLICY 1
DJi'fir/’^ r r  cTrtiir a t  F nbit OB PBSDICIEC SlflULATEC CIIFLRfSCE % Dili.
a 968190 1000200 -56007 -5.67
1151307 1166282 - 10890 1 • CD
15 1173305 113Q70J 30602 2.9 5
IQ 1100062 1292769 -18E3C7 -17
2 1 1026052 2521303 -1090891 -106
:c t *l 5003800 7163337 -171S0S7 -31.6
Table 8.16 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
June 1980.
bOUb
POLICY 0 
PREDICTED
POLICY 2 
SIHUL4TEE CIEFE8Et.CE X DIFF,
9 988190 1012559 -20.396 -2.07
1* 1 1513d 7 1160381 - 1*990 -1.13
15 1173305 1193733 -20388 1 • £:
16 1100062 1351 135 -206673 -22.3
21 102o052 2907618 -1881166 -183
rox *L 5003840 7b29056 -2 185616 -00. 1
Table 8.17 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
June 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 3
HOUR PREDICTED SIMUL ATED DIFFERENCE * 01FF.
9 seaig* 796052 192142 19.4*
12 1 151387 1162950 -11563 -1 .00
IS 11733*5 1191960 ' -18615 -I .59
16 110*462 1104*62 0 0. 00
21 1026452 15*8639 -522188 -50.9
OTAl 5**3640 5804063 -360223 -6.62
Table 8.18 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3, 
June 1980.
UOUB
POLICY 0 
PBECICfEE
PCLICY 1 
SIMULATED DIFFEHENCE X DIFF
9 1342519 1391094 -48575 -3.62
12 1565330 1570299 -4969 -0.3 2
15 1573043 1564256 8765 0.56
ie 1471792 157874b -10695b -7.27
21 1572377 2329234 -1456657 -106
:ut al 73250o0 3933631 -1608571 -22
Table 8.19 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1,
July 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 2
UOUB PREDICTED SIflULATED DIFFIKttill X D1H.
9 1342 519 1363102 -2C563 -1.53
12 1565JJ0 1569656 -4326 -C.28
15 1573 0*4 J 1578591 -5548 -0.35
18 1471732 1b1<2ie -140426 -9.54
21 1372377 3207369 -1834992 -134
'OT »L 73250b0 S330S36 -2CC587E -27.4
Table 8.20 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2, 
July 1980.
HOUR
POLICY O 
PREO ICTEO
POLICY 3 
SIHULATEO DIFFERENCE * DIFF.
V 1342519 11 73563 168956 12.59
12 1565330 1569167 -3837 -0.25
IS 1573043 1578040 -4997 -0.32
18 1471792 1471792 0 0.00
21 1372377 1898746 -526370 -38.4
fUTAL. 7325060 7651308 -366247 —5 .00
Table 8.21 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3,
July 1980.
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Policy 3; they do not occur at all under Policy 2. Under all three 
policies, the electricity dissavings occurring at 9 p.m. are very large. 
They represent 106%, 134%, and 38.4% of the predicted electricity con­
sumption (1,372,377 KWh) under the actual policy at 9 p.m. The overall 
electricity dissavings for July amount to 22%, 27.4%, and 5% of the 
predicted consumption under the actual policy (7,325,060 KWh) for the 
month of July.
Tables 8.22 to 8.24 show the simulation results for August. Elec­
tricity savings are generated under the three policies only for the 
periods ending at 12 p.m. and at 3 p.m. The electricity dissavings 
generated during the time periods ending at 9 a.m., 6 p.m., and 9 p.m. 
exceed the savings generated at 12 p.m. and 3 p.m., resulting in overall 
August electricity dissavings amounting to 22.23% (Policy 1), 2.85% 
(Policy 2), and 2.56 (Policy 3) of the August predicted electricity 
consumption (1,708,180 KWh) under the actual policy.
Tables 8.25 to 8.27 show the simulation results for September. 
Electricity dissavings are generated only for the time periods ending at 
6 p.m. and at 9 p.m. under Policies 1 and 2. Under Policy 3, the dis­
savings occur only at 9 p.m. However, under the three policies, the 
dissavings exceed the savings, resulting in September dissavings amount­
ing to 2.44%, 3.16%, and 2.22% of the September total predicted consump­
tion (7,571,570 KWh) under the actual policy.
Tables 8.28 to 8.30 show the simulation results for October. 
Electricity savings are generated only for the period ending at 3 p.m. 
under the three policies. The electricity dissavings obtained during 
the other four time periods exceed the electricity savings generated at 
3 p.m. resulting in dissavings equivalent to 5.41% (Policy 1), 7.09%
1 8 7
HU UK
POLICY 0 
PaEUICTED
POLICY 1 
SIMULATED EIFFFKFNCF % Dill.
9 j119 79 311 92 1 -992 I o •
12 Jb9bo5 3bU9Jb 3729 1-02
1 5 3o7bJ9 365 155 29d9 0.b8
1b 3977J9 357Lb3 — 52b9 -2-bb
21 31o597 351 173 -39580 1 0 1
CT AL 17081d0 179b252 -3EC73 -2.23
Table 8.22 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
August 1980.
HO UK
POLICY 0 
PKEDICTED
POLICY 2 
SIMULATED CIFFEBFMCE t DIFF
9 311979 312905 -92b -0.30
1* 3b9toO 361779 2891 0.79
15 3b7639 359o01 8038 2.19
18 397799 3t 1719 -12920 -9.00
21 31659 8 361397 -99799 -19. 2
fOT AL 1708100 1756ES6 -9871b -2.05
Table 8.23 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
August 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 3
HOUR PREDICTED SI MUL.ATEO DIFFERENCE X 0 IFF•
9 311479 314096 -2616
«CO•01
12 364665 360200 4466 1 .22
15 367639 360501 7136 I *94
16 347799 347799 0 O • o o
21 316598 369287 -52669 -16.6
TOTAL 1708180 1751662 -43702 -2.S6
Table 8.24 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3, 
August 1980.
UOUfi
POLICY 0 
PdEGICTEC
PCL1CY 1 
SlHULATiD DlfFEBtNCE * DiFP
9 1351*050 1350552 349b 0.26
1* 16Q4od5 1600020 4658 0.29
15 16304UO 1629119 6347 0.39
1U 1546819 1607093 -60274 -3.90
21 14j 5549 15741*57 - 138 9 Cb -9.68
uTAL 7571570 7756249 -184679 -2.4 4
Table 8.25 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1,
September 1980.
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Table 8.
HOUfi
p o u c r  o
PHECicrar
BCLICV 2 
SltlULATED DlfFEBENCE % DIFF
9 1354050 1346895 7155 0.53
12 1604 b 35 16010b3 3603 0.22
15 16304o6 160918b 2 1260 1.31
i a 1546819 1637661 -9 08 4 2 -5.87
2 1 1435549 16 15745 -I8CIS0 - 12.6
:otal 7571570 7810570 -239001 -3. 1 b
16 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2, 
September 1980.
POLICY 0 POLICY 3
noun PREDICTED SIMULATED DIFFERENCE * DIFF.
9 1354050 1334 183 19867 1 .47
12 1604665 1599188 5497 0.34
15 1630466 161 1780 18686 1 .15
16 1546819 1546819 0 0.00
21 1435549 1647 690 -212141 -14.8
GTAL 7571570 7739661 -168091 -2.22
Table 8.27 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3,
September 1980.
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POUCH 0 PGLICX 1
HU UG PHEU1CTEC SIMULATED ElFFEHiNCt X DIFF.
9 1 160e81 11o2tbe -1987 1 o •
12 137b 140 13 3b 13 3 - 1S98S -1-45
15 149371b 1440 o4 2 3074 0.2 1
1b 138b.c57 14B76bS -101612 -7.33
2 1 12b3B99 1502115 -.<38215 -18. 8
rCIAL b630700 b96942t -358726 -5.41
Table 8.28 Predicted and Simulated Efiergy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
October 1980.
HO UH
' onci o
PHEDICIED
POLICY 2 
SIHUtAXED DIFFEBFNCE X OIF I.
9 1160631 1164524 -4243 -0.37
U 1376148 1391701 -15553 -1.13
15 144371b 1433919 9796 0.68
18 1386^57 1538346 - 1520SC -1 1
2 1 1263899 1571970 -308070 -24. 4
rCT At 6630700 71C066C -47016C -7.09
Table 8.29 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
October 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 3
HOUR P R E D I C T E D S IM U L A T E D D I F F E R E N C E % D I F F i
9 1160681 1173092 -12411 -1 .07
12 1376148 1400093 -23946 -1.74
1 5 1443716 1434817 8899 0.62
lo 13e6257 13862S7 0 0.00
21 1263899 1626261 -362362 -28.7
r o r A L 6630700 7020519 -389819 -5.88
Table 8.30 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3 
October 1980.
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(Policy 2), and 5.88% (Policy 3) of the predicted consumption 
(6,630,700 KWh) under the actual policy.
Tables 8.31 to 8.33 show the simulation results for November.
These tables show that electricity savings are generated only for the 
period ending at 9 a.m. under the three policies. The electricity dis­
savings generated under the other four time periods exceed the elec­
tricity savings generated at 9 a.m. This causes electricity dissavings 
amounting to 2.22%, 2.86% and 1.63% of the total predicted electricity 
consumption (4,922,520 KWh) under the actual policy.
Tables 8.34 to 8.36 show the simulation results for December. 
Electricity savings are shown for all time periods except the one ending 
at 9 p.m. However, the dissavings generated during this time period 
exceed the savings generated during the other four time periods. The 
total electricity dissavings amount to .81%, .98%, and 1.41% of the 
predicted consumption (3,401,140 KWh) under the actual policy.
SEMESTRAL DIRECT ELECTRICITY SAVINGS AT A GIVEN TIME t AND IN TOTAL
Tables 8.37 to 8.39 show the consolidated simulation results for 
the spring semester (January to May). Direct electricity savings are 
obtained for the time periods ending at 12 p.m. and at 3 p.m. under the 
three alternative scheduling policies. Direct electricity dissavings 
occur during the time periods ending at 9 a.m., 6 p.m. (except under 
Policy 3), and at 9 p.m. Electricity dissavings are largest for the 
period ending at 9 p.m. The electricity dissavings exceed the elec­
tricity savings, resulting in total spring electricity dissavings 
equivalent to 2.74% (under Policy 1), 3.65% (under Policy 2) and 3.32% 
(under Policy 3) of the total electricity predicted (22,707,890 KWh) 
under the actual policy for the spring semester.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 1
uu PBEDICIED SIMULATED ClffLEfBCE * DIP I
9 87J12J 8b5585 7537 0.86
2 1030742 1045050 -1430 E -1.39
5 I0o5 740 1067993 -2253 -O.i 1
8 1012079 1048 398 -35519 -3.51
1 9400Jo 1004964 -64928 -6. 3 1
AL 4922520 5031990 -1CS470 -2.2 2
Table 8.31 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
November 1980.
UOUH
POLICY 0
PREDICTED
POLICY 2 
SIMULATED DlfFEBINCf * DIFf.
9 873123 857714 1 5409 1.76
12 10 30742 1041802 -11059 -1.07
15 1065740 1073152 -7412 1 o • •
J o
18 1012879 1066277 -53398 -5.27
21 940036 1024 170 -84134 -8.9 5
TOTAL 4922520 5063115 -14C5S5 -2.86
Table 8.32 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
November 1980.
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POLICY O POLICY 3
HOUR PREDICTED SI MOCA TED DIFFERENCE * 0 IFF
9 873123 830603 42519 4.87
12 I 030742 1048246 -17504 -1 .70
16 1065740 1072056 -6316 -0.59
l a 1012679 1012879 0 0 .00
21 940C36 1038822 -98786 1 0
 
• 01
fOTAL 4922520 5002 606 -80086 -1 .63
Table 8.33 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3, 
November 1980.
policy o p o l i c y 1
HOUB PRED1CIED SIUULATEB IIIFEBfKCF X DIFf.
9 614095 613690 405 0.07
12 701501 693311 6272 1.18
15 729t>43 726876 2766 0.38
IB 701424 69567 0 5753 0.82
21 654396 699165 -44770 -6.84
ret AL 3401140 3423712 -27572 -C.81
Table 8.34 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1,
December 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 2
UOUB PnEDICTED SLHULATED ClfFLBIBCI * DIFf,
y b14095 613 1b5 930 0. 1 £
12 701503 OS5217 6365 0.91
1 5 729b43 720775 8068 1.22
18 701424 692894 8530 1.22
21 654396 712533 -58137 -8.88
;CT4L 340 1140 34 34£d4 -33444 -C.98
Table 8.35 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2, 
December 1980.
HOUR
POLICY O 
PREDICTED
POLICY 3 
SIMULATED DIFFERENCE * DIFF.
9 *14095 611366 2709 0.44
12 701563 691157 10425 1.49
IS 729643 722303 7341 1 .01
18 701424 701424 0
oo•o
21 654396 722738 -68343 1 o • ♦
TOTAL 3401140 3449008 -47868 -1 .41
Table 8.36 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3,
December 1980.
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UOUB
POLICY 0 
PBEDICTEE
POLICY 1 
SIMULATED DIFFEBENCE % DIFf
9 4069060 4076530 -7471 -0.18
12 4615961 478442 1 315 41 0.65
15 4901739 48E9626 121 12 0.25
IB 4022825 4749783 -126958 -2.7 5
21 4296304 4B29704 -5J13S9 -12.4
COTAL 227 078JO 23330065 -622176 -2.74
Table 8.37 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
Spring 1980.
HOUB
POLICY 0 
PoIEICTEE
PCLICY 2 
SIMULATED DIFFEEEBCE X DIFF,
9 4069060 4083412 -14352 -0.35
12 4815961 4791181 24781 0.51
15 4901739 4860373 41366 0.84
18 4622625 4613720 -190895 -4. 13
21 4298304 498656 1 -69C257 -16.1
COT AL 22707690 23537247 -829358 -3.65
Table 8.38 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
Spring 1980.
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POLICY 0 POLICY 3
HOUR PREDICTED S IMULATEO DIFFERENCE X 0 IFF
9 4 069060 4109106 -40048 -0 .96
12 46 15S61 4776689 39273 0. 02
1 5 4901739 4666053 35687 0.73
la 4622625 4622625 0 O • o o
21 4296304 5086684 -786380 -18.3
f o t a l 22707690 23461357 -753466 -3 .32
Table 8.39 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3, 
Spring 1980.
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Tables 8.40 to 8.42 show the consolidated simulation results for 
the summer semester (June and July). The electricity dissavings exceed 
the electricity savings. Under Policy 1, electricity savings are only 
generated during the period ending at 3 p.m. Under Policy 2, no elec­
tricity savings are generated, and under Policy 3, electricity savings 
are generated only during the period ending at 9 p.m. The total elec­
tricity dissavings for the summer term amount to 26.10% (under Policy 
1), 32.80% (under Policy 2), and 5.69% (under Policy 3) of the elec­
tricity consumption predicted for the summer semester (12,768,900 KWh) 
under the actual policy.
Tables 8.43 to 8.45 show the consolidated simulation results for 
the fall semester (latter part of August to December). Electricity 
savings are generated during the periods ending at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
under the three alternative scheduling policies. The electricity 
dissavings generated during the other time periods yield a total fall 
semester electricity dissavings amounting to 2.96% (under Policy 1), 
3.85%(under Policy 2), and 3.05% (under Policy 3) of the total consump­
tion of electricity predicted (24,234,110 KWh) under the actual policy.
ANNUAL DIRECT ELECTRICITY SAVINGS AT A GIVEN TIME t AND IN TOTAL
Tables 8.46 to 8.48 show the simulation results for the year 1980. 
These results are obtained simply by consolidating the simulation 
results obtained during the spring, summer and fall semesters. Direct 
electricity savings are obtained only for the period ending at 3 p.m. 
under Policy 1 and Policy 2, and for all periods except for the period 
ending at 9 p.m. under Policy 3. In all cases, the direct electricity 
dissavings exceed the savings, resulting in total electricity dissavings
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PULICY 0 POLICY 1
80 U8 PREDICTED SIMULATED EIIFtBENCE X D U  I.
9 2330713 2 63533 6 - 106621 -6-69
12 *71c 7 17 273658C - 19863 -0.73
15 27663d8 2702961 63627 1-58
18 2576256 2871516 -295262 -11.5
21 2398828 5350 577 -2951768 -123
TOTAL 12768900 1 fc09bS68 -3528068 -26. 1
Table 8.40 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1, 
Summer 1980.
POLICY 0 ECLICY 2
UO UB PBEEICTEt SIBULATED DlfFEBENCE X Dll F.
9 2330713 2375o91 -66979 -1.93
12 2716717 2736039 -17322 -0.66
15 2766388 2772326 -25936 -0.96
18 2576256 2963353 -387098 -15
21 2396823 6116987 -3716158 -155
TOTAL 12768900 16960396 -619 1696 -32.8
Table 8.41 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2,
Summer 1980.
POLICV 0 PCCICY 3
HOUR PREOICTEO S 1MULATED DIFFERENCE X D IFF i
9 2330713 1969614 361098 1 5 .4 9
12 2716717 2732117 - 1 5 4 0 0 - 0 . 5 7
1 5 2 746368 2 770000 -2 3 6 1 2 - 0  .8 6
16 2E76254 2576254 0 0 .0 0
21 2 398828 3447386 - 1 0 4 8 5 5 7 - 4 3 . 7
roTAL 12768900 13495371 -7 2 6 4 7 1 - 5 . 6 9
Table 8.42 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 
Summer 1980.
uoua
POLICY 0 
PHtDICTEI
PCL1CY 1 
SiflULATEO ClfFLSLNCE X OIFF
9 4313427 4304416 9012 C.2 1
12 5077324 5095458 -17634 -0.35
15 5237204 5224784 12420 0.24
16 4995177 5196093 -200916 -4.0 2
21 4610473 5131879 -52 14C1 -11.3
roT&t 24234110 24952629 -7185 19 -2.9b
Table 8.43 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy
Fall 1980.
2 0 ]
Table 8.
Table 8.
tiooh
POLICY 0 
PBEDACTED
POLICY 2 
SI BOL AT ED LIfFEEihCt X OIL f.
9 4313427 4295102 18325 0.42
12 5077824 50 S157 7 -13754 -0.27
15 5237209 5196633 4057 1 0.77
IB 4995177 52S6£9E -301721
&0
 •1
21 4b104 78 52B5B14 -b75337 -14. 6
TOT 41. 24234110 25 166C25 -931915 -3.85
44 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2. 
Fall 1980.
POLICY 0 POLICY 3
HOUR PREOICTEO SIMULATED DIFFERENCE * DIFF
9 4313427 4263360 50067 I . 16
12 5077624 sosaae6 -21062 -0.41
IS 5237204 520 I 456 35748 0.68
Id 4995177 4995177 0 0 .00
21 4610478 5404 798 -794321 -17.2
u t a l 24234110 24963677 -729567 1 u • o
Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3,
Fall 1980.
bO UK
POLICY 0 
P BED1CTED
POLICY 1 
SIMULATED DIPFEBlnCE * DIP F.
9 10713199 1C8 5200 -103C80 1 c • s
O
O'
12 12b 10 50 j 1„6‘ 059 -5957 -0.05
15 12b 65332 12617373 679 59 0.53
16 1i190256 12817592 -62513b -5.1 1
21 11307610 15312159 -U00O5O9 -35. 0
fOT AL 59710900 60379663 -0668763 -7.62
Table 8.46 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 1 
Year 1980.
HOUB
POLICY 0 
PBECICTEI
PCLICX 2 
SiaULATtD DIfPEBEMCE % DIFF
9 10713199 10750205 -0 1006 -0.38
12 12b10503 1261b797 -6295 -0.05
15 12G653J2 12829531 560 L 1 0.03
16 12190256 13073971 -8797 10 -7.2 1
21 11307610 It 5£S5o3 -508 1752 -00.9
'OTAL 59710900 6 5663 6o7 -5952767 -9.97
Table 8.47 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 2
Year 1980.
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HOUR
POLICY 0 
PREDICTED
POLICY 3 
SIMULATED DIFFERENCE X DIFF.
9 10713199 10342 082 371118 3.46
12 12610503 12607652 2811 0.02
lb 12865332 12837508 47823 0.37
is 1219*256 12194256 0 0 .00
21 113C7610 13938868 -2631258 -23. 3
IUTAL 59710900 6 1920406 -2209506 -3.70
Table 8.48 Predicted and Simulated Energy Consumption Under Policy 3. 
Year 1980.
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amounting to 7.82% (under Policy 1), 9.97% (under Policy 2), and 3.10% 
(under Policy 3) of the total electricity consumption predicted for the 
year 1980 (59,710,900 KWh) under the actual policy.
ELECTRICITY SAVINGS OBTAINED FROM AN ALTERNATIVE CLASS SCHEDULING POLICY 
AND A BUILDING SHUT-DOWN POLICY
It was explained in Chapter II that a building shut-down policy can 
be implemented together with Alternative Class Scheduling Policies 2 
or 3. Under the building shut-down policy, electrical devices such 
as air-conditioned equipment and classroom lights are turned off in 
those buildings that are unocuppied during the 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. time 
period. The 12 to 3 p.m. total monthly indirect electricity savings 
(TES^) derived from the shut-down policy are estimated using the follow­
ing expression:
TES . = n. • ES . ,
3,i l 3,i
where: ES^  ^= daily indirect electricity savings for the 12 p.m. to
’ 3 p.m. (t=3) period in month i,
n. = number of school days in month i.
l
The daily indirect electricity savings for the 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. time 
period are estimated by subtracting the 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. monthly 
average electricity consumption during weekend days from the 12 p.m. to 
3 p.m. monthly average during regular school days. Table 8.49 shows the 
daily shut-down electricity savings and the total monthly shut-down 
electricity savings for the 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. time period.
The total monthly electricity savings are obtained by summing, 
across the five time periods, the monthly direct electricity savings (or 
dissavings) during the time periods ending at 9 a.m., 12 p.m., 6 p.m.
Weekdays
n.
i
Average Consumption 
during 
Schooldays Weekends
Daily 
Shut-down 
Energy Savings
(ES3,i>
Total Monthly 
Shut-down 
Energy Savings 
(TES„ )
j, i
January 17 58766 44327 14439 245463
February 19 58116 42263 15853 301207
March 20 60452 43458 16994 339880
April 17 59883 43343 16540 281180
May 10 64186 49525 14661 146610
June 17 69754 55048 14706 250002
July 22 72551 56285 16266 356852
August 5 75176 56485 16266 356852
September 21 78594 58623 19971 419391
October 33 62696 47313 15383 353809
November 17 62965 45625 17250 293250
December 12 61703 50155 11548 138576
Annual total shut-down energy savings 3,220,700
* Weekend days in breaks, vacation periods, and holidays are excluded from the analysis.
Table 8.49 Estimated Total Shut-down Energy Savings from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. by Month. 205
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and 9 p.m. and the indirect electricity savings (as reported in Table 
8.47). The total semestral electricity savings are obtained by adding 
the proper total monthly electricity savings (January to May for the 
spring semester, June and July for the summer semester and August to 
December for the fall semester). The total annual electricity savings 
are obtained by adding the twelve total monthly electricity savings.
The total monthly electricity savings under Policies 2 and 3 (in­
cluding a shut-down policy) are reported in Table 8.50. This table 
shows that electricity savings are generated in almost every month 
except in June, July, and October. The electricity savings generated 
under Policy 2 and Policy 3 during the Spring semester (443,616 KWh and 
525,186 KWh) amount to 1.95% and 2.31%, respectively, of the predicted 
electrical consumption under the actual policy (22,707,890 KWh). The 
electricity savings generated during the Fall semester (326,020 KWh and 
533,192 KWh) amount to 1.35% and 2.20% of the predicted electricity 
consumption under the actual policy (24,234,110 KWh). For the fall and 
spring semesters combined, the electricity savings amount to 1.64% 
(769,626 KWh), under Policy 2, and 2.25% (1,058,378 KWh), under Policy 
3, of the combined total electricity consumption (46,942,000 KWh) under 
the actual policy. These electricity savings amount to roughly about 
50,000 dollars saved (assuming a 5C energy charge).
Table 8.50 shows that electricity dissavings are generated during 
the summer. Thus, during the fall and spring semesters, Policies 2 and 
3 are better than the actual policy, but, during the summer semester, 
the actual policy is better than all the other alternative scheduling 
policies.
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January
February
March
April
May
Spring
June
July
Summer
August
September
October
November
December
Fall
Year 1980
Total Electricity Savings (kwh) 
Policy 2_____ Policy 3
111073
108470
60757
55712
107604
443616
-1915226
-1642478
-3557704
36726
159110
-126147
160067
96264
326020
-2788068
112460
109092
95839
119289
88506
525186
-91606
-3398
-95004
42640
232614
-44909
219480
83367
533192
963374
Table 8.50 Total Electricity Savings Including a Building Shut-Down 
Policy Under Alternative Scheduling Policy 2 and Policy 3.
CHAPTER IX
ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION, WEATHER TYPES, AND WEATHER INDICES
The secondary objective of this research is to find which weather 
types and which weather indices are associated with lower and higher 
electricity consumption values. This part of the research is merely 
descriptive and serves to provide a background for future research in 
the area of the effects of weather types and weather indices on elec­
tricity consumption. The eight weather types - Pacific High (PH), 
Continental High (CH), Frontal Overrunning (FOR), Coastal Return (CR), 
Gulf Return (GR), Frontal Gulf Return (FGR), and Gulf Tropical Distur­
bance (GTD) - and the three weather indices - Continental Index (Cl), 
Tropical Index (TI) and Storminess Index (SI) - have been defined in 
Chapter II.
Average electricity consumption values over two or three years are 
computed for each month by weather type and by weather index. These 
averages are computed over the same month in the years 1978 and 1979 
except for November and December, where the averages are computed over 
three years, 1977 to 1979. These averages are shown in Tables 9.1 to 
9.12. These tables show the average electricity consumption values 
computed from the actual and predicted electricity consumption values. 
The predicted values are obtained by substituting the values of the 
independent variables in the regression model, equation (4.19), postu­
lated in Chapter IV. In addition, these tables also show a residual 
value, which is computed by substracting the average electricity con-
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sumption found using the predicted values from the average electricity 
consumption found using the actual observations. The average tempera­
ture, the average humidity, and the number of occurences of each weather 
type and each weather index are also reported. A discussion of the
results shown in Tables 9.1 to 9.12 follows. Since the reported resid­
ual values are relatively close to zero, the discusion that follows is 
limited to the averages computed from the actual values.
January. Four weather types occurred during January 1978 and January 
1979. The mean electricity consumption was highest (53,661 KWh) during 
FGR type and lowest (45,762 KWh) during the FOR. The FGR type brings 
relatively warm (mean temperature is 6l.5°F) and humid days (mean hu­
midity is 93.08%) to Southern Louisiana; the FOR type brings cold (mean 
temperature is 40.5°F), cloudy, windy, and rainy days. FGR days tend to 
increase the consumption of electricity while FOR days tend to decrease 
it. The Continental Index and the Tropical Index also point out the 
fact that the mean energy consumption tends to be lower during cool to
cold days and higher during warm days. The mean energy consumption was
only 45,990KWh for days in the Continental Index category, and it was 
52,865 KWh for days in the Tropical Index category. The mean tempera­
ture and mean humidity during Cl days were lower than they were during 
TI days.
Notice that the lowest mean energy consumption reported in Table 
9.1 is associated with the GR type; however this type occurred only 
twice, and, thus, the association of this weather type to mean energy 
consumption is not representative.
BEATHEN TYPES:
CONTINENTAL HIGH 
FBONIAL 07EBBUNING 
GOLF SETUBN 
FBCNTAL GULF BETUBN 
BE AT BE B INDICES:
CONTINENTAL INDEX 
STOB HI NESS INDEX 
IBOPICAL INDEX
BEAN
ACTUAL
COHSQHPTION
47308.42
45762.36
43300.00
53661.67
45990.08 
47177.16 
52864.62
BEAN
PBEDICTED
CQHSUBPTICN
46304.58
46067.64 
44680.83 
52942.13
46102.54
47298.89
52306.64
SEAN
BESIDUAL
CONSUBPTICN
1003.85
-305.28
-1380.83
719.54
-112.46
-121.73
557.97
BEAN
TEBPEBATOBE
41.11
40.50 
56.00
61.50
40.59
44.26
61.08
BEAN
HOHIDITI
44.37
76.32 
73.00 
93.08
71.61
79.32 
91.54
NtJHBEB
OP CASES
19
110
2
24
129
134
26
Table 9.1 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type January 1978 - 1979.
NEATHEB TIPES:
PACIFIC HIGH 
CONTINENTAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL OVEBBONING 
GOLF BETOBH 
PBOHTAL GOLF BETOBH 
GOLF BIGB 
HEATUEfi INDICES;
COHTIHEHTAL It DEI
STOBBIIiESS I HOE.:
TBOPICAL INDEX
Table 9.2
BEAN
ACTUAL
CONSOBPTION
BEAN
PEEDICTED
CONSOBPTION
BEAN
BESIDOAL
CONSOBPTION
BEAN
TEHPEBATOBE
BEAN
HOBIDITT
NOBBEB
OF CASES
50706.67 
<16653.64 
49859.44 
59 193.33 
56235.26 
48382.00
49752.35
46996.15
49674.82
57787.82 
56346.95 
4S087.22
954.32
-342.51
183.62
1405.51
-111.69
-705.22
60.33
43.64
45.30
67.67
64.58
51.40
45.33
54.21 
71.10
73.22 
80.42 
49.95
3
33
77
9
38
20
48897.00 46871.22 25.78 44.80 66.04 110
51965.57 51879.52 86.04 51.67 74.18 115
56801.70 56622.86 178.84 65.17 79.04 47
Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type February 1978 - 1979.
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February. Six weather types occurred during February 1978 and 1979.
Two weather types that did not occur in January occurred in February: 
Pacific High and Gulf High. Just like in January, the weather types 
which have tropical characteristics are associated with higher mean 
electricity consumption levels (FGR and GR), and the weather types which 
have polar or arctic characteristics are linked to lower mean elec­
tricity consumption levels (CH and FOR). The mean energy consumption 
was 56,802 KWh during TI days and 48,897 KWh during Cl days. These two 
mean energy consumption levels are higher than the corresponding levels 
in January. This reflects the fact that February is warmer than Jan­
uary. Notice that the TI occurred more often in February than it 
occurred in January, and the Cl occurred less often in February than it 
did in January.
March. Seven weather types occurred during March 1978 and March 1979.
The Coastal Return type, which did not appear during January or Febru­
ary, appeared in March. The effect of the weather types on the mean 
energy consumption was less dramatic in this month than it was during 
the previous two months. Also, in general, the mean energy consumption 
during any given weather types is higher than it is in January and 
February. Again, the higher and lower mean energy consumption levels 
are associated with warm (and humid) and cool (and dry) weather types, 
respectively. The mean energy consumption during TI days (FGR + GR) was 
56,434 KWh and 52,124 KWh during Cl days (CH + FOR). Notice that the TI 
days occurred more often in March than they did in February, and the Cl 
days occurred less often. However, in March, the Continental Index 
occurred just as often as the Tropical Index.
BEATHEB TIPES:
PACIFIC HIGH 
COHTIHENIAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL OVEBBONIHG 
COASTAL BETOBH 
GOLF BETOBH 
FBOHTAL GOLF BETOBH 
GOLF BIGH 
HEATBE8 IHDICES:
COHTIHEHTAL IHDEZ
STOBHIHESS IHDEZ
TBOPICAL INDEZ
BEAH
ACTOAL
CONSOBPTION
S366S.00
53246.45
51399.58
52016.25
56332.78
56538.86
51088.82
52120.30
53566.75
56030.37
BEAH
PBEOiCTED
COBSOBPTIOH
52003.13
53303.88
50890.98
53300.72
57199.27
56181.10
51351.77
51837.81
53121.77 
56697.37
BEAN
BESIDOAL
CONSUMPTION
1221.87
-57.03
508.60
-880.07
-866.09
357.72
-262.90
286.09
000.98
-263.01
BEAH
TEBPEBATUBE
64. 17 
64.26 
54.33 
62.00 
70.61 
66.89 
63.41
58.23
59.63
68.77
BEAH
HOBIDITY
52.83
02.71
62.63
50.90 
61.31 
78. 17
35.90
54.81 
69. 18 
69.62
HONBEH 
OF CASES
12
31
48
16
36
35
17
79
83
71
Table 9.3 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type. March 1978-1979.
April. Six weather types occurred during April 1978 and April 1979.
The Gulf High type, which was present in February and March, was not 
present in April. During this month, the higher mean energy consumption 
levels occurred during the FGR and FOR types. The highest mean energy 
consumption occurred during the Pacific High, but this type occurred 
only four times. Notice that the mean energy consumption during SI days 
is higher than it is during TI days, even though the TI days are warmer 
(mean temperature is 75.2°F) than the SI days (mean temperature is 
70.46°F). However, the SI days are more humid (73.2%) than the TI days 
(68.7%). Thus, the relative humidity is probably the reason the mean 
energy consumed was higher during SI days.
May. Six weather tyes occurred during May 1978 and May 1979. The mean 
energy consumption level for each weather type is higher than it was in 
April. Once again, the higher and lower energy consumption levels are 
associated with TI days and Cl days. The TI days (GR and FOR) are 
warmer (mean temperature is 78.8°F) and more humid (mean humidity is 
76.0%) than the Cl days (mean temperature and mean humidity are 73.7°F 
and 71.1%, respectively). Also, the TI days occurred more frequently 
than the Cl days.
June. Six weather types occurred during June 1978 and June 1979. 
Although it was the same number of weather types that occurred in May, 
two weather types that occurred in M&y did not happen in June, i.e., PH 
and FOR, but two new types did occur in June: GH and GTD. Notice that,
except for the CH type, all the other weather types have tropical charac 
teristics. All these five weather types (CR, GR, FGR, GTD, and GH) are 
part of the Tropical Index. So, it is no surprise that this index
BE IT HE! TTPES:
PACIFIC HIGH 
COHTIHEHTAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL OTEBBOHIHG 
COASTAL BBTQBI 
GOLF BETOBH 
FBOHTAL GOLF BETOBH 
BEATHEB IHDICESs
COHTIHEHTAL IHDEZ
STOBBIHESS IHDEZ
TBOPICAL IHDEZ
HEAH
ACTOAL
COHSONPTIOH
68985.00 
52190.63 
58710.56 
5<t 108. 89 
56975.50
61574.00
55642.35 
59484.46 
58508. 33
8EAH
PBEDICTED
COiSOHPTIOH
65220.16
52717.11
58347.61
55197.46
57319.07
60866.35
55697.97
59023.35 
58501.49
HEAH
BESIDOAL
COHSUHPTIOH
3764.84
-526.49
362.94
-1088.57
-343.57
707.65
-55.61 
456.11 
6.84
BEAH
TEnPEBATOBE
76.50
68.08
68.48
73.22 
74.95 
75.80
68.29
70.46
75.23
BEAH
HUBIDITI
68.00
48.58
73.56
42.89
66.75
72.60
61.80
73.30
68.70
BOBBEB
OF CASES
4
48
54
9
40
20
102
74
60
Table 9.4 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type April 1978 - 1979.
HEAH HEAH SHAH
ACTUAL PEED1CTED BESIDUAL HEAH
COHSU HPT10H COHSUBPTIOH COHSDHPTXCH TEHPEBATOBE
HEAH
HOBIDITT
RUHBEB
OP CASES
PACIPIC HIGH 
COHTIHEHTAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL 0VEBBUH1HG 
COASTAL BETOBH 
GOLF BETOBH 
FBOHTAL GOLF BETOBH 
HE AT BE B IHDICES:
COHTIHEHTAL IHDEZ
STOB HIHESS I HDEX
TBOPXCAL XHOEX
50972.00 
57582.86
59485.00 
54788.89 
64488.68 
62797.CO
51940.23
56673.32
58798.90
55221.53
64563.04
63086.21
■968.23
909.54
6 8 6 .1 0
-432.64
-74.35
-289.21
64.40 
79.86 
71.06 
77. 11 
79.92 
76.60
61.00
54.57
78.31
60.33
73.00
8 1 . 7 5
5
7
16
9
38
20
58906.09 
61325-00 
6390 5.34
58151.98
61180.74
64053.78
754.10 
144.26 
-148.44
73.74 
74. 14 
78.78
71.09
80.22
76.02
23
36
58
Table 9.5 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type May 1978 - 1979.
BEATHEB TIPBS:
BEAH BEAH HEAH
ACTUAL PBEDICTED BESIDUAL BEAH
COBSOBPTIOH COBSOBPTIOH COBSOBPTIOH TEHPERATOBE
BEAH
HOHIDITY
HOBBES 
OP CASES
COHTIHEHTAL HIGH 
COASTAL BETOBH 
COLP BETOBH 
FBOHTAL COLT BETOBH 
GOLF TBOPICAL OIST. 
GOLF BIGB 
8EATHEB IHDXCES:
COHTIHEHTAL IHDEI
STOB HI HESS I HD El
TBOPICAL IHOEI
60617.63 
6103B.29 
65547.45 
57561.33 
58804. 00 
61353.00
60890.57 
60225.86 
65009.22 
60150.S3 
59100.38 
61251-99
-272.94 
812.42 
538.24 
-2589. 19 
-296.38 
1 0 1 .0 1
81.41
85.89
85.22
83.47
86.80
87.60
56.63
65.09
64.06
75.93
63.80
64.25
59
35
51
15
10
20
60617.63 60890.57 -272.94 81.41 56.63 59
58058.40 59730.47 -1672.07 84.80 71.08 25
62273.13 62150.20 122.93 85.68 65.70 131
Table 9.6 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type June 1978 - 1979.
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occurs most frequently. Notice, too, that the mean energy consumption 
levels for each of the weather types and weather indices are just as 
high as the respective levels in May. This is a very interesting 
result, since there are far fewer students enrolled in the university 
during the summer than there are during the spring semester. The re­
duction in energy consumption derived from a lower student load is 
offset by the increase in energy consumption derived from a warmer 
weather. Just like it was found in the January-to-May cases, the mean 
consumption level during TI days is higher than it was during Cl days.
July. Seven weather types occurred during July 1978 and 1979. The 
additional weather type that did not occur in June is the Frontal Over­
running. The energy consumption level is slightly higher than it was 
for June. It is interesting to note that all the weather types have 
approximately the same effect on the mean consumption level. The high­
est mean consumption level (638,147 KWh) is associated with the TI days, 
but this level is almost identical to the level (632,380 KWh) during Cl 
days.
August. The fall semester starts in August. The analysis during this 
month excludes the few days that correspond to the summer semester. Six 
weather types occurred during August 1978 and 1979. The Gulf High type 
did not occur during this time period. The Tropical Index days occurred 
much more often than the Continental Index days. However, there seems 
to have been no significant effect on consumption from the different 
weather indices or weather types. All the weather types were warm and 
humid. The warmest and dryest weather type was the Continental High.
This is a surprise. However this type occurred only five times, so this
I EAT BEH TIPES:
CONTINENTAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL CVEBBUHIHG 
COASTAL BETOBH 
GOLF BETOHH 
FRONTAL GOLF BETOBH 
GOLF TBOPICAL DIST. 
GOLF HIGH 
BEATHEB IHCICES:
COHTIHEHTAL INDEX 
STQB HI HESS INDEX 
TBOPICAL INDEX
HEAH
ACTUAL
COHSOHPTIOH
63830.00 
63022.73 
6260 1. 13
63392.90 
63113.53
63985.91 
69819.22
63238.00
63938.92 
633 19.71
BEAN
PBEEICTED
COHSUHPTICH
63895.99
62218.69 
62275.51 
63916.18 
62759.09 
69611.16 
65093.60
62652.69 
63366.27 
63918.01
BEAM
BESIDOAL BEAH
COHSORPTICH TEBPEBATOBE
-15.99 
809.03 
325. 66 
-23.28 
359.99 
-625.75 
-229.39
585.36
72.66
-103.30
88.25 
61. 18
89.12 
82.99 
82.85 
78.68 
86.33
63.07
80.80
83.13
BEAH
HOHIDITY
57.63
78.91
72.35
72.68
71.59
89.08
69.02
72.87 
78. 17 
72.31
HOBBER 
OF CASES
8
22
17
31
39
37
51
30
93
170
Table 9.7 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type July 1978 - 1979.
HEAH BEAM HEAH
ACTUAL PREDICTED BESIDUAL BEAU
C0I5DSETI0H COHSUHPTICH CCHSUBPTXOH TEflPEBATURE
REAS
HUHIDITI
HU0BEH 
OF CASES
COHTIHEBTAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL OVEBBUHXHG 
COASTAL BETOBH 
GOLF BETOBH 
FBOHTAL GOLF BETOBH 
GOLF TBOPICAL DIST. 
BEATHEB IHDICES:
COHTIHEHTAL IHDEZ
STOBHIBESS ZHDEZ
TBOPICAL IHDEZ
6784(1.00 
70879.33 
70639.51
67838.00 
68675.71
70472.00
69991.87
70743.90
69925.35
69244.71
69865.56
69456.79
-2147.87 
135.43 
714. 16 
-1406.71 
-1189.84 
1015.21
87.20
82-33
83.46
81.80
77.93
76.90
66.40 
70.80 
74.59 
78.90 
85.00 
89. 40
5
15
41
10
14
10
70120.50
69983.85
69877.07
70555.90
7C098.57
69760.96
-435.40 
-114.72 
116.11
83.55
79.36
81.33
69.70
80.67
79.08
20
39
75
Table 9.8 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type August 1978 - 1979.
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result is not really representative. The energy consumption levels 
found for each weather type or weather index are higher than they were 
during July even though the weather did not change significantly. This 
is the result of a higher number of students enrolled in the University 
during the Fall semester than during the Summer semester.
September. All the weather types occurred during September 1978 and 
September 1979. This time period began to be dominated by the Continen­
tal Index days. Notice that the mean energy consumption levels for the 
Cl and SI days are lower than the respective levels for the month of 
August. However, the mean consumption level during the TI days is 
higher than its counterpart in August. The three higher mean energy 
consumption levels occurred during the GR, CR, and GH types; the lower 
levels occurred during CH and FOR types.
October. Six weather types occurred during October 1978 and October 
1979. This time period is dominated by Cl days; the CH type is the 
principal contributor. The temperature and relative humidity levels are 
lower than they were during September. The mean consumption levels are 
also lower. Once again, the mean consumption level during TI days 
(64,660 KWh) was higher than it was during Cl days (61,294 KWh). The TI 
days during October occurred less frequently than they did during Sep­
tember.
November. Six weather types occurred during November 1977, 1978, and 
1979. Notice that the PH type takes the place of the GH type, which 
occurred in October. The mean consumption levels during November are 
lower than they were during October. Again, the mean consumption level 
during TI days was higher than it was during Cl days.
1t* 7
49
30
20
11
22
15
96
82
63
BEAN HEAH REAM
ACTUAL PREDICTED RESIDUAL REAN BEAM
CONSOBPTION COHSOHPTICN CONSOBPTICN TEHPEEATUBE HOHIDITI
65440.00
67321.49
67988.57
73484.00
74715.00
71189.09 
68738.18 
72081.33
66456.77 
67451.31 
68481.42 
72818.17
74227.49
70551.10 
70234.80 
70251.29
-1016.77 
-129.83 
-492.85 
665.83 
487.51
638.00 
-1496.62 
1830.04
75.00 
79.60 
75.59
82.00 
81.35 
79.55 
80.27 
83.93
87.00
67.49
77.47
72.70
84.70 
83.55 
73.05
70.47
67661.98
68619.02
71630.00
67977.10
69229.48
71463.92
-315.12
-610.46
166.08
77.55
77.38
81.28
72.58 
77. 10 
77.6C
Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type September 1978 - 1979.
BEATHEB IIPES:
COHTIHEHTAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL CVEEBOHING 
COASTAL BETOBH 
GOLF BETOBH 
FBCHTAL GOLF BETOBH 
GOLF HIGH 
NEATBE8 IHEICES:
COHTIHEHTAL IHDEZ
STOBH1HESS INDEX
TBOPICAL IHDEZ
BEAH
ACTDAL
COBSOBPTIOH
61055.63 
62314.17 
62682. 63 
64083.03 
66248.33 
61740.00
61293. 62 
63625. 56 
64660.44
BEAN
PBEDICTED
COHSOBPTICH
61014.57
61181.41
63366.71
64619.94
65689.60
61875.14
61046.10
62684.14 
64905.18
BEAH
BESIDOAL
COHSOBPTICH
41.25
1132.76
-484.08
-536.91
558.73
-135.14
247.52 
941.41 
-244.74
BEAH
TEBPEBATOBE
70.53
70.04
73.47
75.94
76.92
74.87
70.44
72-33
76.20
BEAH
BOBIDITT
59.50
68.54
68.97
68.09
75.00
52.67
61.21
70.69
69.93
HOHBEB
OF CASES
103
24
38
33
12
15
127
36
45
Table 9.10 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type October 1978 - 1979.
BEATHEB TYPES:
BEAH BEAK BEAK
ACTUAL PREDICTED RESIDUAL BEAK BEAK
COMSUBPTION COKSURPTICH COHSOBPTICH TEBPEBATUBE HUBIDITI
PACIFIC HIGH 
COHTIHEHTAL HIGH 
FBOHTAL C?EBB0HIHG 
COASTAL BETOBH 
GOLF BETOBH 
FBOHTAL GOLF BETOBH 
BEATHEB IHDICES:
COHTIHEHTAL IHDEX 
STOBHIHESS IHDEZ 
TBOPICAL IHDEX
5054 8.00 
£5242.64
55300.24 
55807.57
57897.24 
59821.76
55269.94 
57034.06 
59124.13
52196.96
54904.04 
55281.02 
56S99.94 
58956.09
58828.04
55082.72
56641.15
58874.46
-1648.96 
338.60 
19.23 
-1192-37 
-1058.85 
993.73
187.22
392.91
249.67
63.80
57.53
60.66
64.16
70.72
71.78
59.01
64.92
71.40
76. 20 
51.64 
76.85 
72.62 
71.45 
80.94
63.59
78.42
77.50
Table 9.11 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type November 1978 - 1979.
HUflBEB
OF CASES
5
91
82
37
29
51
173
133
80
224
225
December. Seven weather types occurred during December 1977, 1978, and 
1979. The mean energy consumption levels are lower than they were in 
November but higher than they were in January. All the weather types 
and weather indices have a very similar effect on energy consumption.
The mean energy consumption level during Cl days was 49,825 kwh and 
50,229 kwh during TI days.
Observing Tables 9.1 to 9.12 sequentially, one observes that, in 
general, the mean energy consumption level by weather type increases 
gradually from a low in January to a high in September, and then it 
decreases gradually from September to January. The Tropical Index days 
are responsible for the highest mean energy consumption levels through­
out the year. The Tropical Index days dominate from May to August. The 
Continental Index days are responsible for the lowest mean energy con­
sumption levels. The Continental Index days dominate from September to 
April. There are no significant differences in the mean energy con­
sumption levels between the different weather types in July, August, 
and, also, December. The CH is related to low energy consumption 
levels, and the FGR and GR types are related to high energy consumption 
levels. The CH, FOR, GR and FGR occur all year round; the GTD occurs 
only fnm June to September. The PH does not occur during June to 
August; the CR did not occur in January or February.
Finally, Table 9.13 shows the monthly rankings (1 the highest, 3 
the lowest) of the average electricity consumption by weather type and 
weather index for November 1977 to December 1979.
HEAH BEAN BEAN
ACTUAL PBEDICTEE BESIDOAL BEAN
COkSUHFTION CONSOBPTION CDNSUNPTION TEHPEBATOBE
BEAN
HUBXDITT
NUBBEB
OF CASES
PACIFIC HIGH 
CONTINENTAL HIGH 
FflONTAL OVEHHUMING 
COASTAL BBTUBM 
GOLF BETOBH 
FBONT1L GULF BETOBN 
GOLF HIGH 
BEATHBB INDICES:
CONTINENTAL IHDEX 
5T0BHINESS INDEX 
TBOPICAL INDEX
4842b. 67 
47966-25 
51014.80 
47706. 90
51030.00 
48626.25
47540.00
40646.93
48018.34
51857.28
47666.74
51777.36
49426.95
40918.69
7779.74 
-52.09 
-842.48 
40. 16 
-747.36 
-600.70 
6621. 31
54.67
48.25
49.58
56.86
68.14
68.88
63.50
69.50
51.25 
66.98 
65.93 
76.86 
82. 13
64.25
6
32
50
29
28
16
4
49825. 12 50359.16 - 534.04 49.06 60.84 82
50484.24 51268.11 -783.87 54.26 70.65 66
50228.64 50922.67 -694.03 68.41 78.77 44
Table 9.12 Summary of Results by Synoptic Weather Type December 1978 - 1979.
2 2 7
M O N T H S
Weather Types: J F N A M J J A S 0 N D
PH - 3 3 1 6 - - - 8 - 6 4
CH 2 6 4 6 4 4 3 5 7 6 5 5
FOR 3 4 6 3 3 - 6 1 6 4 4 2
CR - - 5 5 5 3 7 2 2 3 3 6
GR 4 1 2 4 1 1 4 6 1 2 2 1
FGR 1 2 1 2 2 6 5 4 4 1 1 3
GH - 5 7 - - 2 1 - 3 5 - 7
GTD - - - - - 5 2 3 5 - - -
No. of Types 4 6 7 6 6 6 7 6 8 6 6 7
Weather Indices:
Cl 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 3
SI 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1
TI 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2
The higher the rank, the higher the consumption.
Table 9.13 Rankings of Average Electricity Consumption by Weather 
Type and Weather Index for November 1977 to December
1979.
CHAPTER X
CONCLUSIONS
The cost of electricity to the University has been rising, and 
there are many indications which suggest that this rising trend will 
continue in the future. The University has adopted a number of energy 
conservation programs in response to the rising costs of electricity, 
but more energy conservation programs will be required in the future to 
cope with the rising energy costs.
It is found that electricity savings can be achieved by adopting a 
student scheduling policy which allows the further implementation of a 
building shut-down policy. It is found that, if student scheduling 
Policy 2 or 3 and a building shut down policy had been adopted during 
the 1980 spring and fall semesters, the electricity savings would have 
amounted to roughly 914,000 KWh or about 2% of the electricity consumed 
from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. during all the school days (excluding breaks, 
weekends, and holidays) in these semesters.
During the summer semester, less electricity is consumed under the 
actual policy than under any of the three alternative scheduling policies 
entertained in this research.
Another advantage of adopting student scheduling Policy 2 or 3 and 
a building shut-down policy is that these policies enhance the potential 
to reduce the actual peak load (KW) demand, and thus to reduce the 
billing (ratcheted) damand. This advantage is possible because, during 
the warmer hours of the day, when the temperature-sensitive demand for
228
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power (KW) is higher, there are no students attending classes, and, 
consequently, there is no need to maintain the temperature-sensitive 
electrical appliances, such as air conditioners, working at full load.
Still another advantage of adopting the above policies is that 
these policies become logical alternatives to consider in the event that 
Gulf States Utilities, L.S.U.'s supplier of electricity, should decide 
to implement time-of-day rates to discourage consumption during the peak 
demand hours of the day (these are usually the warmer hours of the day). 
Under these rates, the cost of electricity is lower during the off-peak 
hours. The adoption of these policies would enable L.S.U. to take 
advantage of the lower off-peak rates.
It is concluded that a student scheduling policy such as Policy 2 
or 3 should be implemented during the spring and fall semesters and the 
actual class scheduling policy should continue to be used during the 
summer. These policies must be accompanied by a strategic plan that 
clearly identifies (1) to which facilities and (2) for how long the 
supply of electricity (in the form of air conditioning, lighting, etc.) 
will be curtailed.
The effect of weather types and weather indices on the monthly 
actual and predicted mean energy consumption has been investigated. It 
is found that weather types associated with warm tropical weather (Gulf 
Return, Gulf High) are associated with high mean energy consumption 
levels. By contrast, weather types associated with cool air from the 
Canadian or arctic regions (Pacific High, Continental High) are associa­
ted with lower mean energy consumption levels. The same is true with 
respect to weather indices. The Continental Index is associated with 
lower mean energy consumption, and the Tropical Index, with higher mean
230
electricity consumption levels. More research is anticipated using 
weather types and weather indices.
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